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ABSTRACT
The main body of this report consists of a summary overview wherein the
process of geometric parameter estimation to accuracies of one centimeter,
i.e. , multilateration, is defined and applications listed. In this summary a
brief functional explanation of the theory is presented. Next, various multi-
lateration systems are described in order of increasing system complexity.
Expected systems accuracy is discussed from a general point of view and a
summary of the errors is listed,
4An outline of the design of a software processing system for multilateration,
herein called MICRODOT, is presented next. The links of this software, which
can be used for multilateration data simulations or operational data reduction,
are examined on an individual basis. Functional flow diagrams are presented to
aid in understanding the software capability. MICRODOT capability is
described with respect to vehicle configurations, interstation coordinate reduc-
. tion, geophysical parameter estimation, and orbit determination.
Numerical results obtained from MICRODOT via data simulations are displayed
both for hypothetical and real world vehicle/'3tation configurations such as used
in the GEOS-3 Project. These simulations show the inherent power of the
multilateration procedure.
The rest of this work is comprised of twenty-two appendices which detail all
of the theory contained in the MICRODOT software. These appendices deal
with data compression and synchronization, minimum.var.iance estimation o£.
parameters, Earth and ocean tide modeling, atmospheric data calibrations,
geometric orbit determination, operational data requirements, and so forth.
The presentation of the advanced concepts, software and operational require-
ments presented herein comprise an in-depth look at multilateration and at the
future applications to which such systems must of necessity be .applied.
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f1.	 INTRODUCTION
Multilateration: the process of parameter estimation based on strict
geometric laws is introduced in this volume from the point of view of advanced
software processing systems. The main objective of this volume is to acquaint
the reader as to the power of the multilateration technique and to describe the
MICRODOT (Multilateration Interstation Coordinate Seduction and Orbit Deter-
mination Operational Trilateration) software presently developed at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory under Task N-lb for Tracking Station and Location
IMp.rovem.ent in support of GEOS-3.
In order to make clear what specific problems might be solved with a
software system such as MICRODOT, the specific applications on-which such a
software system might have scientific impact are introduced first. If these
problems are of interest to the reader then it follows that an explanation of the
Multilateration process also should be of concern to the reader.
The theory introduced in the main body of this volume is presented
functionally with all derivations placed in detailed Appendices. The intent of
this section is to make the reader aware of why without accurately knowing the 	
,y
position of the spacecraft or vehicle, or the location of the group of stations	 J
.(constellation) participating in the experiment it is possible to a) locate the 	 a
vehicle, and b) compute the interstation distances, to extreme precision,	 i
Various multilateration systems are then introduced to illustrate the. 	 j
complexity to which such geometric foundations can be expanded in order to	 i	 7
estimate geophysical parameters of interest to the applications presently to
be mentioned.
The section on expected system accuracy attempts to identify in some
detail hardware, atmospheric, Earth/ocean, and miscellaneous error sources.
Having identified these error sources, some preliminary estimates on the
approximate estimation power of both microwave and laser based multilateration
systems are presented.
t	 f
i'
r
Next, from a functional point of view, a detailed description of the
MICRODOT processing system is presented.--Sfarting from a crude block
diagram, the link structure and rationale behind the software design is developed
uter in-core set ofon a link-by-link basis; a link herein implying a comp 
words and instructions. Flow diagrams of a functional nature are presented
for each link and subsequently the links are all assembled into one final dia-
gram describing the MICRODOT system in its complete structure. Detailed
program operation and flow will be'presented in the second volume of this report.!
The next section recaps program capability and the options presently
available on the MICRODOT system. Obviously this section is of temporary
nature, since the MICRODOT program will continue to grow. However, the
total program options are indicated.
Numerical simulations obtained via MICRODOT of a two-satellite sys
tern with a station constellation contained within the continental United States of
America with and without satellite -tom satellite tracking are presented in the
neat section. Included in this section is a real world simulation of the inter-
..
station coordinate estimation capability which is afforded by the GEOS-3
satellite.
Finally a guide to the appendices contained in this report is presented
in order to clarify their interrelationship.
2	 JFL Technical Memorandum. 33-792
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2.	 APPLICATIONS OF THE MICRODOT PROCESSING SYSTEM
Z. 1	 PRELIMINARY REMARKS
a
Recent advances in hardware systems are giving rise to observable
data types of increasing accuracy such as range and range-rate from ground
1
station to spacecraft. An illustration of such hardware is provided by two-color
laser geodolites currently in operaL•ion by the University of Washington which
are capable of obtaining the distance between two ground benchmarks within
2-3 tenths of a millimeter over 5 to 10 kilometer baselines. Satellite laser
hardware such as used by the Wallops Island system has reached operational
accuracies of 4 centimeters. Radio ranging systems have also improved over
the past decade, Hence it seems that achievement of subcentimeter hardware
measurement systems capable of operating from ground to either satellites or
	 1
airplanes are almost within reach. This is not to say that lower accuracy
measurement systems do not have applications. Many applications, such as
	 =
surveying land areas, monitoring ocean coastal land erosion, etc. certainly
need not have such high precision. It is safe them to assume that hardware
measurement systems possessing data type measurement accuracies of s
centimeters do indeed exist, and ask what applications can be undertaken by a
software processing system such as MICRODOT which can transform the data
types to interstation ground coordinates and vehicle positions to, say, within
.2T. In other words precision simulations with the MICRODOT processing
system have demonstrated that geometric degradation in some but not all the
multilat.e.ration estimated parameters can vary by a factor of two or at most
three for favorable geometric configurations.
2.2	 SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
Assuming that the hardware/ software system is in hand, a tentative
list of applications can be delineated as in Table.l.
	 +'
Most of the applications which will be mentioned are self-explanatory.
No attempt to define these areas of .earth science will be undertaken herein
since the main thrust of this report is to describe the software which might
be used in experiments related to these areas:
FTable 1. Applications of Multilateration Systems
Low =_ 1-2 meter, Medium 100-10 cm, High 1-0.1 cm
I
rr
E
Application Accuracy Requirements
• Practical Earth Surveying Low
• Coastal and River Erosion Monitoring Low
• Gravity Anomaly Determination Medium-to-High
• . Measurement and Calibration of Physical Medium-to-High
Constants
• Precision Geometric Orbit Determination High
Over Long and Short Arcs
• Continental Drift Determination High
• Solid Earth Tide Modeling Improvement High
• Ocean Earth Tide Modeling Improvement High
• Rapid Fault and Tectonic Plate High
Monitoring
• Earthquake/Volcano Modeling Improvement High
• Satellite Altimeter Calibration High
In essence, the use of multilateration theory in conjunction with the
desired hardware system and the MICRODOT processing system will provide
science with a valuable tool for investigation of the previously mentioned areas.
This tool can be used in conjunction with real data or with the realistic data.
simulation link within the MICRODOT program which can simulate an experi-
ment . prior to actual in-field operation,
i
i
4f
I
t.
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3.	 THE MULTILATERATION PROCESS
Multilateration is.defined to mean the process of taking simultaneous
measurements of the slant range between an ensemble of ground stations and a
flying/orbiting vehicle and the reduction of these measurements into meaningful
information. If more than two vehicles are aloft, the act of measuring the dis-
tance between the vehicles is also considered as a multilateration process. The
objective of multilateration systems, which use the simultaneous data. type con-
cept, is to solve for the three-dimensional interstation coordinates plus the
vehicle position and velocities. To accomplish this objective using only geo-
metric relationships in lieu of dynamic relationships, the concept of simul-
taneity of the data types needs to be invoked. This can be accomplished by
interpolating the data types against some standard clock.
3.1	 FUNCTIONAL EXPLANATION OF THE THEORY
Without belaboring the equations peculiar to the multilateration pro-
cess, perhaps the easiest way to understand the technique is to use the equa-
tions functionally and note that in a specified rectangular coordinate system
the equation of a sphere is given by:
(x - X d 2 + (Y - Y i)2 + ( Z.- Z i ) 2 = Pi 2i2 	 { 1 }
'	 where x, y, z are the vehicle positions, XV Y ip Z i are the station coordinates,
{	 and pi are the distances from a station i to the vehicle. Hence, each station;
r	 upon measuring the slant range, p i , permits one equation of the previous form to
be written. It is evident that if three stations measure the slant ranges at the
same time, then the coordinates of the vehicle are identical in the three
resulting sphere equations and by direct algebra the vehicle coordinates
relative to an adopted origin can be ex,-)ressed. as:
r
x 
_ x (X i, YV z  pi),s
r	 Y = y (Xi ► "Y i , Z) P),
z	 z ( Xi . Y i p .Z i, Pl),
r
(2)
2 . 3.
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The process of assuming the station coordinates to be knownand insertion
of the slant ranges into the three previous equations to obtain a state estimate is
called Trilateration. In general then, with three stations avehicle can be trilat-
erated to obtain its position at the epoch time of the synchronized measurements.
Furthermore, if the slant range rate is known then by differentiation of the
previous equations, the velocity x, y, z of the vehicle can also be determined.
Suppose that a fourth station is added to the system such as to provide
another spherical relationship of the form:
( X - X4 )2 f (y - Y4)2 + ( z - Z4)2 = P 24 .	 (3)
Now since Eqs. (2) determine the vehicle position, as long as Pi, ..., p4 are
measured at the same time, a direct substitution of these equations in Eq. (3)
yields a relationship strictly in terms of the interstation coordinates and data:
M = M (Xi, Y V Z i , P i) = 0,	 i = 1, 2, 3, 4.	 (4)
'he function M is called the multilate ration function (M -. function) of the station
nsemble. Note that the vehicle position has been eliminated completely from
ze M-function. Hence using four stations a single equation of the form (4) can
e generated wherein, if one desires, the station coordinates can now be
reated as unknowns. If Eq. (4) is written at i distinct times where at each time
simultaneous set of four ranges (called a strike) is supplied to these equations,
hen by continuing this process, more and more equations are added , 4aiie the
,umber of unknowns is not enlarged. Soon, the algebraic system saturates and
unique solution for the coordinates of the stations becomes poss'^',1e. The
olution of the deterministic or overdetermined system is obtained by numerical
nethods (see Appendix A2). If the data is not synchronized then high accuracy
nterpolation and data compression are used to overcome this difficulty (Appen-
fix Al).
3.2	 IMPORTANT QUALIFYING REMARKS
The previous discussion would seem to indicate that given four stations
and simultaneous range data measurements, all the station coordinates X i, Y..it
Z. can be determined. This is false, and almost obviously so. The physics. of   
i< 
the problem demands that the origin of the coordinate system be specified.
Hence Xl , Y l , Z 1 need to be a set of specified numbers. These numbers pin
down the translational movement of the origin relative to another basis of
referral. By additional reasoning it also becomes obvious that the X-axis of the
coordinate must be fixed. To accomplish this Y2, Z2 can be specified as num-
bews. Finally the fundamental plane of the coordinate system needs to be
defined. This can be accomplished by setting Z 3 to a fixed number. These last
two constraints use up the rotational freedom inherent in the symmetry of the
equations. A geometric illustration of the coordinate system is given in
Figure 1.
As can be seen from the Figure, station 1 is placed at the origin, sta-
tion 2 defines the X-axis and station 3 defines the X, Y plane, The coordinates
with overhead bars cannot be solved for or estimated. This is tantamount to say-
ing that only the relative three-dimensional interstation coordinates_ can be obtained
via the multilateration procedure. Estimation of geograrhic coordinates is dis-
cussed in Appendix A14.
Another important point relative to multilateration is concerned with
the fundamental degeneracy of the algebraic equations which occurs if all four
stations are in a plane. It has been shown (1) that if this is the case then a
four station multilateration system becomes singular. Unfortunately, the
proof of this fact is stated in a very misleading manner in many references, e.g.,
[l], [2], etc. It can be shown that the planar degeneracy or singularity alluded to
Figure 1. Multilateration. Geometric. Coordinate System
(Bars Indicate Specified Coordinates)
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herein can be removed in a general manner by adding two additional stations.
Hence as discussed in (1] a six station system is non-degenerate even if all the
stations lie in the plane (or nearly in a plane). This however does not imply
that six stations are required to have a non-degenerate multilateration system
[3]. Specifically, by permitting one (or more) of the stations to be portable,
an M-function can be derived for a system of four stations. The M-function is
certainly well defined. By moving one of the stations, new data can then be
processed with the newly positioned station and combined with the old data.
This is really a five station.system. Proceeding as before the portable station
caii,	 r=oved again and new data processed. As far as the multilateration equa-
tiorx: rtro concerned, it appears that data from six independent stations has been
acs 's t ;d whereas in reality only four stations have been used. This movable
four station system is non-degenerate, and works as well as a six station sys-
tem. The system is obviously less expensive to implement, but requires a
longer time before estimation of the station coordinates can be attempted.
Finally, for numerical stability of the generalized equations the vehicle
undergoing multilateration must be displaced significantly from pass to pass
with respect to the altitude above the stations. Obviously with an airplane this
presents no adverse system constraint. With satellites, multilateration can
be performed with a satellite in an elliptic orbit or two satellites at different
altitudes can be used. Actually, enough strength in the solution is achieved
in the real world due to the orbital perturbations and plane phasing if only one
satellite in a circular orbit is used in the system configuration.
3.3	 ADVANCED CONCEPTS
The previous discussion was restricted to what can be called simple
multilateration systems or the process of an ensemble of ground stations view-
ing a vehicle at a common simultaneous time. More advanced multilateration
systems can have one cluster of stations viewing vehicle A while a different
cluster views vehicle B as the vehicles track each other. This is referred to as
vehicle-to-vehicle multilateration.* As is probably obvious, simple and advanced
multilateration systems can be codified . to add power to the combined estimation
-Denoted herein as SST . (satellite-to- .sate.11ite) or AAT (airplane-to-airplane)
tr acking.
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iprocedure. Advanced multilateration systems also suffer from degenerate
configurations and actually require additional stations to function at full
mathematical strength, e. g. , three stations fixed in one cluster will break
this degeneracy.
Apart from the simple and advanced systems, hybrid multilateration
systems are also of importance. These hybrid systems make use of station
baseline information as obtained from the process of direct measurement such
as obtained via the use of ground based instruments, e.g. , geodolites in conjunc-
tion with either/or simple and advanced multilateration systems. If a sufficient
number of accurate baselines are available,the mathematical stability of the
solutions is greatly enhanced (see Appendix A21 and A22).
Finally, there is the multibaseline system. This is a static multilatera-
tion technique by which means baselines measured at different times with, say,
two-color or three-color geodolites are combined to yield the interstation three-
dimensional position coordinates. The static technique over short baselines
indicates that with even slight elevation changes of about 50 meters, the three
dimensional coordinates can be recovered to accuracies be t — ' --- 4.0 "^ ^"
via the power of the two-color geodolite hardware.
At the present time, even more powerful hardware
developed to use in conjunction with existing software packag
MICRODOT.
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-792
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4.	 MULTILATERATION SYSTEMS
As is evident, the previous section described the multilateration pro-
cedure and slowly introduced the concept of various systems using the founda-
tions of geometry to obtain the estimated parameters which are desired for
applications such as those previously mentioned. To further fix these systems
firmly, an extensive but not all inclusive list will be discussed in more detail
starting with the least complicated systems.
	
4.1	 SYSTEM A - MULTIBASELINE SYSTEM
This three-dimensional coordinate estimation system [5] requires only
the use of a single two-color geodolite and an array of retroreflectors scattered
about the periphery of the geodolite emplacement. The virtually self-calibrating
hardware is then aimed within minutes to each of the reflectors, and the base-
lines are measured to extreme precision (1 tenth of a millimeter standard devia-
tions are within the realm of possibility; 2-3 tenths of a millimeter are
currently being achieved over baselines of 10 km). The system is illustrated
in Figure 2 and fully discussed in Appendix A21.
	
4.2	 SYSTEM B - HYBRID MULTILATER.ATION SYSTEM
By augmenting the multibaseline system with a heliocopter or balloon
which carries a retrorefleetor array some speed in data reduction can be
achieved as long as four of the ground stations can range to the hovering vehicle
simultaneously with hardware units of high precision [6]. The range measuring
instruments used for vehicle ranging can have less precision than the two-color
geodolites used in the pure multibaseline system. Specifically range rneasure-
ments of 1-2 centimeters combined with the high precision baselines should
suffice.
	
4.3	 SYSTEM C - SINGLE AIRPLANE SYSTEM
Operation of this system requires an airplane to make subsequent
passes over a local area at different altitudes with the portable station placed
at differentground positions for different passes (Figure 3).


-s_--- %_rr -	 --_I . -- ---- --- - -- -. r - 	 - - --- -, -
experiment initiation to interstation coordinate estimation would be about
eight hours (movement of portable station and data processing time considered).
The disadvantage of . this system is the accuracy degradation . of
interstation coordinate determination which occurs if the airplane leaves the
area of common visibility of the initial three stations. This system should not
be used for extending station coordinate grids over wide ground areas because
each time a pivotal benchmark is used the station errors will propagate; some
conditioning can be done here, but there are better systems available for
station network definition. A second disadvantage is that real time station
monitoring will only be possible in $-10 hour intervals.
The main application of this system would be to accurately and pre- 	 ,i
cisely monitor ground movement across local geodetic faults. Obviously base-
lines could be introduced to yield more accurate solutions.
4.4	 SYSTEM D - UPRATED TWO-AIRPLANE SYSTEM
[	 Figure 4 depicts an uprated two airplane system: with a vehicle-to-
r
	
	 vehicle datalink. Operation of System D requires that the two airplanes be in
common view and that independent station clusters see each. airplane. The
airplanes would be at different altitudes. Once a ground area of much wider
extent than surveyed in System C is sufficiently well monitored, the portable
f
	
	 stations can be moved. Expected station coordinate estimation accuracy would
be the same as System C.
After. the two airplane .s . are. aloft this system-provides. direct real time
station coordinate monitoring (no delay time of any appreciable duration).
However a disadvantage of System D is the lack of ability of the system toi.
	
estimate station coordinates once line-of-sight is lost between the airplanes.
It should be noted that error growth in mapping the station network in the view-
ing area is. constrained due . to the vehicle-to-vehicle data type. Furthermore
the number of stations in this system would permit a System C type operation
without having to move the portable station.
Application of System D would be in the areas of real time fault mont-y
toring and station network propagation over wide local areas.
t	 -
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s4. 5	 SYSTEM E - MINIMUM COST SINGLE SATELLITE SYSTEM
Figure 5 illustrates the next cost plateau, namely a single satellite
system with the following subsystems: a) three fixed stations, b) one portable
station, c) one satellite
Operation of this system requires the satellite to be in a circular
orbit ( this will provide sufficient alti^ ade change), and to make passes over
continental (intercontinental) land masses with the portable station placed at
different ground positions per pass. For example, in Figure 5, station 4
would be moved from its initial position on, say, pass I to position 4X on
pass X, etc. In essence this system is similar to system C. with. asatellite
replacing the airplane.
Expected accuracy of coordinate . estimation will be nearly equal to the
data type accuracy. The satellite state, i. e., position and velocity in the topocen-
`;	 tric coordinate frame discussed in Figure 1 will also be estimated to compares-
r
ble accuracies. The satellite state in the inertial system will be obtained to
accuracies degraded by the errors inherent in the coordinate transformation
peculiar to the topocentric./inertial frame of reference (see Section 5).
Expected delay times from satellite injection to interstation coordinate	 -
estimation and orbit determination would be of the order of a day or two (move-
ment of portable station, pass phasing and data processing time considered).
System E disadvantages are: a) long delay times and b) the necessity
of moving one station. The advantages are that only four stations are	 a
required and that station coordinate errors do not propagate relative to the
adopted. origin of the coordinate system.. Note that the portable station could be
placed on a different continent than the fixed stations.
Applications of System. E would be in the areas of tectonic plate
motion, and physical constants estimation, i. e. , 'calibration of dynamic versus 	 A,
geometric orbit determination residuals, etc.
r
`	 4.6	 SYSTEM F - UPRATED SINGLE SATELLITE SYSTEM
,.	 .
This system is'the . same as system E except that two stations are
 added to the system thereby overcoming the phasing constraints previously
discussed.
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SYSTEM G - MODERATE COST SATELLITE/AIRPLANE SYSTEM
A moderate cost. satellite/airplane system is illustrated in Figure 6.
The subsystems might be: four fixed stations for the satellite, four portable
stations for the airplane, one airplane, and one satellite with vehicle-to-vehicle
link.
Operation of System G is similar to System D (two airplane system).
The stations peculiar to the airplane cluster are moved periodically in order
to permit complete mapping of continental land masses.
Expected delay times from satellite injection to coordinate estimation
and geometric orbit determination would occur due to vehicle-to-vehicle viewing
window constraints. This system does not require an elliptic orbit because of
the wide separation in vehicle altitudes.
Applications of System G are similar tothose of System E, however
local fault movements could also be monitored by the stations in the airplane
cluster.
	
4.8	 SYSTEM H TWO SATELLITE SYSTEM
An extension of system F would require: six stations (fixed and port-
able), and two or . more satellites.
In system H the vehicle-to-vehicle link is not used. The satellites
can be placed in circular. orbits of varying altitude. .Operation here . proceeds .
by having the station system multilaterate the orbit of each satellite separately
on subsequent passes.
Expected delay times from injection to parameter estimation will also
occur due to viewing window constraints but on the average will be half as long
aslor single satellite systems. This system can b.e used for nearly all other
previously mentioned applications.
	
4.9
	
SYSTEM I - UPRATED TWO SATELLITE SYSTEM
z
r
r
u
F


fSystem I uses the satellite-to-satellite link to enhance the accuracy of
estimated parameters. The system can function using both low and synchronous
altitude satellites. Addition of one portable station on each continent provides
E	 for complete global coverage and station network determination.
4.10 SYSTEM J - COMBINED SYSTEMS
As may be evident quite a number of different rnultilateration systemsi
can be defined. The previous list is by no means exhaustive either as to com-
binations of system components or as to data type combinations. Certainly the
use of range-rate and range-difference (interferometric) data can be an impor-
i taut consideration to enhance overall parameter es timation capability. The
same can be said for multilateration systems whi^zh combine short baseline.
data, e. g., as obtained from the USGS with slant range measurements, etc.
Hardware can be placed on the ground or flown on the satellite or airplane,
e. g. , a laser can be fired from the satellite to ground - based retroreflectors.
{	 Geometric determination of space probe state can be carried out with surprising
accuracy. The possibilities here seem: almost without end. The reader is
5
directed to Appendix A22 for an additional overview..
J
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5.	 EXPECTED SYSTEM ACCURACIES
Multilateration systems are possessed of a unique advantage, namely,
estimates of the parameters can.be
 obtained from the solution without the use
of Newtonian dynamics, but rather by means of strict geometric laws. Perhaps
this . statement should be clarified slightly because dynamic laws are used in the
atmospheric calibration and Earth/ocean tide models. However the dynamic
modeling errors occasioned by these two models are o f
 second order compared
to the errors induced in the solution via the dynamic equations of motion of
classical orbit determination procedures. The implication here is that the total
error budget of a multi.lateration system will of necessity be less than .that of a
classic orbit determination system using the Newtonian constants and models of
motion. It is true that the Newtonian or physical constants peculiar to classical
orbit determination schemes can be .
 estimated along with the station arad orbital
parameters, i, e, fit to a dynamic model in some mean sense with respect to
I'
	
	 the center of the Earth —wherever that point is located. By the same token,
physical parameters in a multilate ration scheme can also be estimated but
i
t always with fewer modeling constants and with only a subset of the same models
which are .
 used in the dynamic orbital procedure.. It is for this reason that {
comparisons between multilaterated geometrically determined parameters and i
the same dynamically determined parameters yield residuals which can be used
to estimate the dynamic constants to refined levels of accuracy,
For multilateration systems the explicit list of error generating
.sour.ces is; a) hardware equipment, b) atmospheric parameters and turbulence,
c) earth tide constants, d) ocean tide constants, e) multiple reflection errors
i	 (laser system), and if a satellite system is used and only if the state of theI	 ,
satellite is desired in the inertial coordinate system, an additional error source 	 j
i
is f) the transformation model and constants from the topocentric to the inertial
coordinate system. a
i
s	 These error sources will be examined in detail presently and realistic
krandom. and bias errors are listed.. When: possible, the standard. deviations on
variables which are required for input are purposely made large, e.g., right
ascension of the Moon. This permits simple analytic ephemeris models to be 	 a
:t
^r}
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5.1
	
HARDWARE ERROR SOURCES
C
:	
The hardware errors are listed in Table 2
Table 2 values, except for the speed of light which is used in the light
time leg extraction process are system dependent. For radio systems using
accurate clocks ( Cesium or Rubidium standards) a rough estimate In the derived
pseudo observable slant range standard deviation is 1 to 5 meters depending
whether S or C band data is used. Data types for satellite - to-satellite tracking
obtained via X-band would be more accurate. Blas like errors of about
1/2 meter are realistic. Laser system standard deviations presently attainable
are about 4 to 15 cm with bias like errors of 2-3 cm. Advanced laser systems as
Table 2. Hardware Parameters (S-Band)
r'	 (Boxed Parameters Denote Bias-like Error Sources)
Definition Symbol Value Units Error
Turnaround Time T sec < 10 - 9Observable
Bias
.
 in Observable OT sec 10-7
Signal Emit Clock t sec 10-11
Time
Station. Clock Bias X10-6 sec 10-8
Relative to Master
Clock
Satellite/Airplane A Z10 -6 sec 10-9
Transponder Delay
Time
Satellite/Airplane 0(p) sec 10-9
Transponder Relay
Bias
Speed of Light Fc 2 .99792458 . 10 10 cm/s ec 40.0
Master Clock t* .sec < 1.0-IZ
Time (Rubidium)
1t
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described in 11) could funtion in the z-3 centimeter random error range with
1 centimeter bias errors. It should be noted that multiple reflection errors
have been roughly estimated to have 4 to 5 cm random errors and possible
I cm bias contributions.
The hardware induced random errors will of course be reduced by the
square root of the number of processed data points up to the bias limit error.
Hence with careful data filtering, the estimates adopted herein for the random
standard deviation will be 1/4 meter for radio systems and 1-2 centimeters
for laser systems.
5.2	 ATMOSPHERIC ERROR SOURCES
Atmospheric constants used to compute the effects of delay and turbu-
lence are examined in Table 3, Analysis of the appropriate partial derivatives
and sum of the squares for the random errors yields a standard deviation of
about 1. 3 centimeters with an additional bias error of about 0, 25 centimeter.
It is evident that the calibration model developed for mutlilateration studies is
totally adequate for radio ranging systems but has increasing importance as
the 1 cm threshold accuracy is approached. It should be kept in mind that fur
radio ranging, ionospheric effects degrade the accuracy of the calibration (see
Appendix A6).
5.3	 EARTH/OCEAN TIDAL ERRORS
Table 4 lists the relevant parameters of the Earth/Ocean tide model.
It should be noticed that Moon/Sun coordinates, sidereal time and local
gravity errors are purposely taken large to permit computation via simple
anaty'.ic models. The Moon/Sun lag angles (deformations of ground positions,
at least theoretically, lag the Moon and Sun) as can be seen are quite uncertain.
A rough estimate of the accuracy of prediction of station coordinate motions
occasioned by the Moon and Sun are about 3 cm using the Earth tide model.
Incorporation of the ocean model should cut this uncertainty down to about 1 cm.
Use of gravimeter readings would also cut down these estimates, however
i	 it seems unrealistic to assume that bias errors would ever be below the 1 cm
k	 threshold.
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Definition Symbol Value Unite Error V #
Universal Gas Constant Fff] 8,314Z.104 mbarcm3 (°K) -1 0.0002	 104
Molecular Weight of Air 28.966 g G. 003
Vertical Temperature Cl 6.8 °K/km 0.5
Lapse Rate
Inversion Layer h
0
depending on m 50
Attitude season and
time of day
Tropopause Altitude .. hl 11000 m 1000
Is 
	 Refractivity Constant K1
Microwave: 77.624 °K (n-bar) -1 0.1
Laser.	 (Ruby) 80.34. °K (mbar) -I 0,.01
2nd Refractivity Constant K2
Microwave; 12.92 °K (mbar) -1 9.0
Laser-. (Ruby)
-11.3
3rd Refractivity Constant Kg
Microwave: 0.37I9 (°K)Z (mbar) -1 0.003
Laser. 0.0
Zenith Angle x deg 0.1
Ground Temperature TO °K 0.1
Water Vapor. Scale . bw 2 km 0.1
Height
Surface Gravity gR 978.0495 cm see -2 0.25 x 10_3
at sealevel,
equator
Water Vapor Constants
of Eq.	 (30): k1 7.567 0..001
k2 2066.92 °K .1.0
k3 33.45 °K 0.01
e l 6.11 mbar 0.01
Ground air mass density p0 1.5 x 10 `3 gm/cm3 Z.5	 10 -5 .
at Station 1
Temperature of Inversion T*
layer.
Dew Point Temperature t •K 1 °
of H2O
Lower Station Altitude 140 cm 100	 .
Upper Station Altitude H1 cm 1000
A
I
3
f	 I	 I	 I	 i
Table 3. Atmospheric. Parameters
J
(Boxed Parameters Denote Bias-like Error Sources)
	
i
('Errors Taken Purposely Large)
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
1	 OF POOR... QUALITY
Definition	 Symbol Value Units Error v
Geocentric	 X 1 Y 1 Z 1
Coordinates of
Topocentric
	
Y2 Z 2 m 2
Origin, Axis,
and Plane
	
Z3
Local Sidereal	 9 rads 1	 10-3
Time
Right Ascension /
	a rads
2.5
	
10-4
Declination of
the Moon
Right Ascension/	 ate, 60 rads Z. 5	 i0-
4
Declination of
the Sun
Moon Distance	 R Earth Radii 0.1
Sun Distance	 RE) Earth Radii 1.0
Moon/Earth	 (M^/M®).-1Mass 81.301 1 • .10-3
Sun/Earth Mass	 M, /M 3.329456 •	 10 5 0.4
Earth Gravita-	 GM 398601.2 km3 sec -z 0.4tional Constant
Mean Equatorial 6378. 160 km 5. 0 • '10-3Earth Radius	 e
Mean Earth. 1/298.25 5.0	 10- 7Flattening
Moon / gun
Phase Angles
3' 3
Local Gravity
	 qg X978.0 cm sect 1.0	 10-2
Love
.
 Number
.
	 qh 0.60 0.1
Shida Number	 a 0.075 5.0	 10-3
Load Love h' -0..
.
4 0 : 1Number
Se
Dens ty er 1 gm cm
. 3 1.0
	 10-4
r
i
i
Table 4. Earth/Ocean Tide Parameters
5.4	 SUMMARY OF ERRORS
In summary, the random error sources present .no specific problems,
however the system bias errors create a budget of uncertainty below which sta-
ttstical improvement becomes dubious. Before continuing this discussion a
recap of expected accuracies (bias errors) are as follows.
is
The figures in Table 5 assume high quality hardware systems and are
intended to serve as worst case. bias error budgets. To.improve'these budgets
two paths are available. The first involves solving for the bias errors (if
numerically possible). The second path is to assume that some degree of
t	 cancellation will occur due to the large number of bias error sources. Hence,
with some deeree of certainty:
Z
°Microwave = E 6 = 26 cm,
i
FETLaser
	
2 cm.
	 1
These estimates have been made relative to a local topocentric
system and express the ultimate accuracies that might be achieved in
estimation of interstation and satellite/airplane positions in the topocentr.ic
E
Table 5. Bias Error Contributions (cm)
k
f
i
3
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system ( Figure 1). If a transformation of coordinates to an inertial frame is
performed, such as to obtain orbital elements at some epoch, then the rota-
;:.:	 ti.onal, and .translational error budgets would degrade the satellite coordinates
by at least 1/2 meter.
F	 +
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	6.	 SOFTWARE DESIGN
For efficient data reduction and parameter estimation the design of
operational software needs to be modular. The easiest way to implement the
proper software design is by the construction of modular links which in the end
comprise and define the complete software package. Usually only one link of
the software system will be executed at a given time. There is nothing to pre-
clude hooking all the links into one contiguous software package driven by
proper input command controls, however for operational postflight data reduc-
tion this is not a necessity. The links are of course totally compatible and
structured interfaces are implied. With this preliminary understanding of
the software link structure, attention is drawn to Figure 8. As can be seen the
MICRODOT processing system is composed of eight independent links. A pre-
liminary overview of each of these links follows.
	
6.1
	
REAL TIME OPERATIONS LINK
The Real Time Operations Link would be the control center for real
time data processing. Actually the word link here is not really applicable since
the structure of such a nerve center would involve many additional support
functions which would need to be delineated in much more detail. . This link
however would be rc._ponsible for acquisition of real data from all vehicles
participating in a given experiment and for the gathering of all additional data
required for atmospheric (Appendicies A5 and A6).and tidal calibrations
(Appendicies A3 and A4). The software feedback would result in the real time
displays of, e. g., ground fault movements. No in depth design of such a link has
been undertaken since it actually constitutes an independent project at the multi-
million dollar level. The link does however indicate how the softwar e package
could be used in real time to display and monitor. geodetic and other parameters.
of experimental interest. Figure 9 displays this link in more detail.
The hypothetical structure of s.uch .a .fink might be as follows. Enter-
i ing at the upper left hand corner of the link, i. e. , at the real time operations
entry point a file would yield the satellite orbital elements at some epoch o r
1 raw radio data for radio trilateration. These known vehicle states;.could then
E.	 be used to compute station acquisition alert and pointing angles which would in
turn be , transmitted to the station constellation participating in a given
'	 Zg	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-7 92
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experiment. The pointing angle predictions are necessary especially for
laser systems in order to ensure retroreflector feedback. The individual
station tapes would then be cabled into a central collating and processing center
and reduced to two different tapes or files. The first of these tapes is the
raw data tape which contains a simple data type versus time history for the
experiment participating vehicles as monitored at all the ground stations. The
second tape is the raw calibration data tape which is a continuous histogram of
atmospheric and assorted parameters required for data type calibration
(Appendix A15), These tapes will be discussed in more detail in the next soft-
ware link, Once the Real Time Operations Link is functioning, multilateration
feedback to this link is supplied at the second real time operations entry point.
The feedback now yields the vehicle state prediction and the desired real time
parameter displays, i.e., the link, once placed in operation is self-perpetrating
through the actions of the .real time coordination/ operation marager and the
real time parameter display center.
For post flight operations the two necessary data tapes or data streams
would be supplied at the post flight operations entry point thereby circumventing
the entire previous link and force subsequent exiting from this link into the
software Editor Link.
6.2	 EDITOR LINK
The first of the two previously discussed data tapes, i, e. , data
stream 1 (Appendix A15) which contains data types such as range versus uni-
versal time, range-rate versus time, vehicle-to-vehicle range versus time etc..
is now fed into Editor 1. Basically this editor (Figure 10) determines the sta-
tion overlap windows which are the overriding multilateration system constraint
(note that simultaneous measurements are required for multilateration opera-
tion). Hence after format conversion the editor sorts for common visibility
windows and writes a new tape with all time tagged overlap periods. This tape
is used to interrogate the raw calibration tape, i. e. , data stream 2 (Appen-
k
	
	
dix A15), Data stream 2 has station atmospheric parameters versus universal
time, e. g. pressure, temperature, etc. and. other related parameters such
as vehicle attitude etc, which will be required for data calibration. If these
k
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Figure 10. Editor Link
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parameters are not known. some standard values are assumed, e. g., constant
pressure or vehicle attitude throughout the day. Editor Z sorts the calibration
tape such that only calibration parameters in the overlap periods determined
via Editor 1. processing are retained, and proceeds to write a final data tape.
which contains only the parameters peculiar to the overlap periods. This tape
is known as the collated data tape. It is this tape that is fed to the
Preprocessor/Synchronizer Link.
.6.3	 PREPROCESSOR/SYNCHRONIZER LINK
Figure 11 displays the Preprocessor/Synchronizer Link. The basic
function of. this. link is to smooth the data and obtain interpolating functions
which permit simultaneous data to be recovered as pseudo observables. Hence,
the collated data tape is fed to this link and any data or time (clock) biases 	 j
.which are known are removed. Any additional constants are also picked up at
this point, e. g., tidal model constants, etc. A quick blunder point removal is
performed and a preliminary sXnchronization module is entered. In this module,
a short fit of the data is performed (typically a minute) and the polynomial is
differentiated to obtain the range-rate (if this data type is not available). It is
now possible to exit this module ignoring all other corrections and perform a
trilateration of the vehicle, with assumed a priori station locations. Having i
obtained the vehicle position and velocity at a convenient epoch via the trilatera-
tion procedure permits a'reference trajectory to be computed over along arc,
and from this trajectory to obtain reference observables as .opposed to the true
observables. The reference and the true observables are differenced and the
difference data is compressed over the long arc (Appendix Al). The reference
trajectory can be computed'as accurately as desired in order to permit the
interpolation formulas to have the desired range of validity. Furthermore at 	 j
this point the vehicle zenith angles required for atmospheric .calibration can
be determined at least to a first approximation. Hence, the preliminary synch-
ronization module can be re-entered and the atmospheric, alight time and
center of mass 'corrections (Appendices :A5, A6,: A13, A14) applied to the true
observables. The data can now be refit and the process repeated as. required.
The final fitting is accomplished in the data compression module using a square
root formulation [4, 8] . The interpolating coefficients and their covariance,
r
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f1
including atmospheric correlations, data and clock jitter are then output over
the common ov: •-lap period for the entire station constellation participating in
the experiment. This processed data tape is fed to the Coordinate Transforma-
tion Link.
	
6.4	 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION LINK
The coordinate transformation link (Figure 12) is only used once at
the beginning of each experiment. The only functions of this link are to retrieve
the geodetic a priori station coordinates (and/or any other parameters whose
value is to be estimated) and to construct the corresponding parameter covari-
ance matrix in the standard geographic coordinate basis (Appendix A7). This
operation is followed by the coordinate transformation of these parameters into
the multilateration geometric basis depicted in Figure 1. The covariance
matrix is also transformed into this basis with due regard for any translational
and rotational errors induced in the process. Coordinate scaling is also per-
formed in . order to achieve better numerical stability in the equations. In this
process all partial derivatives are extracted analytically and the properly
structured a priori covariance matrix is fed into the Multilateration Equation
Solving Link. As will be presently discussed the multilateration equation
solving link determines the new covariance matrix of the estimated parameters
in the geometric basis. Hence after processing a batch of data it is not neces-.
s ary to utilize the coordinate transformation link when a new batch of data is to
be processed, since the old a priori matrix is already in the proper coordinate
basis.
	
6.5	 MULTILATERATION EQUATION SOLVING LINK
With the processed data tape and the proper a priori matrix of the
estimated parameters, the next link of the software can be called forth
(Figure- 13). Logic flags consistent with the previous links are activated to
determine which parameters will be estimated and which parameters will be
treated in a statistical . consider mode. Arrays of the link are expanded or con-
tracted internally via variable dimensioning. The flow now proceeds to the
multilateration function module. In this module the multilateration functions
are generated. in one. continuous sweeping. process for all possible data types
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over the fitting interval wherein the data compression coefficients are valid
(Appendix All). As will be presently discussed this interval can be determined
in the Multilateration Simulation Link. The generation of the multilateration
functions is complicated by the Earth deformation occasioned by the solid and
ocean tides (Appendices A.3, A4; A2).. These tides, which over long baselines
can cause 20 to 30 cm variations within a period of 12 to 18 hours, need to be
modeled in order to correctly combine sequential batches of data. To accom-
pltsh this an analytic ephemeris module for the Moon/Sun position is called
forth and the Earth tide routine is interrogated at the same time as the rele-
vant multilateration function. This tide routine determines the complete three-
dimensional deflections due to the solid Earth tides and computes all the
analytic partial derivatives required for covariance determination of the tidal
arameters. In a similar manner the ocean tide deflections perturbing the multi-
lateration functions can also be taken into account. These tides can cause about
4 cm . positional perturbations. An option is available to by-pass these calcula-
tions if low precision computation is to be performed. The next computation
involves the multilateration function weighting matrix (Appendix AZ). This
matrix has three main components. Specifically the weighting component of
_	 9
the data compression coefficients (both auto and cross correlations), the
weighting component of the non-estimated or consider parameters, and the
weighting component of the clock jitter in the master clock. Note that atmos-
pheric and hardware related errors have been absorbed into the data compres-
sion. coefficients (Appendices Al, A2). Hence according to the selection flags
the matrix is constructed internally. The construction of the multilateration
functions also involves the re-generation of the reference trajectory; one should
recall that in the preprocessor/synchronizer link a data difference rather than
a data absolute function was used to fit the data. At this point, therefore, the
absolute data types, e. g. , slant ranges, can be recovered.
For a given batch of data the multilateration functions (M-vector)
and the appropriate weighting matrix inclusive of all cross correlations are
now available in core. This permits initiation of the Newton iteration (Appen-
dix A2). The analytic partial derivatives of the multilateration functions with
respect to the estimated parameters are now extracted. The inverse. of the
weight matrix is postmultiplied by this matrix and premultiplied by its transpose.
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If more data. is available (other data compression batches) the previously
described procedure is repeated from the beginning and the Newton-Raphson
matrix for the first iteration is accumulated sequentially till all data is
exhausted (Appendix AZ). When this process is complete, the a priori covariance
is added to the accumulated information matrix and the matrix is inverted. The
Newton-Raphson correction is added to the initial estimates of the estimated
parameters and tested for convergence, The procedure is repeated until the
estimated parameter convergence is achieved'.
It should be noted that if the Earth/ocean tide option is activated, it is
not possible to solve for the station coordinates, but only for constants in the
tidal model.  Hencd if this option has been selected, and the absolute interstation
coordinates are desired at specified times, the station coordinate ephemeris
module must be interrogated to yield the instantaneous interstation coordinates
as a function of time, i. e., to yield a station ephemeris. The multilateration
equation solving link not only computes the covariance matrix of the estimated
parameters but it also outputs the matrix of partial derivatives of the estimated
parameters with respect to the consider parameters (Appendix A16}. If desired
the output from this link could be fed to Geodetic Coordinate Estimation Link,
6.6	 GEODETIC COORDINATE ESTIMATION LINK
For certain geophysical applications, the ability to determine so
called absolute. geodetic coordinates, i. e., latitude, longitude and elevation
above the geoid is an important consideration. This is the function of the
Geodetic Coordinate Estimation Link (Figure 14). Since the previous link
has determined the interstation .coordinates to high precision, it follows that
these coordinates can be used to determine the interstation baselines or dis-
tances along with their related covariance. Hence, by recalling thew priori
geodetic coordinates and obtaining the appropriate partial derivatives of a
redundant system of equations involving the a priori equations plus the inter-
station distance .equations, unproved estimates of the geodetic coordinates can
be obtained (Appendix A14). This is accomplished by a weighted least squares
procedure in the Geodetic Equation Solver Module. Again, if desired the tide
induced time variations of the absolute coordinates can be determined. These
absolute coordinates can now be fed to the Geometric Orbit Determination Link,
if .the process of orbit . parameter estimation is of consideration. Since the
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Figure 14. Geodetic Coordinate Estimation Link'
process of orbit determination is actually a derived option of the multilateration
process this link will be discussed after the Multilateration Simulation Link.
	
6.7	 MULTILATERATION SIMULATION LINK
Simulation of data for a large software package such as MICRODOT. is
of importance not only for purposes of software verification and checkout but
also for proposed experiment verification and interpolation formula duration of
validity assessment: These are the functions of the Multilateration Simulation
Link (Figure 15). In brief, this link is given a set of reference elements or
parameters from which data can be generated for an assumed set of station.
coordinates. This data, if desired, can then be corrupted with noise and gen-
erated with realistic perturbations added to the elements in order to investigate
the degree of the interpolating formula required to fit data over a specified
duration (Appendix Al). From the point at which the data is generated, the
simulator proceeds to handle and compress the data in the same manner as the
previously described Preprocessor/Synchronizer Link. The process of obtain-
ing the reference orbit via trilateration, fitting the difference of the observables
from reference observables generated via the reference orbit, etc. and obtain-
ing the associated covariances is practically the same and needs no further elab-
oration at this point. Obviously, this link permits software operation to be
exercised without the first three links described herein. The output from this
link therefore, yields a smoothed collated data tape which can be input directly
into the Multilateration Equation Solving Link of the MICRODOT system.
	
6.8
	
GEOMETRIC ORBIT DETERMINATION LINK
The Geometric Orbit Determination Module (Figure 16) receives a
file of either the inter station coordinates or the geodetic station coordinates (after
improvement by the Geodetic Coordinate Estimation Link. It also accepts the
smoothed collated data compression tape. With these two inputs the link can
now operate in two distinct modes. First,. it can perform.. a weighted. Least
squares trilateration using all stations viewing the vehicle plus the vehicle-to-
vehicle data in the geometric or adopted multilateration frame (Appendif, AS).
This mode of operation has distinct advantages for altimeter calibration. and
i
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other applications wherein, only relative distances or coordinates are of
importance. Note that in the geometric frame the vehicle positions can be
determined to centimeter level accuracy relative to the adopted frame. The
second mode of operation uses the same weighted least squares trilateration
module but performs the trilateration in the Earth centered geographic system.
From this point a fast nutation module and a precession module can quickly place
the vehicle in the desired equator and equinox system and compute orbit ele-
ments if it is so desired (Appendices A9; A] 0). The fast nutation module is the
complete Woolard expansion but coded with all multiple angles expanded such
that each nutation computation requires only eight trigonometric evaluations,
the rest of the computation being reduced to a sequence of multiplications. This
module permits a short arc prediction of the next viewing window -to be per-
formed by means of either a geometric predictor module or a. dynamic state.
predictor. The prediction would be fed to the Software Real Time Operations
Entry Point. (see Figure 9). If post flight analysis is being undertaken, the output
from this link would just be displayed in a suitable format. The software cycle
is now complete (see Figure 17).
As an aside, an area which has only been investigated briefly should
be mentioned. This area concerns the Geometric Orbit/Trajectory Predictor
Module. Obviously over a short viewing arc, a set. of mean elements can be
obtained via trilateration by the process of jumping out of the adopted geo-
metric multilateration frame into an inertial frame. Another procedure would
be to assume the functional form of the equations of motion (the general perturb-
ation or series form) as they are presently tabulated and rotate the resulting
coordinates into the geometric frame. One can now forget about dynamics and
assume that a series expansion is available in the multilate ration frame which
represents the orbit to at least a fair approximation. To this series a limited
number of polynomial or trigonometric terms can be added to yield a
generalized model for the motion of the satellite. The high precision trilatera-
ti% mode is now used to obtain the necessary constants of the assumed model,
in the geometric basis. Details of the orbit determination procedure are given
in Appendix A8,
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7.	 SOFTWARE CAPABILITY
It is perhaps of value to outline briefly the software capability of the
MICRODOT system. This is not to say that all specifically listed options are
in operation, since some options are not currently considered necessary to
meet present contractual commitments. However the design of the MICRODOT
system is complete to the point where all listed options ( of those currently not
i in operation) can be added more or less by just plugging in the proper leads.
i Two asterisks mark completed options; one asterisk marks near completion;
the initials AG denote Analysis Complete.
74 1	 VEHICLE `CONFIGURATIONS
The present software package can handle various system configurations.
These are listed in Table. b.
7.2	 INTERSTATION COORDINATE REDUCTION
For in.terstation Coordinate Reduction the following options exist;
see Table 7.
7.3	 GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Geophysical parameter estimation options are listed in Table 8.
7.4	 ORBIT DETERMINATION CAPABILITY
The orbit determination options are listed in Table 9.
K
Table b. MICRODOT Capability Relative to Vehicle Configuration.
k
System Letter Designation
A Multibaseline System (AC)
B Hybrid Multilateration System ()
C Single. Airplane System (Simulated) ('^ )
D Uprated Two Airplane System (Simulated) ()
E Minirrim Cost Single Satellite System (%^ )
F Uprated Single Satellite System (**)
G Moderate Cost Satellite/Airplane System, (Simulated) (* )
I3 Two-Satellite System (fit*)
I Uprated Two-Satellite System (*')
7 Combined Systems (AG for various modes)
Table 7. MICRODOT Capability Relative to Coordinate Reduction
^I
Option Letter Option
K Estimate All Station Constellation Interstation Coordi-
nates in the Geometric Frame (*^^)
L Fix as Consider Paramerers a Subset of the Station Con-
stellation Interstation Coordinates in the Geometric
Frame (s^=)
M Estimate All Station Constellation Interstation Coordi-
nates in Geographic Frame (AC)
N Fix as Consider Parameters a Subset of the Station Con-
stellation. Interstation Coordinates in the Geographic
Frame (AC)
O Compute, Partial Derivatives of Estimated with Respect
to Consider Parameters (=ry=}
(Option 0 will be fixed by option K or M)i
i
1
f ^	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 i_-^-;--,
Table 8. MICRODOT Capability Relative to Geophysical
Parameter Estimation
Option Letter Option
P Estimate Love and Shida Numbers ()
Q Estimate Geometric Flattening and Earth Radius ()
R Estimate Assorted Parameters M
S Compute Partial Derivatives of Estimated with Respect
to Consider Parameters ()
Table 9. MICRODOT Capability Relative to Orbit Determination
Option Letter Option
T Perform State Estimation in Geographic Frame(*)
U Perform State Estimation in Geometric Frame M.
Trilateration Option ( 	 }
V Perform. State Estimation Transformation. Into
Inertial. Frame(,-.-)
y
i
i
i}
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MULTIi,A ERATION; A METHOD
OF PROCESSING LUNAR LASER
RANGING DATA
8.	 INITIAL SOFTWARE DATA SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION
8.1
	
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section is twofold; first, to demonstrate the
proper operation of the MICRODOT processing system; and second, to verify
that the real world orbital/station configuration currently in use for the
GEOS-3 exp o i, iment can be used for multilateration data reduction.
The first of these objectives can be met by first generating a set
of simulated range measurements using a dynamic model, then reducing
those simulated range measurements in the MICRODOT equation solving link
using a geometric method. If the elements of the solution vector are suffi-
ciently close to their counterparts used to generate the simulated range
measurements, the objective is met. To this end a two-satellite system
operating in conjunction with a net of ground stations positioned throughout
the continental United States was adopted. Use of the dynamic equations of
motion and sets of orbital parameters thus permits the generation of sirnu-
lated data. This simulated data is generated using a realistic, model that
includes the second zonal harmonic, which causes the well known drift of the
orbital plane, and medium and high frequency orbital element fluctuations
such as might be produced by Moon/Sun and mascon perturbations (Appendix
Al). Each data point can then be corrupted with an assumed level of hard-
ware noise. The simulated data is then differenced, smoothed and com-
pressed via polynomials over a specified interval in exactly the same manner
that actual data would be treated. This compressed data is then fed into the
MICRODOT equation solving link and by a geometric scheme, quite distinct
from the dynamic scheme used to generate the data, the interstation co-
ordinates which were assumed to generate the data are recovered. This
procedure can be carried out with.and without noise. . Without noise, the
coordinates initially assumed to generate the range data must of necessity
be recovered with almost perfect precision if the chain of equations used in
the process is functioning correctly. After satisfying tests of this kind the
second objective can be undertaken.
In essence, this second objective is central to this entire work
since GEOS-3 provides the first true multilateration experiment using real
data.. As will be seen, the results of the GEOS-3 data simulation ^,re
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Station Identification Latitude (Geodetic)(Deg.) Longitude (East)(Deg.)
.Elevation
(Meters)
Goldstone (1)m 34.0 243.0 0.0
Cape Kennedy (2)j, 28.0 278.0 0.0
Spokane (3)* 47.0 245.0 0. 0
Denver (4) 38.0 261. 0 0.0
Houston (5) 30.0 264.0 0. 0
Washington (D. C. 	 (6) 40.0 283.0 0.0
q'Stations (1), (2) and (3) were used here to define the geometric basis
used in multilateration data reduction (Appendix A7).
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excellent and point out the great importance of performing realistic simulations.
In brief, for the first time it became apparent that the old concepts
which were originally introduced in [1] and [2] were not fully investigated and
in many cases were actually misleading. The data simulation r • f the .GEOS-3
configuration, using a non-multilateration-dedicated satellite and an arbitrarily
fixed station net clearly demonstrates that multilateration can be carried out
in the real world using a single circular orbit. This is a clear- and most im-
portant system advantage over the old concepts whe:ce it was postulated that
two satellites at different altitudes would . be . required to provide equation
stability. The GEOS-3 solution for the interstation coordinates is strong and
numerically stable and indicates that the reduction of real data will yield posi-
tive results depending only on the accuracy of the data types to be processed.
8.2	 CONTINENTAL USA CONFIGURATION
In order to verify software operation a hypothetical station/orbital
geometry was adopted for data simulation. The station locations were taken
about the continental United States of America as per Table 10,
Table 10. Adopted Station Locations for
USA Data Simulation
f{
r
E
E
It was nex assumed that these stations could range to satellites placed
at two different altitudes. The satellite elements are specified in Table 11.
The parameters required to generate the geographic Earth fisted rectangular
coordinates using the formulas in Appendix A7 are also displayed.
As can be seen from Figure 18 the station/orbital geometry trace
indicates good coverage of the continental USA with a ground trace intersection
near Denver. The satellite passes do not occur at the same time over Denver.
This specific geometry gave rise to three data compression intervals
on the high orbit and two on the low orbit, a data compression interval being
the duration wherein the range difference data could. be  adequately fit by
Table 1.1. Orbital. Parameters for USA Data Simulation
Orbit Designation
Orbital Elements
High Low
Semimajor Axis, a, 1.785 1.473
.-(Earth Radii)
Eccentricity,	 a 0.0 0.0
Inclination,	 i, (Deg.) 50., 0 .50.0
Longitude of Node, E2, 143. 12750 45. 12753(Deg. )
Argument of Perigee, w, (Deg.) 0.0 0.0	 4
Time of Perifocal Passage, 1976 July 4, 0 hrs 1976 July 4, 0 hrs
T,	 (Date)
Flattening, f, = 1/298.3	 Second Harmonic,	 J2,
Equatorial Radius, ae , = 6378. 15 km	 = 1482. 2.8 X lOr6
Sidereal Rate, 6,
3
=..4. 3752695. x .10- 	 rad /min.
r.:
cD
0
R.
G SC
:.	
W
W
^D 40N
~ 30
a
20
i0
D
-10
-20
-30
i,
f
	
1	 j
	
I	 ^
a polynomial of degree 4 (see Appendix Al). The approximate (15 minute)
intervals are displayed in Figure 19. Figure 19 time limits were generated
usi-^tg the CYCLOPS program [71 with a minimum station elevation of 5% When
the orbit/station configuration is fed into the MICRODOT simulation link, the
	
_	 compression intervals are selected as indicated.
The previous tables and displays completely fix the geometry of the
test case for the USA continental configuration. The next two sections discuss
the perfect and noisy data simulations for a two-satellite configuration (H-Sys-
tem). Note that the data generated in the simulation link of the MICRODOT
package uses dynamic equations to generate the data from an assumed set of
station coordinates. The equation solving link of MICRODOT will then recover
	
a .
	the assumed coordinates using only geometric equations, The process is thus
closed from the point of view of software verification.
8.3	 SYSTEM H SIMULATION WITH PERFECT DATA
In order to test software computational accuracy, simulation data
without any noise was generated for the case discussed in the previous section.
The modeling error occasioned by the data compression scheme, i. e. , the
standard deviation of the interpolating polynomials was determined to be less
than 1 X 10- 8 centimeters or 1 X 10- 17 earth. radii. Hence, as far as the data
compression coefficients are concerned (only the compression coefficients are
used in the MICRODOT equation solving link), the coefficients themselves were
virtually perfect (see Appendix Al).
These specific data types (the coefficients) were fed into the equation
solving link and a New.ton.-Raphson iteration was initiated with the station
coordinates displaced by about 150 meters from the values assumed to generate
the data. The RMS of the multilateration functions was then plotted as a func-
tion of the iteration number. The results are displayed in Figure 20. As can
be seen the RMS of the M-functions drops to about 1 X 10" 6 millimeters by the
fifth iteration. The RMS of the station coordinates (current minus true) is seen
to drop to 2. 6 X 10 -9 meters for the same iteration number.
= The point is made that the same algorithms are not solved in reverse;  a
different algorithm recovers the answer.
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Table 12 displays the double precision rectangular station coordinates
(in the adopted geometric basis) as computed from the geodetic coordinates
listed in Table 10 and the geoid parameters listed in Table 1.1. These coordi-
nates are listed under the 1 °True Value" column in Table 12. The residuals
between the true values and the converged values are also listed. As can be
seen the residuals are all about 10 -5 millimeters. The results indicate almost
perfect recovery of the assumed coordinates.
Table 12. Assumed and Converged Station Coordinates
1
Coordinate
Identification
True Value( km}
Converged
Minus True
Residual (km)
(Iteration No.
	
5)
Kennedy
X2 +. 335142111527658156 X 10 4 -.36557424
.
X 10-11
Spokane
X3 +. 149870671601874396 x 10 3 -.2549961 x 10-11
Y3 +.144Z45140109117559 x 104 +.24655833 X 10-11
Denver
X4 +. 154129206606698051 X 10 4 -.24691360 X 1Q-11
Y4 +.606283665209710953 X 10 3 +.15543122 x 10-11
z4 +. 247524820376550245 X 10 3+. 15920598 x 10- 12
Houston
X5 +.200151549885615644 X 10 4 -.20694557 X 10
Y 5 -, 198670538086832010 X 10 3 -. 19850788 X 10-12
z +. 195808069168132696 x 10 3 +.96767039 X 10-12
Washington (D.C.)
X6 +. 325503532657255369 x 104 -.5705658?. X 10"11
Y6 +. 1402087149687 8 1340 X 104 +.35011993 X 10-11
z6 -.718139378331780918 x 10 1 -.12987597 X 10-11
r	 ^
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C. 4	 SYSTEM H SIMULATION WITH NOISY DATA
The next logical step in MICRODOT certification is the generation of
-esults involving noisy data. To this end, 1 centimeter noise was added to
sach value of the range data type generated in the simulation link. This data
vas then compressed to yield the coefficients in each compression interval.
, or brevity the number of compression intervals used in the multilateration
)asses of Figure 19 will be denoted by TN. Table 13 presents the pertinent
*esults. It is important to note that as more data is added to the simulation,
he root-mean-square of the coordinates decreases ( as it should). For the
iata simulation displayed the final RMS C ^_-- 2. 2 millimeters.
The covariance matrix of the solved-for c-oordinates of the final itera-
;ion is displayed in Table 14. From the covariance matrix the corresponding
station coordinate standard deviations can be extracted, in centimeters they
it e;
U,X = 1. 21,2
ffX = 0.857,
3
T 	 = 0. 981,3
T 	 = 0. 501,4
a-
	
= 0. 0277,
4
W 
	 = 0.713,
5
a-Z = 0. 340
5
G'X 6 
= 1. 52,
TY 
6 
= 0.937
^X = 0.716,	 a-Y = 0.218,	 CrZ = 0..660.
4	 5	 6
As can be seen, the 1 cm noisy data maps over into station uncer^
tainties with worst case scale factor of about 1. 5 (for the amount of data
processed). A quick examination of the covariance matrix off-diagonal elements
shows that the correlation coefficients, p, vary all the way from near zero to
near unity, i. e. ,
P
=
 0.044, p	 0.223, p	 0. 854,Y 5 Z 6	 x2 Z 6	 X2X6
ii
I	 Table 13. MICRODOT Convergence with One Centimeter Noise
and 150 Meter Coordinate Offset
N --	 Number of Range Points Per TN
.b
T rN =	 Number of Data Compression Intervals
RMSC =	 E (Iterant Coordinate Minus True Coordinate) 2 /I
RMS2 -	 E (Iterant M-Function Minus True M- Function) 2 /M
I	 . Number of Solved-for. Station Coordinates
M —	 Number of M-Functions
RMS M (Meters) RMSC (Meters)
Iteration
TN= 5;N=60 TN =25.;N=120 TN= 5;N=.60 TN =25;N=120
1 1793.0 1912.0 12. 1 0.265
2 49.4 15.8 0. OZ7 0.0022
3 0.216 0.0986 0.016 0.0022
4 0.091 0.0994 0.0156 0.0022
5 01091 0.0995 0.0156 0.0022
Wro
C
H
CD
n
r•
C1
As
m
0
M
G
w
w
.Q
N
X2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4 Z4 X5 Y5. Z5 X6 Y6 Z6
1.47 0.325 -0.711 0.771 -0.348 -0.196 0.828 0.0607 -0.372 1.57 -0.620 0.178
0.734
-0.526 0.395 -0.248 0.0915 0.112 0.0122 -0.136 0.939 -0.467 0.532
0.962 - 0.492 -0.454 -0.0448
 -0. 355 -0.0650 0. 218 -1.10 0.852 0.379
0.513 -0.256 -0.0561 0.424 0.0236 -0.211 1.04 -0.444 -0.265
-0.251 -0.0216 -0.182 -0:0168 0.102 -0.543 0.419 -0.183
0.0769 -0.125 -0.00305 0.0406 -0.0873 - 0.0463 0.0851
0.508 0.0188 -0.198 0.81.7 -0.305 0.0410
0.0474 -0.0272 0.0632 0.0649 0.00633
0.116 -0.451 0.193 -0.0887
2:30 -1.01 0.665
0.878 -0.345
0.436
m
yam__
i
F
j
7
8. 5	 SYSTEM I SIMULATION WITH PERFECT DATA
Tests of the operation of the MICRODOT software using two satellites
connected with a satellite-to-satellite tracking (SST) link will be summarized
in this section. For the first of these tests all data type noise waa turned off
and the continental configuration introduced in Section 8. 2 was adapted for pur-
poses of simulation. To permit larger satellite-to-satellite tracking windows
the time of perifocal passage for the low satellite was increased by 22m 30s.
The resulting viewing window for this configuration is displayed in Figure 21.
MICRODOT allows the user to declare any subset of station coordi-
nate to be estimated. To test this logic only the coordinates of stations 4
and 6 were included in the unknown station coordinate vector. Next data was
generated via the simulation link and a Newton-Raphson procedure was
initiated. The results are displayed in Figure 22. As can be seen the RMS
of the M-functions drops to about 1 X 10 -7 millimeters by the fourth iteration.
The RMS of the station coordinates drops to about l X 10 -5 . The initial coordi-
nates were offset by 150 meters. Similar results were obtained by Carta 191.
8. 6	 GEOS-3 BERMUDA TRIANGLE CONFIGURATION
In support of the GEOS-3 effort, the station constellation in the vicinity
of the Bermuda Triangle was selected for additional data simulation. The sta-
tion coordinates for this simulation are displayed in Table 15. Additional sta-
tions which track the.ATS-6 are displayed in Table 16. The GEOS-3 experiment
was planned not only to permit simple multilateration data reduction (H system,)
but also stressed the availability of satellite-to-satellite data (I system) to aid
in sought for parameter estimation. Both of these cases will. be treated but in
separate sections. Note the internal MICRODOT code in Tables 15 and 16. The
multilateration basis origin was Kennedy (1), the X-axis was taken as Antigua
(2) while the X-Y plane was fixed by Wallops (8). The remaining numbers
denote the additional stations selected for the simulations.
Table 17 displays the assumed orbital parameters of the GEOS-3 and
ATS-6 spacecraft from which simulation data was generated. A constant 5'
elevation mask was used for each station.. The ground trace orbital pass
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Code Station Identification GeodeticLatitude
East
Longitude
Elevation(mete rs )
1 ETRCAK (Cape Kennedy) 4041 28°28m53.944' 279°25m24.400s -	 33.41
2 ETRANT (Antigua) 4061 17008 M 37. 156 5 298° 1?-'Z7. 19? 5 -	 19.88
3 ETRGRT (Grand Turk) 4081 21-27'45. 3705 288° 52m4. 940 ' -	 29. 17
4 ETRGB8 (Grand Bahama) 4083 26°38mI0.393' 281°43'56. 190 5 -	 39.18
5 WSH123 (Halloman, N.M.) 4144 32°54'5.338' 253°54'2. 902' +1230. 07
WSGZ18 (Green. River, Utah) 4148 38°58m44. 047' 249.53m14. 71 I s +1299.89
6 E.GLA21 (Eglin, Florida) 4340 30-25M17. 978' 273 ° 12m7.047 s -	 16.93
NELHAR.(Ely, Nevada) 4610 39018 m 30. 363 s 244°54n'48. 376 5 +2792.29
7 NBER34 (Bermuda) 4740 32°20'53.3035 295°20"47.4375 -	 32.34
8 NWAL49 (Wallops, Virg. ) 4841 37°56m38. 892 $ 284032m8.760 s -	 33.70
AEGM35 (Tonopah, Nevada) 4964 37°45m41. 872 s 243014 m 21.8585 +1680.32
Table 16. C-Band (ATS-6) Stations
jae
 = 6377563.4m, 1/f = 299.375)
Code Station Identification GeodeticLatitude
East
Longitude
Elevation.
(meters)
10 ATSROS (Rosman) 85 35° 11"55. 685 277° 07"27.455 +888.0
11 ATSMAD (Madrid) 85 40°27M23.85' 353°49m58. 23 s +785.1
12 ATSMO3 (Mojave) ATS 35-19"48. 00' 243 ° 06"3. 00' +929.0
rFr
i
Table 17. Orbital Parameters for GEOS-3 anu Hlo-o 0p4cCC:J:aLL
Orbit Designation
Orbit Elements
GEOS-3 ATS-6
Semimajor axis, a, 1, 131149 6.6106687(Earth radii)
Eccentricity, a 0.00049988 0.0
Inclination, i, 115.0559 0.0
(deg)
Longitude of node, 282. 6302 0.0
SZ. (deg)
Argument of perigee, 238. 6468 154.00
m,
	 (deg)
Time of pe rifocal 1975 April 26, 23 1,, 1975 April 26, 23h,
passage,	 'I',	 (date) 35m, 7 s 35m, 7s
Flattening, f,	 = 1/Z98.3 
Equatorial radius, a 	 = 6378. 15 km
Second harmonic, J2 9 = 1082. 28 X 10-6
Sidereal rate, 6, -- 4. 3752695 X .10-3
geometry is shown in Figure 23. Note that six orbital passes of data were
generated. The range data corresponding to these passes watrthen passed
-	 a
through the data compression simulation link of MICRODOT with 1 centimeter 	 {
?	 noise to generate the data compression coefficients.
t 8.7	 GEOS-3 COORDINATE ESTIMATION
t	 Table 18 displays the .convergence of the pertinent parameters. As
can be seen, after two iterations interstation coordinate convergence is achieved
with a resulting RMSC bias of about 3 centimeters. This bias can be lowered
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Table 18. GEOS-3/MICRODOT Convergence with One Centimeter
Noise and One Meter Coordinate Offset
N T Number of Range Points Per TN
J.
TN = Number of Data Compression Intervals
RMSC = E (Iterant Coordinate Minus True Coordinate) 2/I
RMSM = E (Iterant M-Function Minus . True M-Function)2/M
I	 = Number of Station Coordinatcs
M = Number of M-Functions
RMSM (Meters) RMSC (Meters)
Iteration ,.
TN= 6;N=30- 60
(5 Data Points Per Minute)
1 390.8 0. 163
2 4.24 0.0321
3 0.950 0. 0.321
4 01950 0.0321
4
by use of additional data (see 'fable 13) if it is so desired. Hence using 6
passes of data with an assumed noise of 1 cm only a I to 3 cm .degradation
from the fundamental data type to the estimated parameters occurs. Certainly
the 1 centimeter noise is unrealistic for C-Band stations, however this
accuracy level was adopted to demonstrate the inherent estimation power of the
MICRODOT processing system. Optimization of station placement was, of
course, not ..possible with the adopted constellation.
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	 The standard deviations of the X, Y, and Z coordinates are collected
in Table 19. It is evident from results that Halloman is the only culprit station;
but this is due to its extreme westerly displacement in the overall station
constellation. It is emphasized that the above rather dramatic results have
been obtained via rnultilateration using only the GEOS-3 satellite, i. e., with
only one satellite in a circular orbit about. the Earth, A few cross terms are
included to show the strong correlations. This realistic simulation in which
the data was filtered, smoothed and compressed in the identical manner in
which zeal data would be processed indicates the viability of the GEOS-3 experi-
,.	 meat and the ability of the MICRODOT system to reduce the raw data.
Table 19. GEOS-3 Station Coordinate Standard Deviations(1 cm noise)
Station 17X. (rY U'Z
Kennedy (K) - -
Antigua (A) Z. $9 - -
Grand Turk (GT) 1. 60 0.70 2.30
Grand Bahama (GB) 0.45 0.30 0.98
Hallornan (H) 13.38 3.38 16.49
Eglin (E) 1.40 0.54 2. 56
Bermuda (B) 2.45 1.90 4.31
'Wallops (W) 2.58 2.18 -
P	 - 0.83,	 p	 0.86,	 p	 = -0.36X Hf XE	 YGT. YGB
	
ZGT, YGB
P X B, Yw T 0. 20
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Station a'X ¢Y Q'Z
Kennedy (K) - - -
Antiqua (A) 0.97 -
Grand Turk (GT) 0.51 0.28 0.80
Grand Bahama (GB) 0.23 0.18 0.46
Hal.loman (H) 2.89 1.38 1. 50
Eglin (E) 0.20, 0.29 0. 68
Bermuda (B) 0. 59 1. 13 U..79
Wallops (W) 0.50 0.92 -
P	 = 0.04,	 P	 = 0.38,	 P	 -0. 18XH, X 	 YGT. Y GB	 ZGT' YOB
PX B ► Y W _ -0.57
8.8	 GEOS-3/ATS-6 COORDINATE ESTIMY,TION
The next question of importance, after verification of the GEOS- 3 -only.
multilateration data reduction, deals with the additional improvement afforded
by the introduction of the satellite (GEOS-3)-to-satellite (ATS-6) tracking data.
To this end 1 centimeter noise was again assumed in all the raw data. For
equation stability, the coordinates of the ATS-6 clusttor, i. e., Rosman, Madrid
and Mojave were held fixed and the same data rate of the previous simulation
was adopted. The root-mean-square of the bias in the coordinates dropped to
1 centimeter in two iterations. The standard deviations of the station constel-
lation and a few of the cross terms are displayed in Table 20. A comparison of
Tables 19 and 20 shows the additional improvement afforded by this mode of
operation. As can be seen even the coordinates of Halloman have been obtained
to surprising accuracy while all other coordinates are near or below the
i centimeter accuracy threshold. The cross terms are lirge and indicate that
they can not be neglected in the calculations. This simulation again demon-
strates the viability of the GEOS-3/ATS-6/MICRODOT data reduction experiment.
Table 20. GEOS-3/ATS-6 Station Coordinate Standard Deviations(1 cm noise)
9. 0	 A GUIDE TO THE APPENDICES CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT
As is evident, no two readers will have the same background or
interest and therefore the organization of any given report will always be non-
optimum from their respective viewpoints. Perhaps it would have been useful
to change the numbering on certain of the Appendices to follow, however lack
of fun ling precluded this operation. The Appendices are listed more or less
in the order of development.
If a reader wanted a continuous development, it might be useful to
proceed as follows (the emphasis here is placed on real or post time data
processing).
First Appendix AlZ and A13 would be read in order to gain an under-
standing of the manner in which raw time pulse data is transformed into the
actual slant range data types so commor_ly used in multilateration. The neces-
sary corrections to rt.fer data to a common center of mass such that accuracies
of 1-2 centirneters can be achieved should also be of interest.
The manner in which the atmospheric calibration is incorporated into
the raw observables should probably be addressed next (Appendices A5 and A6),
at least in a general sense, to identify and understand the pertinent parameters
used to perform. the calibration. This might be followed by Appendix 15 wherein
the measurement frequncy of the atmospheric and other related parameters
required to achieve high levels of data calibration accuracy are specified.
Appendices A18, A19 and AZO also relate to data measurement problems and
thus an understanding of these areas would be of direct benefit.
An entry into Appendix A8, but only into section A8. Z, would then be
necessary for the reader who is not acquainted with the theory of trilateration,
L e. , the process of determining the position and velocity of a satellite by
strictly geometric means.
At this point the reader has the background necessary to enter
Appendix Al wherein the. general subject of data compression is discussed.
Now all the raw data has been corrected, calibrated and cornpressed into com-
pact matrices of low dimension and the second level of understanding can
begin.
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If the concept of multilateration functions is not well in hand, then
Appendix All is suggested as the next step. The solution of the multilateration
functions is discussed in detail in Appendix A2; however prior to a full under-
standing of this appendix, some knowledge of the Earth/ocean tide models
described in Appendices A3 and A4 will be required (unless the reader sets
all tidal considerations apart in the reading of Appendix A2). Appendices Alb
and A17 which detail partial derivative generation are supplementary.
The transformation of coordinates from the adopted geometric frame
to either the geographic or inertial frame is treated in Appendix A7. This
material should be well understood at this stage (perhaps A7. 3, which describes
the transformation from geometric to geodetic coordinates, could be read in
parallel with Appendix A3). Appendix A7 has the companion Appendices A9 and
A10 which deal with high precision algorithms for precession and notation.
With the previous background Appendix A8 which deals with precision
orbit determination should be read.
Finally the reader wishing to examine other facets of geometric
parameter estimation, e. g., high precision ground baseline determination,
interplanetary probe trajectory estimation, etc. , can read Appendices A21
and A22. These last two appendices actually stand on their own and need little
technical background from the rest of this report for a general understanding
of the subject matter.
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Multilateratlon Data Compression
Abstract
A data compression scheme is developed in this
Appendix. Specifically, large sets of data points (range)
are reduced into compact coefficient arrays of small
dimension. The errors occasioned by hardware, modeling,
atmospheric and clock jitter are considered in the
compression scheme. A square root fitting routine is
available to perform the compression and determine the
rf
Al 1 INTRODUCTION
The process of multilateration requires the use of accurate
interpolation formulas in order to ensure data synchronization for a set of
ground .stations and vehicle-to-vehicle configurations. This process of inter-
polation should be possessed of various beneficial characteristics. These
characteristics are 1) simplicity in implementation, 2) extension of the duration
(timewise) of fit validity, 3) simplicity of extraction. of statistical properties of
the interpolation formulas, and 4) restriction of covariance matrices to low
order .arrays. The . scheme developed herein attempts to meet these
objectives [1. 3].
Al.2 DATA C'O.MPRESSION FUNCTION
Figure Al. 1 depicts the chain of computations in the data compression
function currently adopted for the MICRODOT data. preprocessor. In essence
this function takes noisy data i. e. , either slant range or satellite-to satellite
range (or turn around time pulses) and replaces a large set of data points with
a emaller subset of coefficients. These coefficients 'can . be used at a later
stage to reconstruct smoothed, calibrated data. The carrying of large matrices
of cross correlated data is thus circumvented. Note that the atmospheric
equations correlate the data not only from time point to time point at each
station, but also between stations. Simulation tests indicated that the fitting of
data to noise levels of .1 cm required the use of a .referen.c,e orbit . with second
zonal harmonic modeling. The reference orbit is of course adopted as known
4nd thus its effect does not corrupt the compression scheme outlined herein.
The data compression function was tested for a set of adopted orbital
elements (a - 72 .28 km, e = 0, i 115 0 ). Data was generated from these ele-
ments plus perturbations which included: J. secular.' and .long period terms..
(period of w and S2), short period terms (period, P, of the orbit) of the form A
sin (2n/P) t, and terms..of..the_ form B sin (80n/P)t. The amplitude of B was
taken to be 3 meters and this variation has a period of about 5 minutes. The
latter very high frequency variation is the most severe, Finally 1 cm noise was
added,.to;the slant. range, the data was compressed, and: the standard deviation..
of the fit was compute .l as:
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Where. M refers to the degree of the fit and N is the number of points
processed. The results are displayed in Figure Al. 2. As can be seen a 7th.
degree polynomial can fit the data within the 1 cm range for about three
minutes. Since covisibility periods. at the adopted. altitudes. are only . about
5 minutes, half the data arc, say 150 points can be replaced by eight
coefficients and an. 8 by 8. covariance matrix. Furthermore the compressed
data is smoothed and calibrated.
The reader interested in the details of the light time or atmospheric
corrections, etc. is directed to other Appendices of this report.
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and where a is taken as a random vector, with zero mean and covariance
2 I.	 Herein. e denotes the modeling error . which might be occasioned
by fitting perfect data by the polynorrxial.	 As suggested by Bierman [1. 2] the s
random time contributions can be scaled such that
d = Ac + KZ Sto + K3 6W + v,	 (6)
where the noise w i. s taken as
V _ K1bt+K4 6p +E + 6d
with the approximation;
2	 2	 2	
,,2	 Z	
_,,2	 2
Cr	 _	 T	 + ^d + K i (r	 K^ a'
v 	 p
The weight-I .least squares solution to Eq. (6) is obtained directly by computing;
a J,
Ad = K *K2T °to + K3AwK3 + I^ 2	 -	 {7}`
3
and extraction of the s-luare root of A d (See ['1.21).	 The standard solution would be
x 1
cAT A dl"Ar AT A_ a d	 (8)	 _(. k
f
while the covariance of c Is given by
i
Ac -
	
AT A-1 A -	{q}
..	 ..
Furthermore for any two stations i and .-
,a	
.
_1	
_T
An	 AT 11[ -i l A.	 AT A-1 K A	 KT-TA. AT A_1 AT1d^	 l
d
cic .J i
i	 di	 3	 W	 3	 d3	 J J	 J
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t The actual computation of the coefficients and covariances is performed via 
square root filtering as outlined in	 1.2 .	 Note that for satellite-to--satellite
data compression, the,K 3 and K4 .matrices would. be set equal to zero.
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,.	 Abstract
A system of nonlinear algebraic equations, namely,r	 y	
'
c, 1 = d
where	 is the vector of to-be-solved-for parameters, t is
time, c are data coefficients, and 	 are modeling constants,
LS solved herein using a minimum variance criterion. The
a priori uncertainty in g used in solving the Newton-j Raphson equations is -included . along with . all. statistical
:
	
	
cross correlations. The solution of the equations is per-
formed sequentially over the entire range of t so that
inversion of the normal equation matrices is required
only at each iteration step. A side investigation. yields
formulas for the covariance of polynomial fitting data com- 	 a'
press.ion coefficients including uncertainties in the data
measurements, clock Mmes, and atmospheric calibration
I parasi,ieters. The techniques are used in.this. multilater
ntinn aiiirIxr hnt may be useful elsewhere.
Error Sources Symbol
Atmospheric calibration_ uncertainty bw
Data type hardware uncertainty 5d
Station clock jitter bt
Master clock jitter bt
A priori to-:be-solved-for uncertainty g q
Modeling constants uncertainty b
AZ.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
A procedure for solving a set of nonlinear equations, herein called
multilateration functions, is established [2.4]. Solution of these equations per-
`	 mits a set of to-be-solved-for parameters to be obtained in a minimum variance
r
	
	
sense. The solution as developed herein is accomplished in three operations,
namely, data presmoothing, batch processing and sequential batch processing.
Specifically, a) data types are presmoothed for purposes of obtaining the data
types as explicit functions of time recorded at an ensemble of ground stations.
These functions are interrogated at a master clock time and are forced to
yield synchronized measurements for all data gathering stations; b) since
the synchronized data types become correlated via the fitting procedure, a
discrete batch of pseudo data valid over a fitting interval of specified duration
is processed with all possible cross correlations; c) the discrete batches of
pseudo data are then accumulated sequentially for all the fitting intervals of the
entire data gathering operation. This is possible because two different data
fitting intervals are assumed to be uncorrelated.'
The explicit list of error sources peculiar to the multilateration
functions are listed in Table AZ. 1.
..	 Table AZ. 1. Existing Error Sources
The first three error sources are mapped into the covariance peculiar
to the smoothing polynomial coefficients such that the multilate ration func-
tions, hereafter referred to as M-functions, only sense . the errors in the
fitting coefficients, master clock reading, a priori values, and modeling
constants. The modeling constants uncertainty arises from the assumed model
for the to-be-solved-.for parameters, i.e.', in the Earth/ocean. tidal model.
which is explicitly included in the solution. The analysis developed herein
is exact, including all cross correlations within a fitting interval of specified
duration.
For purposes of program efficiency however, a minor assumption is
made. Specifically, even though the analysis in each fitting interval is. exact,
it is realized that weak cross correlations will exist from fitting interval to
fitting interval due to two sources. These are:
1) The atmospheric calibration model constants which are the same
in each adopted fitting interval,
Z) The Earth/ocean model constants which are the same in each
fitting 'interval.
Hence, the atmospheric calibration constants tend to cross correlate the fitting
coefficients, while the other source tends to correlate the system of equations
whose minimum variance solution is sought.
Since the analysis performed herein includes all error sources in each
fitting interval, an exact solution is certainly possible, the only limit being the
storage available on the cuanputing hardware. However, since the omission of
tr,	 these weak correlations tends to yield answers at a great saving in computing
efficiency, these correlations are ignored-on a fitting interval-to -fitting.i.nte r.
val basis but are included in each fitting interval. These .distinctions are of
academic interest for present applications (GELS-3) where accuracy require-
ments on the to-be-solved-for parameters are not as stringent as the ultimate
confidence levels to be attained by the _software currently under development'.
r. However, it was . felt.that the development of the current software should have
the capability of sub-centimeter to-be-solved-for parameter determination.
k^
^r
i^
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	 In this light, the careful inclusion and distinction of the error sources is of
paramount importance.
Since the analysis performed herein is rather lengthy a functional flow
diagram is presented first to assist the reader in maintaining perspective through-
out the analysis. The reader lacking sufficient background should .consult
12. 1, 2. 2, 2. 31.
A2. 2 GROSS COMPUTATIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM
The main purpose of the flow diagram (Fig. A2. 1) presented herein is
to show the input parameters, the manner in which the equations are partitioned
and the recursive way in which the covariance  are updated. It is hoped that
the diagram, will also aid in making clear that each iteration of the Newton
procedure is accomplished once all available data over the entire mission
duration is accumulated sequentially into the matrix of normal equations which
define the to-be • s.olve&for system. If real time processing were desired the
software package would be much more expensive to operate since many more 	 i
matrix inversion operations would be required.
Since the nomenclature, etc., are defined in the main text, the reader 	 {i
may wish to briefly scan the diagram and then refer back to it in more detail
i	
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E
with the understanding thatt j  represents the interrogation time j out of ninterrogations referenced to some master clock. The 'structure of the problem
forces Eq. (1) to be written at time t as
Mj j gT(tT! t T#tT ) ,b. (t*j)., c(t ,d ,w ) =0.	 (5)aT. T T
z	 This equation will be carefully explained in the following discussion: the first
term tT represents the parameters inherent in M. expressed. in terms of a set
of to-be-solved-for variables, , a set of constants,,_ ,1,, and master. clock
time, t,T.. For example, if . represents a station coordinate, then due to
Earth tides, etc.,P
	
varying^ would be represented as a time var in parameter which
will be represented at each station as:
1
where f is a tidal functiont specified by a set of constants and time t*.
Obviously if f 0, the to-be-solved-for parameters are equal to g(g) The
_K
row vector b. of. dimension..1X(M .+ 1:), is a .function. of the interrogation time
t . Finally the coefficients of the fit,, c, ( required for data type synchroniza-
tion) are. functions of all the data measurements, d., the associated measure-
ment times t # t , and the atmospheric calibration constants, w , acting
over the fitting interval of duration T	 He nee Eq. (5) can be solved for
N d
-- 1 X with: t o , Vii,	 r,, :,assumed to be known,. or a solution for and
1	 some of the t can be attempted. In the first case will have input or specified
uncertainties; in the second case the uncertainties of and those which are
solved for will be determined upon solution of the equations.
F
the X coordinate of a station in a`to ocentritAa developed in, Appendix A3, e. g. ,	 p
'.	 coordinate system can be modeled b the tidal;.function.	namely:Y .	 f	 Y:
X	 X^ + ^(X 0 ,;Y 0 , ZO ! h, Q, g, _. •' tT tT0}
^	 6
where, ho g, and g are constants. If, say, X0;`Yp,
 Zo: and ht'are to be solved.
for, an overhead tilde is implied on these variables, whereas the overhead
bar implies that these variables will not be determined but will be modeled.
T
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iA.
where
CT — TN + 6T' tT = tN + Sty's , cT = cN + bc.
A
For purposes of error analysis let it be assumed that estimates of
,^	 n ;_A	 xs	 n^;s
t	 t , c = c are available ( obviously for t t is just the reading of the
xs
master clock at interrogation time t ). The partial derivative matrices El,
n	 A:;c
E , Eg can now be evaluated with sufficient accuracy using g, t , and c, call
A	 n	 n
them E l , EZ , E3 so that:

f f
E
Noting the partitioning of T and extracting aT /a^, namely:
iS	 - -
vU f
aT
am ( 17)
a
then W takes the form
,^	 1
I
w	 o
a
-	
W _ (18)
0	 Wv
where	 -
W - ^
a	 to
E
Wv = cow Iv^.vq	 = QgAQq + RgAt;,R9 + SgA/±S9
" TT
R
cSq + SqA	 R gAt,x
The final form: of the Newton-Raphson equations is no- eatiained by explicitly {
multiplying out Eq. (14) and using the 'definition..P .= aM /ag	 to .yield:.. A
1	 1 6	 T	 -1_1	 T	 n
v	 a.	 ai! q	 q	 q	 q	
v	 q
1
A2.4
	
EXPLICIT DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE MULTILATERATION
EQUATION AT A 'FIXED TIME..
P Ithas been shown that the generalized a nultilateration function, after
linearization-an.. approxLmation .of: the .pertinent. partial-derivatives.. 	 )ay est - ti
mates (A) has the following form:
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I
Ia91-	 agl
	q1
agl
	a^2 1 	 atj
ram
	
aMaM{^q =	
ail ,
	 a12'	 ... , a 2
a 2 a2a z d
-.	
I x
agl
t
al a aEf,
with
y; b	 r51, &:^ 2 ,	 ...rL T da^g, l	 • 2	 x 111	 ^
Similarly the R matrix and 5t^ are obtained as
-
at
r
R	 am	 am	 .. ,	 am ag2
!
[am	 am	 -	 am
,
q	 al	 82	 aQ at"^ adl	 ad? 	8d1 Ys
e
s ; at
a;
.:
cll + 2c2
.1t.4 + ... +..( M
.W *(M-1)1)CM it. ..
x c 12 + 2c22 	 + ... + M - 1 CM2t 1 x 1
E Ci, + 2c2 t:k	 ... + (M _ 1)CM1tm(M-1)
spry` _	 Cst =	 d	 I x 3 .
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Finally the S matrix c
S y am ad q	 ad  ac 01
am adz_
.
ad  ac M2
:an be formed as
am ad 
	
am ad 	 am ad 	 am ad 	
...
ad 1 . 8c 1.1 '	 ' add acMl ' SdZ aa 02 Id? 8c12'
••• 8M 8d 1X (M+ 1)I
' adI aclvll
be = ^5C01 , bcl.l, ... bcmi , SCO2 , bC1.2, ... 6cM , ...,
,I,
bcm,	 d ( M + 1)I X 1,
i
where in the previous matrices:
2	 specified length of to-be - solved-far vector,
f'	 specified length of not to -be-solved - for parameters
contained in M - function
I
M = degree of polynomial fit,
I number of data types contained in multilateration function.
An example at this point is useful. Suppose an M-function of the
following form exists:
M = M(X Y, ,Z ,X ,Y ,Z , X ,Y ,Z ,X ,y ,Z ,1 1 1 2 2 2 3^ 3 3 ^ 4 4
ae ,h,ks a' F5T,RQ,gl1g2,g3Pg4,^,t'.
G	 .7	 `t
The to-be-solved-for parameter vector is selected as:.
tX
2,X3 , y 3 , ZV	 1,tz
I
_E
i	 This implies that
(X I ,YIf Z , Y , Z , Z 3 , X4 , Y4 , ac^k aQ,,Q'RQ.gI ► gz, g3 ► g4)
_ 
llJ ^12t2'	
9171
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where for concretene s s X, Y, Z are the station coordinates, ae is the radius of
the Earth, h is the Earth Love number, k, etc., are some other constants, a, 5,
i	 R are the right- ascension, declination and radial distance of the Moon, and
9 1 , • • •, g4 are local gravity values at the stations, i. e. the relevant Earth
tide parameters. The parameters in are uncertain and thus give rise to the
uncertainty vector v. Since the explicit substitution of the Earth tide model is
not performed M actually looks like
M = M(X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 , • • •, X4 , Y 4 , Z4,d)
or
M = M(t 1 , ^ z ,	 , t l ei d), .
where one must actually bear in mind that ^,, are actually given by:
S
With this understanding, the appropriate partials can now be constructed to 	 j
yield the P and Q matrices. Similarly since the polynomial fits are not.
explicitly substituted in M
IA2. 5 EXPLICIT DEVELOPMENT OF MULTILATERATION EQUATIONS
AT A FIXED TIME (GROUPING BY TIME)
Since in general there will be p multilateration functions in action at a
fixed time, t3`, Eq. (20) must be augmented to represent the complete system of
equations. Hence if v represents an arbitrary M-function then:
T
^vq	
^vq	 P q	 Mvq
W- +
	
W-1	 (Sq+1 - a) - -Wa ' ( q	 a) -	 W- 1
Aip	 P	
P	 M
	
pq 	 Pq	 pq	 pq
(21)
defines the linearized system whose solution is sought. This :system canc  be
compacted by constructing the following matrices internally in the computer:
A
Pvq	 Mvq	 vvq
A	 n	 d	 A_ n	 d	 dP .. = 1'(v+1)q
	
p X 2, M	 M ( v +1)q -` p X 1' v	 v( v +1) q -# p X 1, (.22)
A	 APq	 Pq	 vPq
where the number of
 columns of P .expand to account for all new station
G	 coordinates augmented. to the system by My+1 ` My+2 , • • Mp and where the
matrices defining Q, R, and S are constructed as
A . ;
A	 A	 n
R	 SRy q 	 q	 vq	 a
_Fh	
A	 n	
a	 '	 A.	 A	 A
a
	
(v+l)q	 P X,B , R r R(v+l)q '"` p X 1,	 S — S(v+l)q	 p X (M+1)I
A
.	
..	
..
A	 n	 A
Pq	RPq	 spq
n
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with the necessary understanding that I is redefined to mean all the stations in y
the p multilateration functions, and R" is also redefined to mean the complete
list of error sources in the modeling constants] peculiar.to all p M-functions.
.. This will have the effect of expanding the number of columns in Q and S, i.e.,
placing zeros wherever MV, Mv+,, • • • , M p are lacking in a particular
parameter out of the entire list of parameters,
z' For example if
M y =M V(t l' 	X12'1'	 X17' c01'	 '' °M4' t
My mvj1 	 l'	 • • •' 9 9' t l3' X 14'	 X 15 ,	 1'	 . • •'	 X18'+1
CM 3 , c 05 ' 	 . • • ,	 oMS , t
i
that is, 
My+1 
introduces a new station X 13' X 14'	 l5 with new c05 , • • •, cM5
and a new modeling constant
	 l8 over and above the paramete rs contained in
MU , then
A	 am
	 8M	 am 5
:.
p v .^_..	 v	 , ..,
	
v
al	 Al 5
P m
f n am	 am aMv+1Pv+l ....a 1	 alb
where as is obvious 8Ma
	
= 0, etc.
	 Similarly.vl	 13
8M^	 aMv	 •
g
''
Qv ...
a^i
	 ai ls
AQ -- — ,}
A aMv +1 	 aMv+1
8I	 a	 18
S. Ae
-^ and so forth.
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Hence accumulation of these matrices, permits v to be written in the
following manner:
V = Qbt + Rbt + Sbc,
so that the new system, Eqs. (21) which replaces Eqs. (20), can be written as
^Wal + PT W, P (q+1 - q } = -Wa l (^ q	 a} - PT W -1 1vI	 (23)
This equation represents the system of all multilateration equations in action
at fixed time t^ . Note that W = cov(v vT).
A2. b EXPLICIT DEVELOPMENT OF MULTILATERATION EQUATIONS FOR
A SEQUENCE OF TIMES (GROUPING BY BATCH)
To solve the M-functions, the subsystem of equations defined by Eq. (23)
must be written at to distinct times, where n > E, i.e., where the number of
interrogations is sufficiently large to permit a deterministic or overdetermined
solution. To this end the following new matrices will now be constructed:
rn
	
n
t p1 ^	 ^M1^	 ^vl^
i s	 ..
i
where.
A
n	 R1	
0	 U	
• •
R
Ad	 A 
=	
RZ	 0	 dRN = A • ^pn x 2 1 , R N	 pnXn
R	 SYMn	 ^•
A
R
n
1	 1
Su	 d pn x.^Nit1yI, SAN =	 d n X'1
g...
L
}IT
AZ. 7	 DEVELOPMENT OF WEIGHTING MATRIX
-
:r
Equation (18) displayed the expression for the weighting matrix W. .
The expression for WN written in terms of the newly constructed matrices PN,
1VIN , etc. is therefore given by:
k
WV = WN = QN AA SAN + RN AAt* RN + SN c S T
+ RN A ^c SN + SN 1L	 RN	(28)
where it is evident that -four terms are omitted due to the fact that
Arc = o	 A	 = D
namely, that the station coordinate modeling parameters 	 are not correlated
is
with the polynomial fitting coefficients, and that the master clock times have
no relationship to the 	 These assumptions are obviously true.. 	 Hence five
covariances need to be defined from a structural point of view. 	 It will be
assumed herein that at step q, the covariances will be known, i.e., for q 	 4
and at initiation of multilateration:
o	 o
1	 1
A AA
'	 1.
a
o
a
o
n
._	 .
F, and so forth.	 Obviously if data has already been processed via multilateration,
and new data is input, the 'full available. a priori covariances. will be utilized.
;i
pV
1
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t The structure of the four square covariance matrices is as follows.
The to-be-solved for covariance matrix is given by: at;
f,
41
'	 - -
RF1	 N .V	
•	 •	 1	 V	 NV	 Cr
3
TZ2q
S
k
1
S' SYM
2 q
Similarly, the interrogation time covariance matrix can be specified as:
^.	
0
333)
Ate;	 _ . ^ - UTe* d n X n (30).
0	
^^n
The covariance matrix for c is obtained by noticing that:
be	 =	 Sa	 be	 ...	 be	 bc'	 ,	 be	 ,...:.'i	 be	 ...:1 1'	 02	 M2	 p+	
,. beMI
O1'	 M1	 i
!
(31)r:
and taking expected values of be bcT which 'yields.
E.
AA
Ac1G2cl
Yr AA _ A^ d(M+1)IX(M+1)1 (3Z) 1
z	 ,
SYM	
.	
A^
.. t
_.. JPL Technical Memorandum 33-792
rwhere ACi, i = 1, z,	 I are square matrices of dimension (M + 1) x (M + 1)
which are obtained from the fitting polynomials.
A
In analogous form the covariance for f is obtained by noticing that
A	 n	 n	 n	 A	 n	 n
b	
- SH IT'	 SCs1I	 67	 6-9s5^s22 1 ••' E SsI.,II^
	
+ s s^
A	 n	 n69s	 6g 	 to bg 
211T,
	 (33)
	
I+l	 I+z
namely,. that the modeling T common to station l are grouped together, e. g.
X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 , g l , followed by station 2, etc., until the last station I, after which
all the constants common to all stations are listed, e. g. , a	 6 , etc. Hence,
taking expected values. of S^ St T yields:
i€3
.E
i1
	
:f
a
s	 AZ. 8 COVARIANCE MATRIX OF TO-BE-SOLVED-FOR PARAMETERS 	 1
The structure of the covariance matrix of the to-be-solved-for
parameters, A4 has been previously defined. The actual co mputation proceeds
as follows. Let Eq. (11) be written in terms of the .estimate as:
T() _ 	 e	 (35) . .
y,
'i
t
Using the notation T to denote the true (errorless) solution, let Eq. (35) be
expanded:
i	 8T
r
Since by definition T(ET) - 0, it follows that
3
i
8T ( T - 5?	
a (36)	 ..
Squaring up and solving Eqs. (36) yields
- =	 5---	 T ^V -[T	
1
-1
7T
~, ua
8T T W-1
T a^
from which E ^(,I, -} (ET n_)	 = cov (} = A	 can be computed as:
A	 8T T 
W
-1T
r8^
r8T T W
-1 T	 -1e e	 W
^
8T 8T T	 iW-	 dT
^^^	 d^L	 Pi  L 	J 8-
i
'	 E
r
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However since a e T W W it is evident that:
T
A6 -
	 W- 1a	 (37)
s
f
t	 l
Furthermore since by Eq. (17)
4
E
LJ
-
8T
_
am
t
ti
k
t a further computation yields:
' !1^W-1 + PT W-1 P	 (38)a	 Vk q	 q
I
x which is nothing more than the fundamental . matrix of the Newton-Raphson
77p}
equations ()Eqs.	 19).
AZ. 9
	
FITTING COEFFICIENT COVARIANCE
The coeffieents c0 ,. c 1 ,	 • • •, eM of the fitting process are obtained
by solution of the system
Ac - d + Gd ,	 _	 (39)
r
where
Z	 M.
,.	 ..	 .I,	 t l	 to,
	 (tl	 t^)	 • .	 (t1 - t0 )
1 1	 t	
-t	 ,	 (t	 -t	 ).. $2 	 (t	 -t	 )MZ	 0	 2	 .02	 0
A
S.
tk _ t0 ,	 (tk	 t0 ) Z ,	 (t	 Mk .. to )
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t i	station clock times,
uncalibrated data type,
Adi - atmospheric calibration for each ti,
_ik w number of data points.
Equation (39) is valid if error free data were available. However, since only
estimates of t, d, and Lad are available, namely, t, d,Ad substitution of
7+ ._. 	 19 f1\ __.X1.7
1Ac 4 + A4 + [D - T] St + KSw + bd (41)
aad	 a,^d	 aAdalad	
`a	 ^ ...	 l ^^. , .. 	1dt l	 wl	 awl
	
a w R
a0d	 and
aid Q ...
	
a 4 =
	
2	 2 ...
ate	 K = aw ^c3wi awl
SY M	 •
a0d	 awdk
	
aoak
at 	 a w l
	
a w R
so that
Z,	 8A 
c, 8A c^	
8A	 (42)
^t^	 8t2 	dtk
or by redefinition:
F	 c1+2c2{t1-t01+..,+McM41-10? 	 0	 0	 0
t	 `
0	 1c.+2c (t W+ .. +Mc,.It^'tnrM-t
	
0
I	 I	 i	 1	 f	 l!
i
and using minimum variance weighting
	
-1	 [
A = ^ATWpI	
TAl AW-1 L^ + ^1d^ .	 (46)
The covariance of c is now directly obtained by noticing that Eq. (44) can be.
written as
ATWP A c = ATW I ^d^ Acl^ + ATW 1
which upon subtraction of Eq. (46) in the form
	
ATWP Ac I	 [d +tea.
yields
I
fAZ. 10 COVARIANCE OF FITTING COEFFICIENTS WITH I14TERROGATION
TIMES
Equation (Z8) contained the covariance A A	 This covariance will be
zero if an independent master clock is used to define the interrogation tunes,
If, however, a station clock is used as the master clock and the interrogation
time is taken to,be a subset of the station time t then An0 0. In this case
ct'
AAt - E[bc(t - ^
j )T = EbcSt. Tl.
I
In essence then C13+1 and DB+1 can be computed recursively from the initia'
r
values C B and D B . The matrix C B+l obviously will be singular until sufficient
batch data are processed such that a deterministic system of equations is avail-
able. Once sufficient data is processed such that system (54) is overdeter
n
mined, then an inversion of C becomes possible and the solution for A^ q, the
correction to the to-be-solved for parameters, can be obtained.* This. will .
require inversion of an f X f matrix. There is really no point however in per-
forming this inversion until all the available data has been accumulated in C.
At the final accumulation (B = B f) the inversion yields at  and
A	 n	 n
9q+l	 9q + A9q	(55)
along with
1
A'[Wa l
 + CBIJ
	
(56)
A return is now made to the first data batch and the accumulation
procedure repeated to obtain the q+l correction. This process is continued
until
n
A . q+l
where a is a specified tolerance. Note that in the flow diagram (Figure A2. 1)
f-
Gf
1

Explicit Analytical Model for Earth Tide
Station Coordinate Deflections
Abstract
An analytic model for the three-dimensional movement of
ground stations due to Moon/Sun gravitational forces is . developed.
Explicit expressions for radial, latitudinal and longitudinal displace-
ments are presented. These expressions will permit modeling of
the Earth tide effects to accuracy levels which are of fundamental
importance in multilateration studies. The equations peculiar to the
model are transformed into. a topocentric system such that the time
variation of three dimensional interstation coordinates can be com-
puted. The manner in which analytic equations not containing the
tidal model transform into equations possessing the model is dis-
cussed from a Newton-Raphson point of view. The effect of ocean
loading is briefly discussed and modifications to the model are out-
lined. The partial derivatives of all model parameters, though not
presented herein, have been programmed; they are important for an
exact error analysis of the model, i.e., to extract the covariance
matrix of the model.
B^K
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A3. 1 INTRODUCTION
The accurate determination of interstation coordinate distances for
geophysical applications presents a problem when accuracies of centimeter
level are desired with stations located on baselines of increasing extension.
This problem is occasioned by the plasticity of the Earth. Accelerations
due to the Moon and Sun acting on the surface of the Earth tend to raise and lower
the surface point under investigation so that the relative location of two points
separated by intercontinental distances can have three-dimensional displacements
relative to each other of about 30 centimeters.
In this appendix, equilibrium theory is used to obtain a method wherein
the amplitude variation can be computed to *within 3 centimeters. Needless to
say, for future work in the area of earthquake prediction this accuracy level is
not sufficient. To reach the second plateau where accuracies of 1 centimeter
are required, the ocean tide effects must be analyzed [3. 1 ', 3. 71 (Appendix A4).
To accomplish the difficult task of determining the ocean tide deforma-
tions, equilibrium theory can be used to develop the shape of the sea envelope
engendered by the gravitational, centripetal and Moon/Sun potentials. The ocean
surface can then be subdivided into a finite number of sea water mascons and
the potential at a given ground station can be obtained by numerical integration
over the ocean regions of the entire Earth. Elastic theory can then be used to
predict the deflection occasioned at the station by the loading sea, water potential
(see. Appendix A4). Further accuracy requires the use of a gravimeter (in the
simplest terms, a spring with a weight attached) at each station of interest and
perhaps a tiltmeter. By taking observations of the gravity variations for a
period of one month, a set of constants for each station can be obtained which
will be valid for an extended period (years). These constants can then be used
to model the. station fluctuations to the millimeter level. Since the instruments
used to obtain the local gravity also sense the perturbing effects of the Moon and
Sun, the segregation of the ground fluctuations caused by these bodies must
be. analyzed .separately.. Bearing this in mind, the equilibrium model is
developed herein and adopted for the GEOS-3 project, with provision for inclu-
sion of the ocean tide model (Appendix A4), if time permits.
f.:
u
This level of sophistication is necessary for the GEOS-3 project due
to the wide baselines under consideration and because the error committed in
the omission of the model is too great if the laser accuracy is of the order of
15 to 20 cm. Obviously, as soon as laser hardware is constructed as outlined
in [3.5], these corrections will be of absolute necessity.
A.3.2 EXPLICIT DEVELOPMENT OF THE TIDAL POTENTIAL
Consider Figure A3. 1 which depicts the Moon and Sun in a geocentric
inertial coordin&te system with an Earth ground station located at point P s .
From the two spherical triangles peculiar to the figure, it follows that
the elongation of the Moon and Sun is given by:
_
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cos h = sin S^ sin + cos b^ cos cos (HA +
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Figure A3.1. Pertinent Geometry
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where
phase angle
b	 declination of the Moon ((r) or Sun (0)
R	 reduced latitude of the Earth station
HA hour angle of the Moon or Sun.
The hour angle of the Moon and Sun can be determined by computing the station
true local sideral. time, (), and right ascension of the Moon and Sun so that
HA = 9 - a,	 (2)i
i
where a is the right ascension of the Moon or Sun. Hence, at universal time t,
knowing a and b along with the reduced station latitude, p, permits the elonga-
tion angle ^ to be determined. The reduced latitude [3.4] is defined by:
P = 0' + sin 1 ^-'
 
sin(O - 0') ^ ,
where H is the station elevation measured normal to and above the adopted
ellipsoid, R is the distance from the center of the Earth to the station, ^ is the
geodetic latitude and ^' is the geocentric latitude. The angle P, as will be
presently seen, plays an important part in the derivation of the tidal potential.
To determine the disturbing or tidal potential consider the accelera-
tion ab of a specific celestial . body, b, acting at point P s . From [3.41:
2 p Rbab
 = kb(73 - R 3
b
where k2	 Gmb with:. G being the ,universal gravitational_ constant, m b, the
mass of the body and:
i
p = vector position between body b and the point at Ps,
RR _ vector position between body b and the origin O.
=h
i
9
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a
,j
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}
I	 I	 I
constant. Obviously p4b yields the components of acceleration sensed at the
station due to body b,
if Cb is taken to make cb vanish at 4 then
2 11	 R cos ^b(Pb
	 kb Pb Rb	
?'(`1)
b
Since the slant range can. be written via the law of cosines as:
2
P - R 1- 2 .R Cos ^ b 2b	 b	 b	 Rb
and since the last two terms in the bracket are << 1 expansion via the binomial
theorm yields
2PL 
= R P0 ( cos +b ) + R P l (cos fib) k	 P2{cos fib ) E .. ,b	 b	 b	 Rb
where Ph (cos fib) are the Legendre polynomials:
Hence
h
2	 3
g	 1 - 1 + Et cos tP + R P (cos
	 )	 R	 ) * • •
I	 Pb Rb R2	 b R2 2	 b RR3 3	 b
	
b	 b	 -b	 ;
and
2
^b - kb 
I R [
 3 P2 (cos ^ b ) + R P3 (cos ^b ) + .. .Rb	 b
Now since kb = Gmb, adopting a set of units for R, say Earth radii, the 	 1
combined potential for the Moon and Sun will be:
2
_. k^3 R 2 P2(
T	 R
cos	 ) + R P 3 (cos t},Q
 ) + .. .
	
^	
Q	 Q 
i2
+ k0 R2 P2 (Cos ^) + ft P 3{cos h) + ... ,	 (b)
	
R 
	 0
i
whe re terms of order R4/Rb are negligible.
A3. 3 EFFECT OF TIDAL POTENTIALS
The Earth considered as a plastic body yields to the tide-.raising
potentials. Love in 1911 [3.2] demonstrated that to determine the amount of
Earth yielding it is possible to neglect dynamic effects and use equilibrium
theory. Hence for an increase in potential at any point, the increased surface
elevation (radially) will be proportional to the disturbing (tidal) potential scaled
by the local gravity at the point. Takeuchi [3. 3] performs a rather detailed
computation and obtains:
QR - h	
"T	 T	 Q	 BcIiT
	
- g 0 T,	 F3	 gR ^^	 0X	 g R cos p 8?^
	
(7).
i
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i
(in the notation adopted herein) for the plastic deformation of ^-he Earth in the
r^ 	 radius, latitude and longitude coordinates where h and 2 are numerical factors
p	 i
called the Love and Shida numbers, respectively. Observations of the tidal
Y
	
	 tilts of the Earth's surface, the Chandler period, etc., can be used to determine
these numbers. Presently to use Eq. (7);
i	 k
h = 0. 60,	 U-h = 0.1
Q = 0. 075,	 _. 0. 005
with g 0 obtained from the International Gravity Formula (modified 1968) in gals
as [3.6}:
g0 = 978.0264 (1 + 0.00530244 sing ^r
+ 0.00001196 sing
 
7-4+),	 CYg = 0. 1 regal
and g obtained via the Bouguer anomaly as;
g = g+ (200zr Gp - 0. 3086 X 10-3)H
0
where H is the height in meters, G is the universal gravational constant and p
is the mean density of the mass anomaly above sea level (mountains, etc.).
A3, 4 COMPUTATION OF DEFORMATIONS
Given the 'universal time, the true sideral time is. computed and the
right ascensions, declinations and distance of the Moon and Sun are obtained.
Equation (6) is now written as;
9
:I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 I	 1
!	 so that the two appropriate partials for the calculation of the Earth deformations
are:
	
a^TR
	
R / 3 l
	
8(cos	 )3 ^ 3 cos ^►
 " c Z - Z cos 	 a
	
RQ	 (^	 (^
kZ R Z a(sin tP )
+ O3 +3 cos - R` ^? - l2
	
	
t 
G
cos
R3	
t
O
	
aR
or defining the brackets by GC and GO
T	 $(cos ► }	 a(r ,s 41^}
a 
p - —(L	
+ '(D
with a similar expression holding for 80T/8%.
Note that cos ^ is obtained from Eq. (1) as
(10)
(11)
r'
and the explicit partial derivatives become
"T'
	 ^`^ = G G" + G G'^8(3 = GC GC G0G^ ,	 8?^	 Q Q	 O
s o that
AR = h(
	
AP=
	
2 (G G` + G G` ),	 A%-	 i	 (G G" + G G")g T	 gR C. Q O U	 gR cos {3 C Q	 O O
are the closes.' expressions for the radial, latitudinal and longitudinal plastic
deformation of the Earth at a given station.
The rectangular deflections are obtained .by differentiation of
X  = R cos a cos %
Y  = R cos p sin %
Z.G
 = R sin p.
1
as
AXG = AR cos p cos % - APR sin p cos h - A %R cos R sin %
AY  = AR cos p sin A APR sin p sin 'k + A%R cos p cos %	 (l2)
-3
16 G =. AR sin p + AP R cos p,
where if p is not available (usually geodetic coordinates are given), the com-

A3. 5 TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES
In this Section much reference will be made to the following Figures.
19
141
W
The previous formulas for the station coordinate deflections are
derived relative to the Earth -fixed Greenwich geographical coordinate system
(Figure A3 . 2). To obtain the deflections in the adopted geometric coordinate.
system the following procedure needs to be followed. In the geometric coordi-
nate system, the origin is defined to be at ^1, 1
,
 H1 where ^ is the geodetic
latitude, A is the East longitude of the station and H is the elevation above and
measured normal to the adopted geoid. Equation (14) permits the origin to be
specified as:
H1
Now from E3.41 the radial distance from the center of the Earth to the surface
of the geoid is .given. by (See Fig. A3. 3):
r  r a 2 !1 - 
(2 f , _ f'2)1/ 
Cl 	 - (zf' - f' 2 ) cosz^',
and by the law of cosines:
R = [r Zc + H2 + 2rH cos( -
	
1/2	
(15)
Obviously, the values of ^ 1 , X 1 , 14 1 can be transformed to t, A 1' R 1 by use of
Eqs. (13) and (14) under the assumption that the values ^ 1 , A 1 , H 1 which
denote the origin have no initial tidal effects. Specifically it is assumed that
in the coordinates of the origin, the periodic tidal variations occasioned by
Moon, Sun and ocean tides have averaged out over the semi-infinite period
used to determine the numerical values of these coordinates. By the same:.
reasoning the coordinates 0'z , A 2 , RZ which define the principal or X axis of
the geometric system can also be obtained, along with 9) A 3 , .1%. 	 fix
the fundamental plane of the geometric system). Schematically, the input values
+i, k i , Hi in which the tidal effects are averaged out, are transformed at
universal time t = to to C, X. R. via the adopted oblate spheroidal. model
E
f
Y.
i
7
F
s
where is the reduced latitude [3.41 given by
P= ^' + sin-1 R sin {c - ^') ,
The following unit vectors (based on the a priori values of the station
coordinates at t = t 0 ) are now introduced (overhead A)
A	 _x - (RG2 RG 1 ) I I RGZ - RG 1 1
.	
ns	 (RG3 - RG1 )1 RG3 - R G1 I' (17)
wherein the fluctuation of the meridian ellipticity due to the Earth tides is
.M
taken into account at any given universal time.'''
E
	
	
The time varying Earth fixed station coordinates relative to Greenwich
can now be written (Eqs. 11 and 12) as
R cos cos X	 AXG
Rte . = R cos R sin X + AYG i = 1, 2, 3
R sin	 i	 AZ i
(16)
Crossing x into s yields the z direction of the geometric .system, namely:
^Iz
A -
	 x x s..l 1 - (x . s)ZI (18)..
where the signof z is taken such that RG1  z > 0.
Finally, crossing zinto x yields
=zx	 (l9)
The assumption that the station undulations are averaged out at a given point
on the Earth's surface seems justified; however at any fixed time the
meridians of two distant stations will undergo plastic deformati on.
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a
F Hence at adopted universal time t0 for which the solution to the station
1^	 1
coordinates will be carried out the geometric coordinate system basis is
defined as:
-
A	 n	 nx0 , YO , z0
as computed by formulas (16), (17), (18) and (19). 	 The generalized transfor-
mation for any additional station is now given by:
Xi	 RGi	 1 }	 x0
Y i	 (RGi	 R G1 }	 y0 '	 i	 4, 5, 6,	 ... ,	 1.	 (20)
Z i	 (R Gi
- R 	 1 )	 E0
Equation (20) depicts the station coordinates as functions of time.
Hence at time t 0 , i. e. , at the adopted epoch at which the multilateration
solution will be undertaken,
A
X Oi — (RGOi - RGO1^	 'x0
Y Oi — (RGOi - RGOI } 	y0	 {21}
A
Z Oi	 (RGOi	 RGO1 } 	x0
are the constant to-be--solved-for parameters., so that the instantaneous time
varying coordinates are:
r
X i _ X	 + (AR	 - OR	 }	 xOi	 —Gi	 —GI	 -0
a
A
Y 	 YOi + (ARGi - ARG.I.
)
	10	 (n)
r -	 -	
nZi - Z0i + (ARGi	ARG1 }	-z-0
f "
:
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Note that the basis^0 , Ya, z 0 permits. RG or ARG to be written as: .
R = X. +Y. , +Zz +R
—Gi	 i-0	 i^0	 i--0 --G 1
Now from Eq. (11)
	
t	 ] 
i^2
cos p cos x = XG /R , sin (3 cos X _' XGZG/ ^`XG + Y G !	 R]1	 J
cos fi in X = Y G /R , sin sin X = YG Z G I [(x" + Y?- 	 R]	 (23)
sin R
	
= ZG /R, R2 = XG + YG + ZG
Substitution of these relationships into Eq. (1.2) yields
1/Z
AX  = A  XG IRG - oR XGZG 1
 [X?-
G + YG^ - &>' YG
Z1 /Z
DYG = AR YG /RG - o P YG ZG / [X?-G + Y G	 + oX XG	(24)	 l
1/2
AZ G AR ZG /RG AP C1 - (ZG /RG)2
where as functions of XG , YG , ZG , .AR, 11(3, and 4X are given for each body
b = ([/O as:
I	 I	 I	 l	 l
with
ZG sin 5 /O	 2 /Z	 -1 YGi	 cos ^Q/ O	 R	 + 11 - (Z G/ 1 G-	 cos 6 C/O cos 6 g - ac/O + tan XG	 G
XG = XXX + yxY +zxZ+XGI
YG = xy X + yY Y + zy Z + YG 1
ZG = xzX + yz Y + zz Z + ZGI	 (26)
and where the quadrant of the arctangent is determined by an examination of
the numerator and denominator.
Hence in functional notation
1
AR = IR (X Y , Z , a ,5 , a ,6., R , R ,I , h ,g,O ).
—G	 —G 0, 0 0	 {^ O D C O	 g
Note that the basis 
-0- xx , x , x , 0 , z 0 is adopted from the a priori valuesYin the manner defined and held fixed forevermore; therefore =&) , y4 zp are
constant vectors possessed . of no error terms.. The solution is carried out in
this basis and the transformation back into the geographic frame (if it is
} desired) uses these same numbers. With this understanding
AR. — (ARGi - A RG 1)
s	 so that
X. = X +OR . xOi	 A i --0
..Y. = Ypi + ARi ^YO
	
(27)
y
t Zi = ZOi 
+ ARi. • o
^	
ae
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S
^'cM(X oi , Y Oi , Z Oi , j , d, t') = 0,
, ... , f , h, g]
(29)
In essence, the Earth tide model has permitted the time varying station
coordinates Xi , Yip Zi to be written in terms of X Oi , Y Oi , Z Oi' namely, in
terms of the station coordinates at a fixed epoch. This implies that 
Xoi' YOi'
ZOi are nontime varying parameters, i.e. , they are the leading constants of the
tidal function and represent the station coordinates only in the absence of tidal
motion. This is important because if equations of the form
M(Xz., Y i , Zi , d, t* ) = 0	 (28)
are written for t^ distinct times, a solution is not possible because at each t*
the sought for values of Xi , Yi , Zi are different. However if the equations are
written as
then for to distinct times a system of equations for 
Xoi' Y oi l ZOi '"here the
coordinates are constant at each t
	
available and a 'solution is. possible.
Once M is solved for XOi , Y0i' ZOi and perhaps for some of the , call the
solutions XOi , YOi , ZOi, the geographic coordinates are recovered as:
	
4LXGO	 xx
	"RG.Oi = ©YGO 	 xy
	
Az GO	 xZ
sYx OX x0i
Yy 	 yZ	 sY 0i
y  z	 Z 
s
Oi
RGOi RGO1 + GRGOi
	
(30).
. ..	 from which the polar coordinates at t t0 may be computed using Eq. (23).
F:
Note that the time variation of the coordinates is obtained from Eq. (27)where
h	 X replaces X	 etc
Oi p	 Oi'
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A3, 6 TRANSFORMATION OF VARIATIONS
The variation in M(X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 , X2 , • • d), namely
amSM = OX SXi + ay by I + ... ad bd
i	 T
transforms in. terms of X01' Y Oi' Z 01 , X 02 • ' ' d, as
I	 BAR.
	
B AR,	 aAR.T	 n	 — i)OM	 n	 i ay + z
	
—a OM. 5Xi	 0 aX 0x aX l + YO ' ax Oi ayi	 —0 aXGi OZi
j0i5M	 + x
1
I	 OARA	 . BM	 n OARi aM 	 daRi c7M+	 Y0 • ay 0i OXi+ i+y0 • 01 ayl +
(,1 0
z 
• 8Y0i azl 6y 0i
1
I
+
n BART OM (^\
+ ZO
OARi 
am +	 1
BAR.n	
_z+ z 0
 '
BM	
bZOiz0 BZ aX. BZ	 BY,
Ol
BZ
Di
aZ,
101 1 1
I
n
+
BARi— aM n
+ YO
BAR.	 OAR
—i BM	 n	 am
 
+	
i
b ad
E0 • aa^ Oxi a&Q ay
Z
	 OZi49 0 
C,i
I A+	 x0
OAR.i OM
-ax + 
n
X0 •
B OR. BM	 n
+ z0
BAR.
—i BM 5 ( b Q )
a5^ ab^	 BY i ab^	 azi
1
I	 I	 I
Lam (•) bR^+	 Fa( -) 509y	 ,
?l
j
I	 I	 I
&M =	 8X 6XOi +, dY	 SYOi ^', 8Z .. ^ZOi1	 Ox	 1	 8i	
1	
Ox
+ 8d bd	 (32)
where aM/BX ai , etc., are defined by the brackets in Eq. (31). In essence the
pint herein is that if the partial derivatives of Eq. (28) are available, namelyP
CIM /.eXi , etc., the partial derivatives of Eq. (29), namely 8M/aX Oi are
obtained from the brackets in Eq. (32).
1 I I I I l[^-^^
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Abstract
Equilibrium theory is used to develop the shape of
the sea envelope engendered by the gravitational, centri-
fugal and Moon/Sun potentials. The ocean surface is
then subdivided into a finite number of sea water mascons
and the potential at a given ground station due to the
mascons is developed. Lifting of the ocean bottom due
to the solid Earth tides is included in the potential cal-
culation. Calibration of this approximate and incorrect
potential (due to the equilibrium assumption) is then per-
formed via gravimeter data. Elastic theory is then used
to predict the deflection at the station occasioned by.the
loading sea water potential. (This deflection is not to be
confused with the deflection due to the Earth tides. ) The
model for the ocean tide discussed in this Appendix is
simpler than other proposed models. The only aim of
the present model is to reduce the error in ground sta-
tion movement vis-a-vis the accuracy achieved by con-
sidering only the Earth tides. The inadequacy of present
analytic techniques prompted the development of this.
engineering model.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT Fff"
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SA4. 1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of predicting the three-dimensional deflections of a
station located on dry ground due to the oceanic tides is difficult, to say the
least. The difficulty of prediction arises from the fact that the Moon/Sun
potentials cause an instantaneous deformation of the Earth's elastic surface
(including the ocean floor). Simultaneously, oceanic tidal bulges are created
such that the sea water loading varies over a given point within the ocean,
and to make further complications the sea water mass is redistributed due to
the instantaneous deformation of the ocean floor thus causing the potentials to
be disturbed. The previous chain of events can be segregated into the following
components which ultimately will enable a solution to be obtained:
a) Development of an equilibrium surface for the ocean using the
Earth's gravitational potential and the centrifugal potential.
b) Development of an equilbrium surface for the ocean using the two
previous potentials along with the induced Moon/Sun external
non-loading potentials.
c) Subtraction of the above two surfaces to obtain an undulating
layer of sea water over the Earth's surface which represents the
variation of the ocean surface from mean sea level (as defined
herein).
d) S:.tbdivision of the ocean surface into sea water mascons of small
volume.
e) Computation of the loading potential at a given ground station
occasioned by all the sea water mascons.
f) Calibration of the loading potential using gravimeter
measurements.
g) Employment of elastic theory to predict the ground station
deflectin:^ due to ocean tides.
h) Iteration with the previous items to refine the computation, if
so desired.
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A4. 2 OCEAN SURFACE EQUATIONS
z
x
I
T
It is acknowledged that the analysis herein makes several assumptions
which simplify the solution to the ocean tide problem [4.191 . However since
the object herein is to reduce the 3 to 4 centimeter accuracy achieved from the
Earth tide deflection model by only a factor of 3, in order to achieve 1 em
accuracies, these assumptions were deemed acceptable. The most stringent
assumption is item c, listed on the preceding page, which establishes the ocean
surface free of the disturbed p	 Yotentials caused b the mass redistributions
r, .-casioned by the deflections; This assumption can be eliminated by the process
of iteration. The model developed herein needs further tasting and verification.
It is substantially different from those discussed in [4. 2 - 4. 18].
Figure A4. 1. Geometry for Development of Potential
fF.
f.
r	 Consider an observer at point . P rotating about the Z axis of Figure A4. 1
t
with angular velocity w. The potential at point P can be written in terms of the
gravitational, centrifugal and perturbative potentials as:
I
U G	 d + ^^ + y z )w + uQ uo,	 (1
where G is the universal gravitational constant, drr. is the mass element at
distance r' from the mass center 0, and UQ , U O are the potentials occasioned
at P by the Moon and Sun. As previously developed, (Appendix A3) in terms of
the Moon/Sun masses M M0:
1	 1	 r cos ^Q
i	 UQ - GMQ ^^ _ RQ - RZ
{2 ^
 l	 r cos LPG
UG GMT 
	
	
- RG - R2
O
where the elongation angle 	 is given by the respective dot products of r
with R Q and R	 Via the law of cosines the slant range from dm to P can be
^O	 v
written in terms of cos Y = (xx' + yy' +: zz')/rr' as
r1 - 2 rF cos Y rZ
and since r'. ranges from 0 to the surface of the Earth, for the most part the
last two terms in the bracket are G 1 so that a binomial expansion yields:
	
Z	 :.
PPO (cos Y) +^ P l (cos Y) + x!	 P^(Cos y) + .. •^	 (3)
J _
	
_
C
i
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where P O, P 1 , P2 are the Legendre polynomials. By the same reasoning
P^^G = R 
1	 Pp(cos ^^^^) + Rr
	
PI (co s ^) + .. .(c10	 (Clo
Substitutation of Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (1) yields:
U
r 	dm +-L	Pi (co s Y	 2)r'dm +	 P2 (co s Y)r' 2 dm +r
GM r 2
+ Z (x2 + y2 )w2
 + Ft3
	
PZ(Cos t Q ) + R P 3 (cos ^ + .. .
GM , r 2
+ R2	
P2(cos LP 	 + RO P3 (co s ^ 0 ) + ...	 (5)
O
The Z axis is the principal axis of greatest inertia. By choosing the X and Y
axes (located at X  from the Greenwich meridian) as the principal axes of
inertia, Eq. (5) can be simplified. Obviously, the first integral tis the mass of
the Earth, M® . The second integral reduces to taking first moments about
the mass center and therefore vanishes. The cross products of inertia in the
third integral also vanish so that after integratiot,
fP
2 (cos Y)r' 2dm = z ^^' B C (inS2 - .3 .
+!(B( 	 - A.).cos2^ cos 2(k Ap), 	 (6)
where
A = Moment of inertia about the X axis,
B = Moment of inertia about the Y axis,
k C` = Moment of inertia about the Z axis, 	
,.
X = longitude of principal axis (X) from Greenwich,
p
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{i
Introducing the definitions J20 = ^C - (A + B)/ 
'-]'MO' J22 = rB -	 4M9,
etc. , and noting that
i
z	 z
Z(x2 + y2 )w = Z ^r cos 40 cos(% - 
P
+
 rr cos sink - Ap}^
= Z w r2 cos2^
reduces U (including a fever higher order terms [4. 11 to:
U = GMT 1 - J2Z(1 - 3 sin ?- O) + 3 J2 2 cos2 ^ cos 2()L -X 2 )2r	 r	 2
3J
- 
130(3 - 5 sin 2 ^) sin 0	 31 cos 0 co s (%
 - x`31)Zr
	
-	 4r
+ J40 (3  - 30 sin -^ + 35 sin 40) + 
r W cost 	 + U8r
	 01	 Q+O
where UQ+ is the combined Moon/Sun potential.
The numerical values of the coefficients are listed in Table A4. 1.
Table A4. 1. Harmonic Constants [4. 1)
J20 = - 1082. 645 X 10_6
130	 +	 2.546 X 10-6
J40 - +	 1.649 X 10-6
J22	 +	 1.766 X 10-6,	 x22	 - 140. 79
131 = +	 2. 111 X 10-6,	 X31 _ + 7 0 . 818
(7)
i
t
U +O -
GM 
r2 [P2 (cos Q) + R P3(cos	 ) + ...Q	 R?	 Q
By inserting the values of Table A4.1 into expression (7), neglecting the Moon/
Sun contribution, and putting r = ap , the polar Earth radius, then, setting
= 90 ° , U c an be numeric ally evaluated, i. e. ,
f
U 
r 
GMT 1 + 520. + 5 30 + 540p	 a	 2	 3	 4
P	
aP	 aP	 aP
Hence, the equation for an equipotential surface, the ocean, is given by:
r	 GM 	 1 52.0 (l - 3 sing ^-) + 3 522 cost ^ cos 2(% - % )0 = Up	 - -T a2	 22
P	 P
-•^ (3 - 5 sing (P) sin + 4 331 cos ^) cos ( - X31)Zap 	
3 2
+ 544 {3 - 30 sing + 35 sin4 ^) + Z M cost 	,	 (8)
8a
P
...
	 or
GM
r 0 = U 
P
where, in the small terms, r has been set equal to a p. Obviously Eq. (8) does
not have the lunisolar contribution to the potential. Proceeding from Eq.. (5),
L e.,
Jj
1{
a direct expansion using
i
cos ^Q/O = sin b Q/,) sin + cc, s SQ /G
 cos cos HAQ/p
where, in terms of the Greenwich sidereal time, 6g and right ascensions,
HAvo 9 g - aQ/O + X, yields:
2GMTr r- -
	
2 -
	
2	
---2 	 ,...^ 2 ua _ „nC 2 A
- 6 sin b Q cos S Q sin cos cos HAQ - R (5 sin3 SQ sin3.
	
Q	 ^
+ 15 cos t S Q sin SQ cos t HAQ cost ^ sin
+ 15 sing S Q cos SQ cos HA Q sin cos
3 sin S sin - 3 cos b . cos HA cos ^)QQ	 Q	 i
2	 yGMpr	 2	 2	 z	 2 --	 2
2RO
1 3 sin by sin	 - 3 cos 50 cos HAp cos
	
r	 5 s in 5 , sin3b sin Sp cos b y sin cos cos HAD - R {	 pO
2+ 15 cos t by sin by cos t HAp cos	 sin
+15 sinby Cos b y cos HAp sing Cos^
-	
sin - 3 cos b y cos HA cos3 sin 50	 }	 {9)
s in the previous expression are defined asFor convenienc  the br cket 
2	 2
U	
- GMQr 0 - GMpr Q	 (10)
Q+O	 2R3	 Q	 2R3 OQ	 O
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Obviously for = 90°, r = a p the value of this potential is:
2
4.
U(([+O) 
p 
_ -
 GM ,7 a
 
1 - 3 sing bQ - 
^Q
 (5 sin 3 & Q - 3 sin bQ)
2R^
GM a2a
	
2 ^ P [1 -3 sin2 b O --R^ -(5sin2 S O -3 sin bO )	 (11)
OO
and use of Eq. (7) yields the equation for an equipotentiai surface (including the
Sun and Moon), namely,
GMT	GMMQap	 GMOaP
r e	 U ^t^) 2UR3 ^Q 2UR3 aOC	 O
where U = Up + U(Q I0)p• Subtraction of Eqs. (8) and (12) yields the radial
difference between the two equipotential surfaces, i. e. , between the gravita-
tional plus centripetal and gravitational plus centripetal plus Moon-Sun equipo.-
tential as:
r 1 1
	
_ GMQ^ _ GM0 a 
Or - U 
Up GM o@ 2UR3 ^Q 2[7R 2 AOd	 o
This difference is geometrically displayed in Figure A4. Z.
'AR
CrAo
EARTH + ROTATION + MOON + SUN
EARTH +ROTATION
_	
e
E	 Figure A.4.2. Difference in Equipotential Surfaces.
L
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A4. 3 INTEGRATION LIMITS OVER THE OCEAN SURFACE
Consider Figure A4.3 which shows a continental land mass.
POLE
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From Figure A4. 3 it is easy to see that for a sequence of adopted
latitudes (starting from the Greenwich meridian), namely
	 j
%o. X1, ... Xi' hi+1' , .. ^'f
there exists for each element of this sequence, say, x i, a second sequence
^io' ail' ...' ^ij' ... , Oik
which in a latitudinal direction separates ocean/sea areas from land areas in
the meridian of X i . Hence in the simplified illustration for Xi an Earth/ocean
vector E can be defined as
E i — [" i , Oio' O il' (^i2l
while for longitude 1` i+1  e. g.
E i+1	 [ 1'i+1' (^( i+1)0' ^(i+1)1' `^(i+1)2' ^( i+1.)3' ((i+1)4^.
The convention is adopted that ^o denotes the first land area encounted in the
North to South direction. Evidently then, to the degree of accuracy desired,
from available cartographic maps, the vector sequence
E o ,
 Ell E 2 ... Ef
	 (14)
can be constructed and stored as data internal to the computer. Consider now.
a longitude difference such that the black swath in Figure A4. 1 with width A X is
numerically defined. A latitudinal increment can also be obtained, call it &4,
by division of all swath segments by an adopted factor, i. e. , a 3° X 3° grid.
In accordance with the previous definition, the potential of each grid subdivision
mass can now be computed..

	dU, = Gff	 _ r - — s- cos ^m dV,
s	 x	
]	
a
where the volume element dV = r' 2 cos	 d^' d%' dr'.
In order to obtain the total potential an integration over the whole sea
volume is necessary. To accomplish this it has to be borne in mind that the
sea bottom has been lifted upward by the Moon/Sun potential cD t . From
Appendix A3 it is seen that:
DR = g ^t	(16)
represents the radial deformation of the elastic Earth with equilibrium radius
ro
 (Eq. 8). The total potential now becomes:
U^	 dU^ -
r +Ar0
/ r
	
G
ff
cos ' 4 1 d1^'	 r'2 dr' 1pl - , - 2 cos
1 5	 r
 
ro+AR
	 (17)
where due account has been taken of the fact that the sea bottom is located at
r  + AR and the sea surface at r  + Ar, the latter being uninfluenced by the
Earth tide of Appendix A3. Because both AR and Or are small compared to ro
the radial integration can be performed immediately, to yield:
	
U^ . = G(r	 cos'
O^Oh
	(Ar - OR) ro 2	 - r -	 z cos ^^ d^' dX 1 ,	 (18)
Pso	 o ro
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where
1/2
pso - rot + rs 2 - 2 r sro cos gym).
Numerical integratiou of Eq. (18) over the Earth's oceans with the limits set
by the E  vectors, Eq. (14), obviously yields the ocean tide potential.
A4. 5 CALIBRATION VIA GRAVIMETER DATA
The potential presently engendered, due to the use of equilibrium
theory, is incorrect. The modeling of the correct potential function is an
immense undertaking and to date no true satisfactory model has been derived.
However, local gravity, g, at the station can be measured with a gravimeter
to high precision. From the value of g, via Eq. (7) of Appendix A3 it is now
possible to compute the residual ocean tide acceleration, g s , as
g s ( t ) = gm (t)- g gt(t)
	
f19)
where grn(t) is the gravimeter acceleration time variation and gt is the solid
Earth tide acceleration given by (See Appendix A3):
gt =	 (Z + 2h - 3k) ^ ,	 (20)
s
where k = 0. 27.
The :partial derivative M2, /3rs can also be obtained numerically as: .
fi
1
However, since
8U f
g s = - 8rs
	
(22}
ii
a
it is possible to write
K lu 
(r s } U2
 (rs + Or s )1 = g s Ar s	(23)
and to solve for K(t) at a. discrete number of times during the day. The ocean
loading deflection is now given directly by;
ARo =	 ! K(t) Up (t} ,	 (24)	 1
3
where the Love number h' for a loading potential is given in terms of the non-
loading Lave number by 
_ 3 h or h' _ -0.4. The negative value shows that the
sea bottom is depressed by a positive tide. If the OU f /o 3U,/@X , are also
obtained numerically the deformations in the latitude and longitude directions
will be determined as in Appendix A3.
A4.6 INVESTIGATION OF SINGULARITY POINT
Note that if the station is located very close to the coast or on the
1	 surface of the ocean ( ships radar) a singularity in p  appears which is
difficult to handle numerically. Therefore an analytic investigation of this
'	 singularity is indicated. The troublesome term is:
if r s = ro + pr (the station being on the surface of the ocean) then with the
substitution:
t
r'	 r + pr + r and r << ro	 o:
it follows that 0s+0
l =r ?, 
	
s 	 d4'
r 
d r	 co	
.^J
AR- pr	 log-pc	 s-A%
(2b)
^m	
-1/2
4 r  2 sin 2 2 + r 2
 ^	
dX'.
From the definition of ern , Eq. (15), and the fact that the angular integration
is extended only over a small area (4 A^ p X << 1), it follows that for
cos ^ m = 1 - ¢h << p^
or
LP	 '<< l
that
o	 Os+A^
I	 2AX r o	dr	 d^' L012 + ( r/r s),	 (27)
OR- pr	 4)s
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iA5.	 Generalized Tropospheric Calibration and
Error Analysis
Abstract
A second order analytic tropospheric calibration
technique is developed herein which permits ground
station-to- satellite, airplane-to-satellite, airplane-to-
airplane, and ground-to-airplane range corrections to
be determined. Standard deviations of the atmospheric
modeling constants are cited. Every parameter included
in the model is varied to obtain the error contribution
peculiar to the parameter. The total random error in
the calibration range increment is determined to be
1. 3 cm. Bias errors of 0. 25 cm are also determined.
The model has been verified and compared to a numeric-
ally integrated counterpart. Accuracies in the calibra-
tion as quoted above are expected to zenith angles 550%
Beyond this range of zenith angles, an additional
correction, also developed herein, is required._ The
pertinent covariance matrix of the .model is developed.
A5. 1 INTRODUCTION
The evolution of multilateration theory, capable of centimeter level
interstation coordinate determination, clearly places stringent requirements
on all components of an operational multilateration system:. In essence, no
system is better from an accuracy point of view than its weakest link. To
this end, the accuracy to which the basic data observables can be corrected
for atmospheric attenuation is central to the operational multilateration
system. Further constraints imposed on a multilateration systern are those
of system flexibility, i. e. , the analytic calibration theory should be capable
of handling ground-t;o-satellite, airplane-to-satellite, ground-to-airplane,
and airplane-to-airplane multilateration systems. Finally, the calibration
equations should be valid over as large a viewing arc as possible in order to
achieve maximum statistical improvement.
The analysis performed herein considers and includes the aforemen-
tioned components in the detail demanded by the sought for multilateration
objectives [5. 61. The ionospheric corrections are discussrsd in Appendix A6.
A5. 2 ERROR BUDGET ANALYSIS
Table A5. 1 lists the atmospheric parameters, nomenclature, nominal
value, units, and standard deviation of the parameters used in the calibration
model. A distinction is made between parameters which are true random
variables (possessed of slow or fast jitter) and those parameters which are
bias like. The bias like variables are enclosed by a box. These parameters
have a standard deviation, but for purposes of processing a batch of data, ,have
fixed (non-jittering) errors.. The standard deviations (wherever possible)
were obtained from literature surveys and represent realistic values required
to meet the multilateration objectives.
Since the atmospheric effects will be largest for the ground-to-satellite
calibration analysis, the analytic calibration algorithm was exercised for this
worst case with various zenith angles (angle b.etwec.n station vertical and.
vehicle position vector as viewed at the station; see Figure A5. 1) extending
to the littiits of applicability of the analytic expansions peculiar to the model.
Typical results for random error type parameters are displayed in Table A5. 2.
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The results in this table show the finite difference partial derivatives of the
atmospheric correction AP with respect to atypical parameter, p, i. e. ,
BAP/$p..
The partial derivatives in Table A5, 2 permit a quick evaluation of the
errors induced by these parameters.
	 This evaluation can then serve as a
basis for segregating the major error sources ( for analytic partial considera-
tions) and bounding the errors of all the minor error sources. Hence,
extracting average partials from Table A5. 2 and using the standard ' deviations
in Table A5. 1, the minor error contributors are given by E l , namely,
8^p 	2
E l = E ( B P 	 ^P
E 1 =	 (1.0 x 104 x 0. 5 x 10-5)2 = 25.0 x 10 -4 , a
+ (0.06 x 1. 0) 2 = 36.0 x 10 -4 , T*
+(0.30x10 -5 x5.0x103 ) 2 =	 Z. 25x10 4 , h0
+ (0. 2 x 10 -6 x 2.5 x 104 ) 2 =	 4. 0 x 10 -4 , h1
+ (0.07 x 1.0) 2 = 49. 0 x	 -40 t
+ (50. 0 x 0. 25 x 10 -3 ) 2 --	 1. 56 x 10 -4 g
+ (0.6 x 10 -3 x 1. 0 x 10 2 ) 2 = 36. 0 x 10 -4 , H0
+ Negligible terms
	
245, 0 x 10-4.
Denoting the major contributions by:
l2E 2 = E, ^ BPP ffp/
E 2 =	 (1.5 x 0.1) 2 	=	 225.0 x 10 -4 , TO
+ (0.4 x 10 -4 x 1. 0 x 10 4 ) Z 	1, 600. 0 x 10 -4	 hw
+ (3. 5 x 10 5 x 0. 25 x 10 -6 }2 -	 76.O.x 10 4 , Pa
+ (700.0 x 0. 1 x Yr/150) 2	- 15, 000. 0 x 10 -4 	 z
16, 900 x 10-4•
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Therefore an estimate to the random error of the atmospheric
calibration is given by;
0 = (Zl + E2)1^2 = 1.35 cm.P
Performing a similar error analysis for the bias like error sources
(see Table A5. 2), it follows that
I 3 =Y; ^^P 6,p
is given by:
E 3 =	 11.0x10^2x2.0	 - 2.0x10 -2 , R
+ 132.0x3.0x 10 -3 = 9 6  10-
+ I 25. 0 x 3. 0 x 10-3 = 7.5 x 10- 2 , K3
+	 1.5 x 10 -2	 -- 1.5 x 10 -2 	 el
z 21
The bias like estimate, A P$ , (always in a fixed direction) is therefore
determined for the worst case as:
APB = E3 = 0.25 cm.
It must be realized that the above estimates for the pertinent error
bounds do not account for deviations of the analytic model from the exact
theoretical expression defining the atmospheric correction (Eq. 18). Hence,
in order to ascertain the accuracy of the analytic Model, the residual error
between the correction computed via the .analytic model and expression (18)
was determined using double precision integration. This residual is displayed
graphically in Figure A5. 1 as a function of increasing zenith angle. As can
1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 ^T^
be seen for all system configurations (ground-to-satellite, etc. ) the error is
less than 1 cm for zenith angles less than 50°. For purposes other than multi-
lateration this level of numerical accuracy would suffice, however to reduce
the threshold accuracy the analytic model used .l-erein must be supplemented
via a hybrid technique. This technique consist of performing a numerical
integration for a limited number of zenith angles and curve fitting the residual
error as a function of zenith angle. This provides an analytic polynomial
which can be used to erradicate the modeling error. This hybrid technique
is adopted for all multilateration studies discussed herein,
Table A5. 1. Atmospheric Parameters
Definition Symbol Value Units Error a s
Universal Gas Constant I	 R	 ] 8.314Z. 104 mbar cm  1 W 1 0.0002	 104
Molecular Weight of Air M1 28.966 g 01003
Vertical Temperature a 6.9 °K/km 0.5
Lapse Rate
inversion Layer h
0
depending on m 50
Attitude season and
time of day
Tropopause Altitude 111 11000 m ION
1st Refractivity Constant 17
Microwave: 77.624
-
	
(mbar) -1 0.1
Laser;	 (Ruby) 80,34	 ^ °K (mbar) -1 0.01
2nd RefraetivilyC'onstant ]tit
I
Microwave: 12.92 'K (mbar) -1 9.0
Laser, f kUhy} - 1	 1	 ,	 3
3rd Refractivify Constant E	 3
Microwave: o. 371 ,1 ('I<)2 (mbar]
	
1 0.003
Laser: 0.O
Zenith Angle r (leg 0.1
Grobnd Temperature TO °K 0.1
Water Vapor Scale h 2 km 0.1
Iletght
w
Surface Gravity gR 9713.0495 cm sec .2 0.25 x 10-3
at sealevel,
equator
Water Vapor Constants
of Eq.	 (30): k1 7.567 0.001
lc 2 2066.92 K 1.0
k 3 33.45 °K 0.01
e 1 6.11 mbar 0..01
Ground ai:r mass density p0 1.5 x 10 -3 gm/cm3 2.5	 10-5
at Station I
Temperature of Inversion T;,- I{ 1
layer
Dew Point Temperature t K 17
of H2O
Lower Station Altitude HO cm IOU
Upper Station Altitude H1 em 1000
}	 (Boxed Parameters Denote Bias-like Error Sources)
(:F:rrors Taken Purposely Large)
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Table A5. 2 Pertinent Partial Derivatives
Parameter 0 (correction)/ep
p z=40° z=60°
a °K
-1
 cm 7933 15,000
R cm -2 °K/mbar 0.009 0.014
T* cm/°K -0.045 -0.072
h0 -0.3 x 10 -5 0.3 x 10-5
h 0.37 x 10 -4 +0. 56 x 10-4w
h 1 -0.3 x 10, -0. 1 x 10-5
t cm/°c 0.058 0.088
z cm/rad 231 1069
M cm/gm -26 -39.7
gr sec -38 -58
P O cm4/gm 2.8 x 10 5 3.9 x 10'
T O cm/°K 1.31 2.00
K 1 cm-mbar/ O K 4.87 7.5
K 2 cm-mbar/°K -0.01 -0.01
K3 cm-mbar/ °K 2 17.74 Z8.3
Rearth	 a -0. 1 x 10
-8
+0.3 x 10-8
H0 -0.5 .0.5.1 x 10	 3 -0. 7 x 10-3
H 1 0.7 x 10 -7 +0. 1 x 10-7
k 1 cm -0.026 -0.040
k2 cm/ °K 1.9 x 10 -4 2.9 x 10 4
k3 cm/ O K -8.97 x 10 -3 -11. 96 x 10-3
e l cm/mbar 1.705 1.115
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A5.3 TROPOSPHERIC RANGE CORRECTION DERIVATION
Let the raypath between an observing station on the surface of the
Earth and the receiving satellite be given analytically by:
6 p
 = Ap (r) .	 (1)
From Fig. A5. 2 the end point conditions can be obtained as
6 p (R) = 6s
and	 (2)
6 p (r 1 } = 9 1 = e -z+ sin- 1 R sin z
1
where z is the zenith angle of the geometrical raypath between station and
satellite, 8 s the latitude of the station, R the radius of the Earth, and r 1 the
distance of the satellite from the center of the Earth, The range correction
A p due to the troposphere is then given by:
3r1	
2	 2 1 12	 r1	 2	 2 112AP =	 n (r) d r 1 + r op
	
dr (1 + r 6 0' }	 . (3)
fp,	 R
In Eq. (3) the prime signifies the derivative with respect to r, and
6 o (r) is the geometric (straight line) path in the absence of the troposphere.
Both Bp(r) and 0 (r) are subject to conditions (2). The refractive index n is
assume to be stratified radially. The actual raypathe p, i. e. , 9 p as a function
of r is determined by Euler's equations which in this case reduce to just one
equation.
Later we will consider the general case of two stations immersed in the
atmosphere at arbitrary positions.
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d	
n (r)	 1 + r 2 8p '	 -1/ 2 r 8p ' = 0,	 (4)dr	 (
which yields with the integration constant c
gp^
	 (n2 r 2 - c2)	 (5)
and
1/2
op (r) .W 8 s	 xdx (n2 X 2 c 2
fRr
Equation (b) already satisfies one of the conditions (2). The second condition
(2) determines the integration constant c and reads:
	
cdx (n 2 x 2 - c 2 ) -1/2 = _z +sin_ 1 R sin z	 (7)
fRr 1r 1
Advantage will now be taken of the fact that n - 1 << 1 so that an expan-
sion of Eq. (7) to 1 st order in n-1 is possible. Therefore putting n = 1 + X and
c = co + c 1 where co = 0 (1) and c 1 = 0 (X) and expanding the integrand of Eq. (7)
to order X after a little algebra gives:
	
_	 rl c	 ..1/2
-z + sin 1 r sin z -	 x dx 
(xZ 
cot)
l	 R
ri	 2	 2 -3/2+	 x d x (c 1 - coX) l
x	 co !	 (B)R
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Equation (8) is satisfied by demanding that:
r 
1 C° x2 -co t -1' 
2 
dx	 cos- 1 ro - cos - 1 R
x
fR 	 1
- -z + sin- I R sin z
r1
and
r1	
2	 2 -312dx x { x - co /
	
[cl. - co X (x)I = 0.
R
Before solving Eq. (9a) for c0 Eq. (3) is evaluated to first order in
n - 1 = X. From Eq. (5) it follows that:
co 	 2 -1/2	 cl - coXepr (r 2
 
co	 + r r2 - c 2 312 — 6 0 + 6 1 .
o /
Inserting therefore Eq. (10) into Eq. (3) gives
0 W	
rl dr
	
1 +X) 1 + r 2 E3 r2 + 2 r 2 9 f 8 , 1/2(	 0	 0	 1}
R
2	 ,21/Z
.. ^1-r 90 J
where 0 0 and Q l  are given by Eq. (10). Hence expanding the square roots in
Eq.. (11) to first order in X yields:
(9a)
(9b)
(10)
(11)
-V
I	 1	 I	 _	 I	 _i	 __I	 '.
so that finally
2	 2	 2c o
 = ro sin z
This is just the expression used before [5. 1].
AE.4 DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR TROPOSPSHERIC
RANGE CORRECTIONS
The expression for the range correction derived in Section A5. 3, may
be written as
	
r r I 	 , c '2`-I/2
(17)
2, 
C	 ^ C
x	 r	 R.
yi
^-	 a
A5.5 THE REFRACTIVE INDEX AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE
The foundations of this analysis rely on previous work. Refer-,nce [5. 2]
gives some reviews of previous work. It turns out that an excellent expression.f	 -
I
A
for X in the microwave region is the following (adopted from Re£. [5, 3])
X 10 6
 = K P 
K e. .+ K ew	
23I T	 2 T	 3 T 2	 { )
where P is the total air pressure in mbar, ew the p artial pressure of water
vapor also in mbar, and T the temperature in °K. The constants. occurring ...
in Eq. (23) are displayed in Table S. 1. For visible light (laser) K 3
 is essentially
zero and K 1 differs somewhat from the microwave case (see Table A5, 1). In
T
	
	
order to evaluate the integral (2:2) we have to know the pressure and temperature
variations with altitude. To take account of an inversion layer near ground the
following model for the temperature as a function of altitude h is adopted:
j
x	 -	 T = To - (a _ 2 h^" 1 A) h -• ho"2 4h2
	for h'< h0	{
i
•	 (24).
T	 T l a h	 for h hp
This temperature profile is depicted in Fig. A5. 3. Note that T and its first
derivative are continuous at h = ho. The parameters introduced in Eq. (24)
are the lapse rate a, the height ho
 of the inversion .layer, and A = T 1
 To wcihich
is given by A T'r .. T o
 + a ho, Therefore only three parameters are involved
the lapse rate a, the ._height ho of the inversion layer and thetemperatur .e : T-
at which the inversion layer goes over into the linear regime. The linear
regime extends just to the border of the stratosphere (the tropopause).
Adopting the. 1. C. A. Q.. standard atmosphere. (.see Fig. A5. 4) it can be seen
that at an altitude of h 1
 = I I km the temperature becomes constant, viz.
,I,. 1
_ah l	for
	 .	
;
T	 (24b)
y
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yEquations (24) and (24b) give the phenomenological expressions for the
altitude dependence of the atmospheric temperature below 25 km. Above 25 km
the I. C. A. O. model suggests an altitude dependence of the form
T T
=	 -	
.+ h ,	 for h > 25 km.	 (24c)1	 ce h 1
Since the air pressure drops down to insignificant values at altitudes
ter..-^{•n•N 45— AC, 1.— i•1,--- 	 ---A 4-- --4f--A 4.1— Perrr^n^.o/.tti.n mnrin^ ^r.r f'^.4•Hn^. 	 .
iwith h W ranging from 2 to 2. 5 km. 	 Yet still other authors f5. 3, 5. 5] use(
_n
ew	
eow (T / Ta}	 (29)
a
where n	 20 or 4 or 1. 3 a choice apparently motivated by the whim of the
investigator.
	
In the further analysis the empirical expression ( 28) shall be
f° used, where the scale height hw of the water vapor pressure must be deter-
mined by measurements prior to an application of Eq. (22). 	 In all these equa-
tions a	 signifies the ground water vapor pressure and is given by:o. w	 . .
}
e	 e	 lU 1(7. 567t - 2066. 92)/(t - 33. 45)1(30)
ow	 1
again an empirical formula. 	 The values of the various constants occurring in
Eq.	 (30) are listed in Table . A5..1. 4i	 ^
Use of Eqs. (24), (24b), and (24c) for the temperature, Eqs. (25)
and (26) for dry air in hydrostatic equilibrium and finally Eqs. (28) and (30)
for the water vapor pressure determines ultimately the range correction
(Eq.	 (22)),
A5.'6	 DETERMINATION OF THE RANGE CORRECTION
Equation (22) is repeated here for ease of reference .( considering only
terms u
	 to the second order in x and ex Tessin 	 the dimensionless. variable xp	 p	 g
in terms of the altitude in cm. 	 From Eq. (19) it is clear that x	 h/r0 and n
so:
H
,..
_	 1	 2	 (h2  h2A. P =
	
(cos z)	 dh X {h)	 -. tan	 z. r _. 2 (cos z)..	 2
H0,	 o	 r0 jN
( 31}:
..
k
In the further analysis it is convenient to split the contributions to the x
:.range correction (31) into dry-and wet componenfs according to Eq
	
(23}. 7
rf
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It is now necessary to determine h as a function of x. The temperature
profiles as given in Eqs, (24) must be used in conjunction with Eq. (37). It
follows that if an inversion layer exists (h < h o; A ;A 0) then the computations
proceed with Eq. (39); otherwise they proceed to Eq. 44b; Hence for the inver-
sion laver (h < h_) introducing the definition:
and for h>h1
(a	 a) (a -Zho -1 A-a)	 I
-^
T1 -ah 
x= a	 in	
- i	 + a in(a - a) (a - 2 ho	 0 +a)
,r	
- a h1	 I
a<
h 
+ T; -ah l 	h>hl' (40c)
2
It follows now that inversion of Eqs. (40) yields
1	
e"ax
h - hinv - 2 To
a - 2ha- 1A + a'- (a - 2 h o "
i
D - a) a ax
h < h
	 , (41a)0
and
i
ih	 hlapse _ a	 T I	{T1 _ a h}
}
ti
ala
2 h
	
1a (a _	 - a) (a + a) o ax
e(a - 2 ho- 1 0 + a:) (a	 a)
-
c
ho<h<h 1 (41b)
'd
1	 -
..
s
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iand
T1 ^- a, L
iWith . the substitution a ax = y, A I l is given by i
b
Y°	 -1
-1	 a
` 1
A t
	-
 2X T0 a	 dy Y	 (A - BY)	 ( 1 - Y) (44a) ;II
YO
1
where
-ax	 (a` a) (a 	 2 h -1. A + a)
Yo W e	 o =	 °- l (44b)ho(a + a) (a - 2	 A	 a)
!i
Noting that
I
(20 he -2 Ho + a - 2 ho 	 (a - 2 h -1 © + a)
i
6
e
YO	 -2(2© ho	 Ho + a,2ho +a)(a-2ho 	l^-a)
(44c} 
yb _ 1 « 1,	 Y o -. 1 «1
F
and using prevalent values of the parameters (a	 6 [°K/kmj, a = 6 to 60
[ ° K/kmi j, A
	
10° K, ho = 0. 5 km), Ai l is obtained by expanding about y = 1
and keeping only the lowest order in y o ` - 1 as: -
?
1 1)2	
( o - 1) 2 ^All	 ^1 2a2(Yo - (44c)
:.h.
P
}
Similarly:
;T::	 b/.a .	 T	 ^.	 H	 b/a
l Yo	 1	 1. r	 _	 ^,	 112	 r	 2 cab	 \T,  ` a ho
} Tl - a ho	 (a+b)/a
	
T1 - a Hl	 (a+b)/a
E
-
2	 ce (a + b)	 Yo	 -	 T l ,,. a he (44d)
n
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A'	 X3 h
	
T1 - a h1 in T1 - a ho
13 - b	 1 -	 a	
T`rr1 =
a
T 1 - a h	 hi 
/l	 b/a T1 ' a
ba
f -	 - 1 in yo. yo	 Ti a ^o
T 1 - a hl	 b/a T 1 - a hl*	 y ob2 T1 - aho
a
3
T 1 - a h1	 b/a. T1
b /cv
- a h1
	
9
- a 1 in 
b	 y° T 1 - aha	 O
1	 T1 
-
a
h0
j
a in	 T i - a h 1
X <xo	 o
or
a
1
j
h1	 T1 - a h1
b/a
b/a	 '1' 1 - a hl
,al 13 3	 b	 b2 y o	 T1 - a ho
=	 1 if x 1. '- X 1 (44e)
r otherwise o
introducing
T a hl (45)
T 
1_
a ho	 W y 1,
F:
194
V
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1A,	 Y
2
T1	
y b
/a W 2
	
b	 Y (b+a)/a *	 b	 Y 7(b+2a)/a^+a	 b+2a21 2a2b o	 o	 o
f
F' T1	 b/a	 b /a	 b	 (b+a)/a	 (b+a)/a
- ^2a2b 
(Y'	 Y1	 - 2b
Yo
	Y1+a
1
b	 2(b+2a) /a	 (b+2a)/a	 48a+ b+2a Yo
	
Y1	 (	 ) t
X2 =	 1 if XQ < x0 , otherwise 0.
jV
^ Similarly:
A22
.^	 2
-1
X3b-1
	
1 ± b	 (T 1 " a h l )	 + b
_ 2 ( T 1
 - 
a h l)2[h. Ur !
4 b In y	 - 4 b fin . t' }1 Y 
b/a y b /a	 (48b)0	 1a
Hence for . A2:: 1
2
-1	 ^2 T 
2jy,b/a 
(1
vlb/a3-0 	 g Po `r	 1...	 A2^.. o b a
r
z
F
b	 (b+a )La 	{b+a )la
- 2b+aYc'yl	 J
4 b2(b+2a.)/a f 	 b+2a/a
_+	
..
b + 2a Y n	 l	 y 1 F	 .
-	
2
+ X br 1	 hl + b 
1 (T.1 - a h1)^ y
S
4 in (YOb/ay1 b/a)y0 b /a y 1 b/a	 (49)
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V
X2 eoW	 1 -	
(. -I-1 a/h^	 •-ho/h^lJ
^^	
(wet	 I 2)	 _	 -X4	 10 - Z r.}"	 hw- eo, .t
I
+ rtr - 2 hQ -' D I T -1 
- 
r tanL z°-
1	 !!1111 
°
hw
-H 
/h	
"h /h
[(1 ,^ HO /hw) e	 °	 `' -	 (1 °+ hQ/hw} e	 °	 w
s
_ 6h	 DT	 I r - Itangz _	
x.
0	 0	 0
h .
-H
` hw I + o/h	 + L H o L,h w + ,6 Ho 3 h	
1
1
e	
°I 
w
w!
s
99
F •-h	 / h_	
1	
ho /hw '+	 ho '/hW + b h°3/h '	e	 0	 w_
K	
e ow	
-1	 _h°/hw - e EIS 
/h2	 W
10 - 	T	 (cos r)
	
^ h w ^e
1	 i
i 4.	
rte
L
T 
I" I	
-	 ro_ 1 tan g z^
-h /h	 -H /h
h 2	 (1 + h0/hw)Co	 w _	 (I + 1-1 /hW} e	 1	 w
(i
I r 	 I tang 'z h' [(2 + L h ° /h w + h. ' /h w_ a T 1
r -h /h	 -H /h
r^e	 °	 w_ 12. h L II I /h w + I3 1 L /hW	 e	 1	 w
53  ?
l `
t,
1 if Ha < ho	 1 if H l > ho
0 otherwise	 o otherwise
a'
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For the K3 part of the wet component, by analogy, using a sinnilar expansion
to Eq.	 (52):
P wet (K3 1
K3 e ow	 1	 -Ho/hw	
-ho/hw
=	
T^4	
2	
(cos z)^
	
h w ^e	 - e	 i
To	
-	 II
a
y
} -1 _ r -1 tang z2	 a- 2 h0 -1 La	 r°°
I
l 2h W
-HQ	
w/h	 -ho/hw(1 + Ho /hw J a	 (1 + h/h) e €
E
°
+ 4h 3 »2 TO -1 0 - (a - 2 h^-1 A) To-1 rht ng z° -1°
f
-H /h-h /h1	 2	 /I	 1
^1 +H /h	 +—H 2	 o	
w	 2	 2/h	 ^e	 - {1 +h /h '+--h	 /h	 le	 o	 ww	 2
#	 .}
€o	 w.	 2 .0	 wfJ
	
``	
o	 0	 w JJ t
3
.v
12 ho »2
 0 To -1 r 1 tang z h w° " 1 + Ho /h w + z Hn 2/h w
ORY^'r AL PAGE IB
1	 3	
3	
110 
I hw	 I	
1	
2	 Z	 1	 3	
3	 »,h° /hW
H	 /h	 e	 - t 1 +h /h	 + — h	 /11	 +	 hh	 e6	 o	 W .	 z	 6	 0	 ur.:o	 .	 ./ 4OF PC10R QUAKY 0,. t .
iy
..^ K ecu
C 
-h° /h	 -H1/h 1
w+X	 1 h
	
_	 1
5	 (cos z)^ 1e
To
Z
N
+	 2 a 'Z .1 -1	 -.tangy x r° » 1 h W
-h /h
0+ h°/hw) e	 °	 w
R
-. 
(1 + H.1 /hw ). a - 2 a T 1	 1 r	 tanz z
3	 2	 Z	 -h°/ham
h	 Z+ 2 h ./h	 + h	 ./h... e
w
o  w	
°	
w^
-.
r	 +.Z:.14
	
/h, .
	 ,H	 2`/h 2	 e.	 1	 w
`	 1	 w^l	 w
^
Equations (50), (53), and (54) give the desired result.
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sA5. 7	 COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
Given the following input:
R 1 Control flag; = 1 if airplane 0 monitors temperature and pressure;
Z otherwise, .
1
Control flag; = 1 if airplane 1 monitors temperature_ and pressure;
= 2 otherwise,
z Zenith angle (cads),	 ,n
r	 a = Mean Radius of Earth (cm),e
Ho = Height of station 0; lower station (cm,),
.	 H..1 =	 1Height of station	 ; upper station (cm),,g	 ,. ,	 AF	 (	 )
_	 and if
	 l = 1:
P0 Pressure :at station 0 (airplane. 0 or lower station) (mbar), N
TO Temperature at station 0 (airplane 0 or lower station (°K),
and if (i 2 = l:
P 1 - Pressure at station 1 (airplane 1 or upper station) (mbar), i	 d
T 1} = Temperature at station 1 (airplane l or upper station) (°K);
along with:
k	 PO Average ground pressure (mbar)
T O = Average ground temperature (°K),
T* = Temperature at inversion layer height (°K),
:	 t -Ground .dew point temperature ( K),
ho = Inversion layer n.eight (cm),
-:	 hl , -. Tropopause height (cm), .
hw Water vapor scale height (cm),
a :=, Atmospheric. lapse rate .(°K/cm),
R Gas constant {mbar cm3 ° K" 1),
g - Acceleration of Gravity.. at surface (cm/sect), 	
E
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M	 Molecular weight of air (g),
K 1	 First refraction constant ( ° K/mbar),
KZ	 Second refraction constant ( °K/mbar),
b K3 = Third refraction constant ( ° K/mbar),
k1 = Constant in water vapor equation,
r k	 = Constant in water vapor equation {°K),
.
i
k3 - Constant in water vapor equation ( °K)#
el -	 Base water vapor pressure ( mbar),
.-	 ..
f
test to see if X3 1 =	 P. Z -	 1 and . H O > .h 0 then - compute:
k
a - (T(( " T1^/(H1 _ H O
Continue calculating with
T 1 W T + ahO
0 - T^ + ah 4	TO i
r.o _ ae + Ha
r 1	 a 	 H1
k t 	 k-.
=	 10 C ^	 1.:	 2 )/{t	 h3}Ow	 e
'
If H1 5 25 km compute:
a. 2	 a	 ^
gR	
^r0)	 + ^r1}'	 /^
otherwise
r
`
g	 gR
	
(,a+ '4R + 25	 12.p)
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1:i
Compute:
5:.
a r	
-1 	 -2	 1/2is - Zh - ^^	 + 4T Oh - A]
Y`-.'
b = 10-aim/R.
If A	 . 0 proceed to Eq. (55a); otherwise go to Eq.. (55b); hence
(a - a) (a - Zh - A + a 0 ^
' YO (a +a) (a - 2h 0 A - a)
(55a)
;V
(a.+. a) (2AhO HO + a - .2h O l A - a^	 ..
4
-
x:
YO = Y
O (a - a) i2Ah-2H	 + a -0	 0 Zh -1 A + a^0
and if Y O < yO set X1 = 1, otherwise X 0.	 Continue computing with:
(a + a) (24h -H 	 + a - -2ha1
Y 1 y (a - a) (2Ah0ZH1 + a - 2h01A+a)
(a + a) (2Qh^ 2h 1
 
+0 - Zh^ 1 A - a)
y 1 y0 .(a - a) (ZAh^2h 1 + a - Zhp 1.A + a).
r.:
and test yl against Y I such that:	 if y l > Y 1; U	 YI A2 	 0, or if y 1 < Y 1,
x: U	 _ .y 1	 2
_ . 1,	 but if H 1 > h 1 . set Y l	
-
.- y 1. 
Continua calculating with
x _ .0 (55b)
i -
Y 0 -
1
y l W (To - ahl)/Tg
Y l = (T`- aH1)/T'0
a =a+b, a^`=bla
q j
2.06 3PL Technical. Memorandum 33 -792
1	 f_	 1__	 I	 I	 I	 k
A = cos x, A	 1 - A	 A r = (1 - A	 }/r0
C l = y0	 C2 = y 0	 a	 C3 = y0
D 
_ y1b/a.
i If (3 1 =	 1 go to Eq.	 (55c); otherwise proceed to Eq. (55d).
r
e
TO - T O	 (55c)
P
PQ -^ P O
 .
:i
Compute =
PO = ( P 0 /T 0 ) (M 	 (55d)
E - g P O T O	 10 -3
.
f,
F = (K 1 R/Mi)	 10" 3 .
i?
If R
	
= 2 and H	 > 10 3 compute:
1.	 or
y 3 = (T I - a Ho)/(T 1. - a ho)	 -
u Continue with:
r
B _= a- 1 .loge l yp l-{ 1	 1^ 1 )^x	 1 loge	
'
,
f 1
P	 W P e-bB0	 0
however if H	 > h	 set Y0	 0	 0 = Yo before computing B, then set Pa - Po and
c ontinue
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4.
J
qIf H 1 a 1 X 10 	 set P 1 = 0 and proceed to Eq. (55e); if P2= 1 set P 1 = PI
and proceed to Eq.	 (55e); if ^2 = 2 then test H 1 against h l ,	 if H1 > h i set
A 5
 = 1, otherwise set X5 = 0 and compute:
Y 2 = (T I - aly/(T I - ah0) ;	 HI < h 1 and HO < h0,
or
y	 - (T	 - ah I )/(T I - ahp) ;	 'HI > h 1 and H O C h01
or
Y2 = ( T 1 - aHI )/( T I - aH0 ) ;	 HI < h 1 and H O > h
or
i
Y2 = (T I _ ah I )/(T I - aH0 );	 HI > h 1 and HO > h0.
Continue calculating;
j B W ^` 1 a ^ l loge	 YO ! -a_ 1 loge	Y2	 + ?t 5 (T I - ah l )-
1
 (H I - hl).
f P POe-bB
G0 = T I - ah Oe	 (,I T I - ah i s	 G3	 T I - aHI
f
I	
r
l 1 - 
Ua
2
_	 Ua/af	
_	
_ U(b+2a) /a 	 {55e)
3	 .
Compute
w i	 =. P.O - P I + EAr
1,z"
x I T O(2a )	 (y0 - 1 } 2 - (Y0 - 1)Z
t
+ I1T 1 C3(ab)-I - G OC I IZ(aFe) -1 + X (h b - + G 1b- 2) C3 D]
k _
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In order to determine a viable covariance matrix for purposes of
'	 weighting the data certain parameters must be .examined (see Table A5. 2.). The
uncertainties of the parameters: z, the zenith angle; h W , the water vapor	 ?
scale height; T 0, the ground temperature, and; P 0, the ground air density, are
definitely a major corrupting influence on the determination of the tropospheric
range correction. Accordingly, the covariance matrix is determined by only.
taking the above mentioned four variables into account. The four parameters
are assumed to be measured independently. However, the ground pressure
P D is measured rather than the density P 0 . This implies simplification. It
signifies that the partial derivative with respect to T 0 , which contributed :to the
error budget significantly, may be neglected. The reason for this is the
S
following... Formerly P O and T O were considered independent variables. In this
case P a, the ground pressure, is a derived quantity Pa = (R IM) PO T o . A
perusal of Eq. (50) shows that the temperature dependence of APary is quite
pronounced. It shows up j.n the leading term. —(P 0 - P 1 ), and in the coefficient
^P 0
 T O
 of the other terms (since P O is treated as an independent variable). It
is true that y0, y l , Y 0 and Y 1 contain T O but their dependence on T O is very
tenuous and derivatives with respect to T O are small. Hence in a system in
which the four parameters z, h am , T O and PO are independently measured, as
far as the determination of the covariance matrix for the dry part of the
} tropospheric range correction is concerned, only z and P O have to be considered.
For the wet part of the range correction z, h W and T O have to be considered.
The analysis proceeds as follows.
In this section the range correction is de 3ignated by Ad rather than
OP to conform with Appendix A2 of this report. The range then can be expressed
in the following way:
aAdaAd	 cl&d..d	 d . + bd -:Ad +
	
bz +	 z bt	 z btT	 N	 N	 az	 az	 az 0 0
aAd aid 	 and &T]	 a	 l 'A  .1.. v .	 14.1
3
3
i
E
Iwhere the meaning of the various terms in Eq. (56) are specified as: d  is the
true range at anv instant of time as determined from the raw data, d„ Y , and the
^z o1
2
2
^:
r	 ^
A	 _ (60) a
. '	 .
zk
{
is a k x k matrix and
26 h
O
{
vi	 '.^
w
Aw 
-T p (61)
p 2(TPp j
is a 3 x 3 matrix.	 With:the k X (M + 1) matrix:
)
1	 0	 1	 to ) 1	 0
A =
- (62)
1	 t k _t 0 ,	 (t k _t 0 )2 ... (t	 _ t
 )M
k	 0
-	 and the matrix W defined by Eq. , (57), the least square minimum variance range
data fit is given by:
i
i d: = [AT W-1 A rt AT W -1 (dN Ad) (63) ^.
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IThe partial derivatives of Ad with respect to the three parame.ters given at the
beginning of thissection (at k different times) determine the part of the
covariance matrix expressed by Eq. (57) (see also Appendix AZ) as;
80d 1	80d1	 8Ad1
8—_
	 _

l I	 I I i	 I
X P1+a l + d a l + $ al ) b l -(1+a2 + 2,a2+ya,)b2^
j  
K
± A	
3 ooe	
(cos ?, ) -1 (1 + a )_b	 - (1 + a ) b5 Tom_	 z	 2	 3	 3
i
El
+	 2 aT »1	 r -1 tan2 z^ 2h	 [(1 + a	 + 1 a2 ) b	 - (1 + a	 + 1a2)b1	 0	 W	 2	 2	 2	 3	 Z' 3	 3
-12 al	 r_ 1 tan2 z h2 [D,b? -`(1+a + 	a2kl a3) b
 3	 3	 3	 3
.(70)
V 3)	 Ground Temperature
As has been determined previously the partial derivative of the
dry part of the troposphere with respect to TO is negligible.
However, the wet part contributes and is found quickly from
Eq.
	
(54) to be:
a	 (od) _	 a	 (Ad)	 2	 Ad	 (71)	 1
- ^'	 wet.:	 ".'	 wet..
y since the remainder of the T O dependence comes in via the
k inversion layer and is therefore far smaller than the main term
of Eq. (71)`.	 Even the expression ( 71) is usually negligible for
small zenith. angles.. . Typically in. summer. at Goldstone Ad et
	 =
` = 20 cm at zenith, To	 300 0 K so that 8 / 8T0 (AdWet ) N 0. 13	 j
Gm /°K, and an uncertainty in T O of 1°K just yields an uncertainty6
in Adwet of 0. 13 cm.	 However at large zenith angles the
N uncertainty in Ad	 is not negligible.wet
-
4)	 Pressure}
8 .	 ^.	 ?	 _1	 1f2
-.(Ad) - --{Ochry) .- P	 _ L^ddry + A - 	F:P1J .	 (72}0	 0
In summary then Eqs.	 (66),	 ( 69), (70) and (72) give the desired`
g partials which are to be entered. into the matrix (64) 'to .ultimately.} obtain the matrix K, Eq. (64).
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A6.	 Ionospheric Calibration and Error Analysis
p
2
Abstract
Analysis of ionospheric calibration requirements for
radio ranging systems at microwave frequencies is under-
taken. The interaction of the electromagnetic .
 waves with
the electron ion plasma is analyzed using approximations
valid at frequencies near 10 10
 Hz. By evaluating the error
budget of the pertinent physical parameters it is shown that
a single carrier frequency system (S,. C or X band) is not
capable of ascertaining range corrections to the one centi-
meter accuracy level. However, by taking advantage of
dispersion and use of a dual frequency system (preferably
S and C band) the achievement of the one centimeter goal
is possible. The analysis performed herein has been .
 used
to develop a calibration routine which not only yields the
correction but also the appropriate weighting matrix of the
corrections.. Various entry points are used in the.routine
in order to minimize computing time and to permit closely,
spaced corrections to be obtained without performing the
costly numerical integrations required to obtain the
corrections.
pRECEDINC,
 PAGE BLANK NOT FUMD,
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IA6. 1 INTRODUCTION
As will be presently shown, the problem in ionospheric calibration
arises from the uncertainty of the various physical parameters which are used
in the calibration model. Most of the uncertainty can be removed by use of dual
frequencies, are discussed and developed in this Appendix, with single frequency
anode must be used in order to reach accuracies. of 1 centimeter in the data
observables. Nevertheless both calibration techniques, i. e. , single and dual
frequency, are discussed and developed in this Appendix, with single frequency
calibration being placed in a position of a backup operating technique [6. 3] . .
A6. 2 ERROR BUDGET ANALYSIS
Table A6. 1 lists the ionospheric parameters, nomenclature, norni-
nai values, units, and errors of the parameters used in the calibration
model, A distinction is made between parameters which are true random vari-
ables (possessed of slow or fast jitter) and those parameters which are bias
like. The bias like variables are enclosed by a box. These parameters have a
standard deviation, but for purposes of processing a batch of data, have fixed
non-jittering errors. The standard deviations (wherever possible) were 	 j
obtained from literature surveys and represent realistic values required to
meet the multilateration objectives.
r;
	
	 Since the atmospheric effects will be largest for large zenith angles
the analytic calibration algori%hm was exercised for the worst case zenith angle
(angle between station vertical and vehicle position vector as viewed at the sta-
tion). Typical results for random error type parameters are displayed in
Table A6.Z. The results in this table show the finite: difference partial..derivaL
Lives of the atmospheric correction Ap with respect to a typical parameter,
Pp. i. e., atlplap.:
The partial derivatives in Table A6. 2 permit a quick evaluation of the
errors induced by these parameters. This evaluation can then serve as a
basis for segregating the major error sources. (for analytic .partial considera-
tions) and bounding the errors of all the minor error sources. Hence, using
worst case: partials from Table A6. 2 and using, the errors listed in Table A6. 1,
the error contributors are given by E, namely, £s, x' Ec where S, x, C
denote the respective radio band. Hence for S-Band during daytime
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Definition Symbol Value Units Error
Maximum Electron Density N (1). 1	 2. 0)	 106 cm- 3 10,110Max
Scale Height If (30	 45) km 5 km
Altitude of MaxinIUM
max
(250 - 450) kin 10 km
Elect r)n Concentration
Zenith Angle t. dog 0.1
Diffusion Constant 10-5
-1
see. 10%,
(at hmax)
Attachment Coefficient I see- 20070
(at hma.)
Declination of Sun to 423*, - 23 * deg 1 9
Hadar Frequency w -4 1.445 •	 10 10 ill, 5 •	 106
(S-Band) S
Radar Frequency wx 5.78 •	 10 10 Hz 107
(X-Band)
Radar Frequency WC 2.:140  	 1010 Hr. 10 7(G-Band)
Station Cq -Latitude deg 1.
Station East Longitude deg 1.
Line of Sight.Azimuth C11, 0 deg l*
Earth Sidereal Rate 4. 3752695
	 10-3 radj"iin
It . a
.
ng
.
e Correction Constant El L 591 •	 109 C.111 3	 Se. c 2 104
Earth Radius ae 6378. kill
Station Height Above. Gedid I I kin. I
Satellite Altitude Ul km 0.1
"Note that a can be computed as discussed in Section A6.5 if it is
 
4o dvsirvd.
z	 = 60°, Nmax
	
2. 106 cm 3 , be =	 2Q°:,	 G	 = 55°, y X(j	 =	 240°
aG = 270°, H = 30 km, hmax = 303 km, a = 2.10 -8 , P	 =	 1 sec-1
a(Correction)/8 p d (Correction)/7 p
Parameter (p) 4 P.M. Local 7 P.M. Local
N	 cm  3.4 • 10 4 3.7 •	 10-4max
H cm/km 22 18.6
Nmax cm/km .. -	 0.15 -0..58
z cm/deg 19.2 19.3
a cm sec -» -48.10 8
p cm. sec - - -	 0. 05
r{
1
so that ES = 81 em.	 During nighttime
2	
_ 	
2	
=	
2
-
	
(2i-P 72 	 Nmaxap 8P	 1
-' S
+372	 H
FS
r
,
f
+2.32	 ,	 hrnax
+0.8 	 ,	 z	 {
+3.8 2	,	 a
i
+02
and £S = 82 cm.	 Similar calculations yield the summary results (on the
average):
= 80 cm	 ,	 - 20 cm	 ,	 = 5 cm
S	 C.	 x	 a
Note that these values are for z = 60%	 At z - 0° these errors are about
half as great.	 It must also be remembered that the maximal electron density
varies by an order of magnitude depending on the solar cycle.	 The errors ES
etc., just quoted are for an active Sun condition. 	 For a quiet Sun, taking
Nmax	 0. 2	 106 cm -3 as a typical value, they are:
= 8 cm	 =	 2 cm	 0.5 cm.
S	 C	 X.
Note that for zenith ranging these values are about half as great. 	 These
-r
results indicate that a satellite ranging system.accurate to the. subcentimeter. . .
level is difficult, if not impossible to implement for a single frequency sys-
tem.
	
However, a dual frequency system using both S and C band (or S. and X)
i
'	 p is capable of such accuracy because the major error contributing parameters,
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as will. be presently demonstrated, do not enter into the analysis. The S-C
band combination would be preferable for such dual frequency calibration
because C band is less affected than X band by noise due to atmospheric dis-
turbances (fog, clouds, etc. }.
A6.3 THE IONOSPHERIC RANGE CORRECTION
In Reference [6. 11 it has been shown that the range correction, Gp,
for an electro-magnetic signal at microwave frequencies is given by:
	
2rre2
all
	2A P = :hmw — . J dr NjS(r)1(1- co /r }	 (1} .ra
Here co is determined by the relationship:
2	 2	 2	 (2)c o = ro sin z,
	
from the zenith the line o sightwhere z is the zenith angle  	 ze	 to	 lx	 f	 ht between theg
two tracking stations. Note that S(r) is the line of sight path as a .function of
the radial distance from the center of the Earth with the endpoints r o and rl,
N(s) is the electron number density in cm. 	 w the tracking frequency and m
and a the mass and the charge of the electron. The + sign is valid for the
propagation of the modulation (group velocity) and the 	 sign for the phase
Velocity. Since a ranging system uses modulated. carriers only the plus sign
i	 is applicable.- The correction Ap therefore is associated with a time delay and
has to be . subtracted from the measured transit time.
As discussed in the previous section the only hope for 1 centimeter
ranging accuracy lies rooted in the use of `a dual frequency calibration tech-
nique. This technique is very simple, and the calibration formula . is obtained..
f
	
	
;
by writing Eq._ (1) for two frequencies, e. g., S and C bands, and differencing
.: . the.. respective equations to yield "
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4
?
ZTre	 0Jr
	
apS"PC	 1fdr NjS(r)j (1-C 
W CI-	
However, since Ap. apC	 Ps Pc; is a known measured quantity, the
integral in the previous equation can be determined at once and use of Eq. (1)
yields the desired ionospheric range corrections.
If !;nly one frequency is available then the only recourse is to develop
J
the calibration equations as follows: It has been shown in [6.2] that the
electron density profile during daytime is given by: j
Z
	
N	 N max exp 1/2. 1 Z +	 dx e -
x
fCO
(
y2' + z -) (Hx + R . + h	 (3)o o	 max
with
Z	 (r R h 
max)/H	 (4a)
Yo	 r sin po sin Xo	zo	 r cos po	(4b
Figures A6. I and A6. 2 show the geometry involved. The coordinate system
used is Earth fixed and Sun oriented. The x-axis is directed toward the Sun
and the x, y plane lies in the ecliptic. Later a transformation to the geo-
graphical coordinate system will be required. There are three important param-
eters involved in Eq. .(3). They are.: N max the maximum electron density of
the F layer	 106 electrons per cm3 ), H the scale height of the F layer which
is a measure of the tapering off of the electronic density profile at high
*Here only the F-layer of the ionosphere, i. e. , the layer with the largestF. 	 electron density is contemplated. For an accuracy of I cm in the range
determination the E-layer must also be calibrated for a sin le frequency
system. But because of the large uncertainties. in the pertinent-parameters
a 1 cm accuracy cannot be achieved
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h6-1 .
;r
i altitudes and finally the altitude at which the maximum ele
hmax Numerical studies have shown that the range corre
very sensitive to changes in the parameters H and h,.
Equation (3) depicts a model of the daytime ionosphere. In Refer-
ence [6.. 1] a model of the nighttime ionosphere has been given.. The details
can be found in [6. 2] and only the resulting profile is quoted here.
	
i
a
n=1 .
1/2 -h	 1/2	 1/2 -h
	
i
S	 N	 en exp -, Y nt - h - { (3 / a)	 a	 Ln	 (2 { Q Ice)	 e, } ,	 (5)
n=o
-	 u
1
where the various terms are as follows:
r^
Yn ^ (2n + 2 }
where a is the diffusion coefficient for heavy ions in sec
-1 and.R is the
	 j
d; electron attachment coefficient in sec
_1 (electrons closely follow heavy ions
in order not to build u	 • 1/2p a space charge); , Ln (x) is the Laguerre polynomial
defined by:
_ (-1)n
	
1/2	 x-1 /z 	 (6)L
.
	 {x) W	 2n+1
	 H2n+1 (^1—x)
n! 2
.	 where Hn(x) is a Hermite polynomial, From [6.2}'it can be ascertained that
R/a ;V,10'4 sec-1 and P/a = ;2. 10
	 Unfortunately the series, Eq. (5), is
iS
slowly convexging.and.thus many terms of the series have to be taken.i.nto
account. From [6. 21 it is easy to see that the coefficients c n are given by:
sJ
r(312) ^n + 1121 C	 ^^	 dx L1/2	 wAx	 1/2
 2 + h maxJ
n.	 n - .. 2	 `a .	 n.	 {x) a	 Nmax e......: ..	 H .	 (7 )
E:	 a	 { Ji
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I
where x is the integration variable of Eq. ( 10)' and
t.
y	 Qa e -h , z= e
-2 —& P
The modified Bessel function appearing in Eq. (11) is defined by:
Z 1/2
t
I1/2 (t}	 ^"t	 sinh t .	 (13)
Inserting expression (11) into Eq. ( 10) yields, for the nighttime ionosphere, a
rather complicated, but nevertheless analytic expression, namely:
L
r
1/4
N (h, t) =
	
	
1 N	 ^^31	 e (1+hmax^H)r2 X2 max a I
a
_3/2t -I/2y
	
-z - 1 Z 	X	 14
r'	 e	
e	 (1	 )y	 ( )
3
1	 1 1/2D
e -yz(l-z) r (A+ z(1-z)-	 a erf {,v u),
	
L	 a
where y and z are given by Eq. (I2) and D is given by.
D	 y z [(I - z)2 A+ z (1	 z)] -1.	 (15
t.
Expression (14) represents the nighttime 'ionosphere. Tha troublesome slow.
convergence of Eq. (7) has been overcome. The fact that ,Eq. (15) is very
sensitive to Nf-a--p- and ^ makes it necessary to carefully evaluate both the
diffusion coefficient and the attachment coefficient for electrons in the F layer.
It also should be noted that near t - 0 or z r 1 expression (14) goes over into
F:
the day time ionospheric density profile. The range. correction, .Eq.. (1:),'. will
now be determined in detail:
If z=1 expression_(11) becomes'a delta function in (NFx - Nry ) thus leading
to the result Eq. (38) of [A6. 11.
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Typically NF—a(3 = 10-4 sec -1 ; h is of course the altitude in units of H.
The time t is the hour angle (in sec) in the Sun fixed coordinate system nor-
malized such that Xo = n/2 represents t = 0. Later it will be shown how the
parameter t is linked to the geographical coordinates of a point on Earth. For
the present, operations will be carried out only in a Sun fixed coordinate sys-
tem with X  ranging from 0 to 21T and the colatitude PO ranging from 0 (z axis 	
y
of Fig. A6. 1) to n (negative z direction of Fig. A6. 1). The subsolar point is
then. defined by ko = 0 ^o ^ ^.	 . ...,..
i
In addition to the three parameters Nmax' Hand hmx two new param-	 1
eters have been introduced:. a the diffusion coefficient and ^. the attachment
coefficient. So far then the five parameters determining the ionosphere are
considered to be empirical.
The slow decay of the ionosphere during the night as indicated in i
Eq. (5) will be overcome by ionization when the Sun rises.
The duration of twilight is given by (again from [6. 2 ]) as:	 {
l . _ 1 .cos 50
	 hmax + H	 I hrnax 1
TD = 0 sin	
sin	
^2	 R	
}	 2 R
	
1	 (16)G
where 5 o is the declination of the Sun and P G the colatitude of the station in
question, Using RG = 60°, 50 	10% hmax	 m- 350 km, H = 35 k,
R = 6370 km for the radius of the Earth .and for the spin rate: . of the Earth
0 = 7.3 10 5 rad/sec one obtains:
I
^	 I	 l	 1	 I	 f	 Z	
'-`
where z is the zenith angle of the ray path between the two stations ( station/
satellite) performing a range determination and r  is the distance of the lower
station from the center of the Earth. Instead of Eq. (4b) use the following
equations
y0 = S (cos z sin p0 sin X0 - sin z cos a cos p 0 sin X0
(23a)
+ sin z sin a cos .X ) + ro sin:. P 0 sin X0
and
zo = S (cos z cos p 0 + sin z cos a sin R o ) + r0 cos P o*	 (23b)
in the expression for the electron density profil 2 Eq. ( 3). This will comes
p.l.ete. ly. take care of the daytime ionosphere, equation .( . 1Q) however takes
the day -night transition into account automatically. It is therefore a fairly
simple matter to obtain the ionospheric range correction by using Eqs. (1),
(3), (11), (18), and (19) in that order.
One final point has to be made. The angle a in Eqs. (23) is the
azimuth of the line of sight between the two stations in the Sun fixed coordinate.
system (Figure A6. 1). If a G, that is, the azimuth given in a geographical
coordinate system, is known, a determination of a can be mode via the following
z
t	 equation:
6 4
	
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
Given the following input;
µ	 =	 1, First entry into routine,
2,
i
Second entry into routine,
3, Third entry; proceeed directly to Eq. (32)
{
a  =. Azimuth of the line of sight between station 0 and
station 1 (satellite) (rad),
Z Zenith angle of the line of sight between station 0
and station 1 (satellite) (rad),
T =_ Time in sec after midnight Greenwich. 	 (U. T. )
b^ = Declination of the Sun at time T ( rad),
G =_ East geographical longitude ( rad), 0 :5X	 :5 27r,
PG - Geographical colatitude (rad), 0 5RG s r
6 = Spinrate of the Earth (rad/sec),
K = 2ne 2/m Range correction constant (cm3/sect
-	 Ho = Height of station 0 above geoid (cm),
H 1 Height of station 1 (cm),
w ^l},= Operating microwave angular frequency (sec
Ninax = Peak .electron density . (cm,- 3 ),
hmax Altitude aboveground of peak electron density (cm),
H Scale height of the electron density profile (cm),
ae radius of the Earth (cm),.
a =	 a _ :Diffusion coefficient for electrons (sec.
(3 = Attachment coefficient for electrons (sec 1),
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r1
^g
i
and determine X  from the equations:
cos Po = cos 5 0 cos PG + sin SO sin PG cos (X G +Og ), 0:5 p o :5 n (25a)
sin (3 o cos X  = sin & G cos PG - cos S G sin aG
(25b)
cos ( KG + a0 ), 0:5 Xo5 2 Tr
sin NO sin X 	 - sin P. sin (X G + AE),
	 (25c)
rt
if 1T/2A0 s 3:r/2 proceed to Eq. (28) otherwise continue by computing:
cos X3 0 ,	 sin po, cos Xo and sin Xo as well as
a l
	= cos z cas
^G + sin z cos aG sin PG - sin 5^ cos z sin po cos ?gin
- cos 5 E) cos z cos Po
a 2	 = cos z sin RG cos XG - sin z cos aG aos (3 G cos kG - sin z sin aG sin XG
c. os 0^ cos b G cos z sin Po cos A o + sin A. cos z sin	 sin Aoo
cos ^^ sin5^ Cos z cos Po
b l	 - sin bE) sin z cos Flo cos o + cos 50 sin z sin Po
1
b2 y - sin5G sin z sin Xo
b, = cos Da cos 5,, sin z cos p . cos A^ * sin 0 S sin z cos P „ sin X_
...
and continue to compute:
c 1 	= cos z sin (1A sin X o - sin z cos a cosaQ sin Xo + sin z sin a cos Xo
Ic	 =	 sin Ro sin Xo
c 3
	= cos z cos	 o + sin z cos a sin ^o
t
x = x
	 - 6	 107/H
S	 =	 -r	 cos z + {r 2 - r2 sin 2 z}1/2
F y  _ Sc1+ r c2
y
zo = S c3 + r o cos Po
_
A	 2+z 2
Yp	 O
B _ Hx + a + h
e	 max
c	 0 - A/B}-1/z=
{ Z = (r - ae - hmax}/H
q
Vi
Compute the integral;
r
-. ..	 z -
I = I + e -X cA x^---► 	 I - e -	cdx
f
M._
X
1
K
i
i
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^
^ 1 I I I I l! 77!^
1
If x = z ( Tol 2 = 0. 2) proceed to Eq. ( 27); otherwise x = x l - Ax and return
to Eq. (26).
1	 D -	 (I - z*I)
(27)
D
D Amax e
and go to Eq. (29). Continue to compute:
i
_	 _h - (r ae)IH
	 (Z$)
al	 2	
r E_h
F
t	 $ (Xo - n/2)
a _ e-2 a ', t
2
}
1 a2 rah (1 a2 
2 
a? 0 ad
L 

1z

F__.._-	 _.....	
-	
_	 i
-	 I
F	 i
A6. 5 COVARIANCE MATRIX
As mentioned before (A6. 3) the one way range correction A  can only
?	 be determined to an accuracy of .some 10 cm with a single frequency system
R	
at S-band. A glance at Table A6. 2 reveals that the only important parameters
for the covariance matrix are Nmax and H (during daytime). Added to these
parameters is a, the diffusion coefficient (during nighttime). The analysis
proceeds as follows.
In this section, as in Section A5. 8., the range correction is again desig-
nated by Ad to conform with Appendices Al and A2 of this work. The range can
now be expressed as
dT	 dN - ©dt + vN - Adi + µL ,	 (33) i
where Adt is the tropospheric range correction of Appendix A5 denoted therein
by Ad,v N is defined in Section A5. 8 by Eq. (56), Od i is the ionospheric range
correction analyzed in this Appendix and ^. N is given by:
84d.	 34d.	 0od.
N - 8N	 6N	 + aH^ 6H + 80^ 6a^	 (34)
-	 max max	 JJJ
9
where the errors in Nmax H and a are 6Nmax 6H and 6a respectively. The
bracket in Eq. (34) signifies that this term occurs only at nighttime. That
part of the covariance matrix engendered by 
^`N called W in Section A5. 8(Eq. 57), is now given by
Y
W= Z A Z T + Z Z T a' 2 + U a©d z	 + K A K T	 (35) •	 JI	 z	 t t	 t	 a zo o to	 I i I
k
is
R
4#
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Gwhere the. Z, Zt, etc. are the same matrices as in Appendix A5. Note that
T = [aAdt l
	
aAdt 2in Appendix A5 the Z matrix(Eq. 58) should now read Z --- 	 8Z2 ...^
while the Z matrix here reads ^8
	
80^dz? . . . ] etc. The other matrices
here are as follows:i	 -
cr 2
I!
N	 0max
A. =	 rrH	 (36)
l
}	 and
E
.	 abad.
	
UAdil
	
aOdil
E
8N	 L 8a
max
K 	 (37)
j 8Adik aAdik	 A dik
aN	 aH	 L d amax.
Note that .K is of dimension k x 3. This structuring is in complete analogy to
the derivation given in A5. 8. What remains to be done is the evaluation of
the partial derivatives. This is particularly simple for a0di/BNmax i. e ,
a&d.bNmax 	 Adi (Nmax)-1	 (38)
r
The remaining derivatives can be obtained from the pertinent expressions
given earlier in this appendix.. But it turns out that the ensuing formula
are expressed by integrals with different integrands than those used in the
r,
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expressions for the range correction itself. Since these integrals can only be
computed numerically it certainly seems preferable to compute the partials
from the range correction directly. Accordingly we have
	
aAdi	Adi (H t 1 km) - Ad. (H)
H =	 1 ^	 (39)
where all other inputs are the prevailing values of N .	 h	 z, a andmax max.
during the fitting interval. Furthermore for a single frequency system which
cannot be calibrated to better than 10 cm (at S-band) the uncertainty in the
diffusion coefficient a may be completely ignored. Nominal values for both a
and p may be used throughout. The suggested values are
a	 2 g sin 21Hu
(4Q)
(3 = 1 sec-1
Here H is the scale height, v the ion collision frequency at hex , g the
Earth's gravitational acceleration and finally I is the magnetic dip angle.
The parameters. N	 h	 H, . v and I can be obtained for various areasmax max
in the U. S. A. from ESSA in Boulder Colorado.
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A7.	 Coordinate Transformation and Covariance
Mappings for High Precision orbital
State Estimation
Abstract
The coordinate transformations necessary for high
precision orbital state estimation are developed. These
tr ansformations include the effect of the rate of change of
the transformation matrices. The transformation mappings
are used to develop the differential of the state vector.
This differential is used to extract the covariance of the
state vector in the coordinate systerris of interest. Every
error source of the sidereal time and polar motion, nuts-
tion and. precession matrix is included. Cross correlations
in the parameters are taken into account. The effects of
tidal motion are included in the geographic system. Trans-
formations from the geographic system to the geometric
s stem	 dY 	 use in multxlateratxon studies are also derived
N	 ^
i
A7. 1 INTRODUCTION
Multilateraation systems analysis makes use of three different
coordinate reference frames 4A7. 11. These coordinate frames are: the geometric,
geographic, and the inertial rectangular coordinate frames. The three
coordinate systems are illustrated in Fig. A7. 1, The first of these systems .
is depicted in more detail in Fig. A7. 2.
As is evident from the figure, the first station defines the origin of
the coordinate system, [ 0, 0, 0] the second station [X 2, 0, 0] fixes the principal
axis of the coordinate system, and station 3, located at [X 3 , Y 31 0] is used to
define the basis fundamental plane.
The geometric system is linked to the geographic system via the
geographic coordinates of the first three stations. In the geographic system,
the fundamental axis is taken to pass through the Greenwich meridian and the
equator is the fundamental plane. Stations are located in this system by the i
East longitude, X., geodetic latitude, c , and elevation, H, above and measured 3
normal to the adopted ellipsoid.
Finally, through the sidereal time linkage, including precession,.
nutation and polar motion, the geographic system can be linked to the various
inertial. systems. The principal axis of the inertial system is the equinox and
the fundamental plane is the equator.
In passing it is worthwhile to note that the process of multilateration
is usually undertaken in a topocentric geometric frame, as denoted by T in
Fig. A7. 1. The basis x
- -o
,y z
o,
	
—o
is constructed from. the position vectors R
--Gi ,
RG2 , RG3 of stations 1, 2 and 3 by a procedure which will be described shortly* The
T basis is convenient as a working datum and has been adopted for use in ali
multilateration studies. As time proceeds the station coordinates change due
to Earth tides, etc. The right handed orthogonal basis T is determined from
values of the station coordinates in basis G and adopted as a convenient
reference frame. The .values of R G1 , R G2 , RG3 used to determine T do not
induce any uncertainty in T to an observer in T except for small tidal
coupling. Hence for important applications such as fault monitoring, etc.,
L
See also A3.
a
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measurements would be made in T and accurate interstation distances would
be obtained free o£ uncertainties in the vectors taken from G to define tho
T basis.
To. an observer in T, however, the uncertainty of the translation and
rotation become evident as the observer moves from T to G. By the same
token as the observer moves into the true of date basis, denoted by I, errors
in the right ascension in nutation, or in 8 T, and movement in the pole (xp , y p )
also materialize. The true of date (TOD) basis is of importance because it is
in this inertial system that satellite observables are obtained. Further errors
are introduced as orbital positions and velocities are referred to the mean of
date (MOD) basis via the nutation matrix N used to effect the coordinate trans-
formation. Finally precession errors come into play via the matrix P used in
transforming from the MOD basis into the mean of epoch (MOE) basis (usually
1950. 0) wherein most orbital element comparisons are undertaken.
A7 2 TRANSFORMATION FROM GEODETIC TO GEOMETRIC COORDINATES
Consider Fig, A7. 2 which illustrates the two basic coordinate
systems of this study. In the figure the numbers 1, 2 and 3 refer respectively
to the three primary stations which define the geometric coordinate system..
ZG
Z
X
Y,
Fig. A7. 2. Geographic and Geometric Coordinate Systems
It is assumed that the small uncertainty in RG1, RG2, RG3 as it affects the
prediction of station movement via the tidal modeTis of second order.
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Ji
{1
iFigure. A7. Z has displayed the basic relationships of the station
geocentric coordinate vectors RGi , namely
.I
XG
	-G1 cos cos kE
	
RGi	 YG 	 -Gl cos sin XE	(1}
ZG i
	
-G2 sin 4)
where i is the station number and
a
	
_	 e
	G1	
1 -(2f - f2 } sin	 1	 + H
(2)
	G —
	 (i - f)2 ae	
H
2 1 -(2f -fl y sin2 +11/2
a
a
with 3
geodetic latitude,
H = elevation_ of station measured normal to and above
the adopted ellipsoid,
kE
	east Longitude of station,
a e
	equatorial radius of Earth,
f = geometric flattening of Earth.
As can be seen from Fig. A7. 2, R 1 is the vector from station 1 to the dynamical
origin. The vector from the dynamical origin to station 2 is denoted by -R2..
Subtracting these vectors and normalizing results in
-
E2 RL -
	
(X2 - Xl )I + (Y2 Y l )3 + 
(Z2 - 
Z1.)K
°	 IR2 -L1 1 	 [(X	 X )Z + (Y	 Y }2 + (Z	 Z
l
 }2^1^2
2	 1	 2- 1
	
2- 
(3)r
s	
°:
r The subscript G is dropped for convenience.
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r,
i
!A
	
µ'.
I'
4
f	
q
where I , J, K are the unit vectors in the geocentric coordinate system, in this
case, along the x-axis of the geographic system. Similarly, the vector sub-
traction of the third and origin station yields:
A _- R3-RI _»	
{X3-Xl}I+(Y3-Y1)J+(Z3-Z1}K
(`l)
°	 J 	 - R11(X3 - X 1 ) 2 + (Y3 - Y 1 ) 2 + ( Z 3 - Zl) J1
a unit vector toward station 3 in the geometric system. Taking the cross
product of these vectors produces a unit vector in the geocentric Z-direction:
xo xxs	 [(Y 2
 - Y1)(Z3 _ Z 1 ) - (Y3 Y l .)(Z 2 - Z1)]I
+ L(Z2 Z l )( X3 - XI) - (Z3 - Z 1 )(x2 - x l )] J
+ {xz - x l }( Y3 Y l } ( X3 - 
xl)(YZ - Y 1 ) K 1^ o x XSl•
a
(5)
Hence using the definition of the cross product
zo
 = s xoXso /1 -(xo so}2]1%2
where s is taken = +-1 such that zo has an adopted orientation.
Finally taking the cross product of the two orthogonal unit vectors
yields.
yo = zo x xO r	 (b)
s
W completes the determination of the xo, y o, zo basis.
In terms of these unit vectors, the coordinates, of the stations relative
to one geometric system are now given simply by
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1.	 3
1 I	 l I l IT ^^
X i - (Ri
Y i -(Ri
z  - (Ri
The transformation is now coi
as:
A
- R I ) 
x 
. R1) . yo	 (7)
A
- Rl ) zo .
mplete and can be expressed symbolically
Polar Geodetic	 Rectangular Geodetic	 Adopted Rectangular Geometric
O i l Ai' Hi 
	 XGi' YGi' Z Gi	 Xi' Yi p Z i .
A7. 3 TRANSFORMATION FROM TOPOCENTRIC TO GEOGRAPHIC FRAME
INCLUDING EARTH/OCEAN TIDE EFFECTS
The previous section discussed the procedure for computing a basis
o , yo, zA 	 o in which the actual multilateration analysis would be per-
formed. The basis xo ' Yo' Z  wa s computed using the geographic a priori
values of nine station coordinates R G1 , RGZ , and RG3 . The transformation
developed previously follows in vector notation as
RGi = Xi xo + Yi "yo + Z i z o + RGO1' i = 1, , ... , I	 (8)
This is a general mapping from the geometric (topocentric) frame into the geo-
graphic (Greenwich) frame. Due to Earth/ocean tides the coordinates Xi' Yi'
Z. vary as a function of time. (Appendix A3). More. specifically the set ^, i.e.,
the list of modeling parameters required to model the Earth/ocean tides, can
be defined as
IX Gi l
 YGi' Z Gi , a([$ 6(t,a0, 6 O, R( , RC), 2, h, q ► 6g ^	 (9)
where the symbols peculiar to the tidal model are defined in Appendix A3. The
parameter list in can be modified via Eq. (8) to read
[XGOI' Y G01' ZGOI''—` o' 10' Zo' Xi' Yi' Zi' nQ, ... , 8 8 , .	 (10)
In essence Eq. (8) has been used to make the tidal model depend on a limited
number of geographic stations. Note that x o,, zoare functions of EGO,,
RG02' and RG03 via Eqs. (7). Hence T can again be expressed functionally as
— XGO1' Y GOI' ZGO1' XG02' YG02' , .. , Z GO3' Xi' Yip Z ip a.V • •'
 0g] '
(11)
This states that the arguments of the tidal correction are dependent on the posi-
tions of the first three stations and the rectangular Positions of the stations in
the adopted geometric frame, along with. the modeling parameters aQ,
691 Furthermore since the tidal correction is small, the time variations in
X., Y., Z, are of second order in the correction. For example, variations of
30 cm will not affect the perturbing acceleration of the Moon and Sun to any
appreciable degree. With this understanding the final functional representation
of is:
- ^XGOV YGOV ... , ZG03' Xoi' Yoi' Zoi' a,, ... 89 1.	 (12)
The rectangular coordinates in the geometric frame, R ° IXi' Y i , Zi can now
be modeled via the tidal functions and represented as
R(t) = Ro + FQ, t),	 (13)
where R0 is a constant which can only be interpreted physically as the station
location in thy.• absence of tidal movement and F(^, t). is the analytic: function
which when added to R yields the rectangular station location at time t.
v
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When the tidal model is included it is only possible to estimate Ro, and perhaps
some of the t via the multilateration procedure. The generalized transforma-
tion inclusive of tidal movement is now given by:
RGi = Xi(t) ^ + Y i(t)yo + Zi(t) zo + RG1
	
(14)
_ (Xoi + f  • x0 ) x  + ( Yoi + f  Y0 ) yo +
( Z o1 + fi • —0 .o + RG01 +A RG.1 (t),	 (15)
where the AR functions are defined in Appendix A3 and  _= AR Gi - ARG1 . Note
that the tidal station velocities are
RGi	 - (fi	 xo )xo + (fi y-0) r^
-o + (f_	 zo)zo fi . ( 1 6)
A7.4	 STATION POSITIONS/VELOCITIES AND COVARIANCES IN
GEOMETRIC FRAME
Within the T basis, it is evident that by letting
X X
i. =
	
Y _	 Y (17)
Z i Z i
one has
.= o + f(ti) (18)
0	 +
where
f.	 x f: X
f^(t) -	 fz • yo f(tr _	 fi . y0
f;. fi Zo'o
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I^ I l I - f ^T-
The errors in the set ^, ^ are given directly as
aft
— qo± a s
of
s= 0+ 
at
st
and hence a direct computation yields the covariance matrix
(19)
Aij
as
ij
A .
T
[rab]
A X J
ab
_E	 -5-	 bT	 gT
6^
A bb
(20)
where since
	
T	 Ti
af^	 a
11ij	 nij	 aO A	 _ A_. _°
as	
^	 aC	 a	 a^	 a
T
aft A aft
T
a fi	 j T	 o f i	 afj
A	 At-	 JAE[
Aij	 aft	
aft 
]T
bb	 A—a^ ^ a^
with the understanding. that if i = j the submatrices of auto correlations are
determined while i ^ j determines all the cross correlations between station
i and j. Note that in more detail the previous notation implies
	
not	 atol	 atol
	 bbl
	
ail 
	T--2	 a ^
	
ado ___ no2	
..	 s	 5 2a^	 ail
	
atok 	 Aok	
5^
	
A,	
.. a^2
a
	
affil	 MO	 afel
	
ail	 a^2 .. aka
of
V ^j
of
^k.
a ^^
etc. Hence the complete covariance of all estimated parameters at time t can
be computed by repeated application of the previous formulas which in essence
determine all the necessary submatrices. The parameters themselves are
obtained (at time t) from Eqs. (18).
(21)
(22)
i
s
A7. 5 TRANSFORMATION OF ANY GEOGRAPHIC POSITION AND VELOCITY
VECTOR. INTO. THE TRUE SIDEREAL SYSTEM (TOD) AND DEVELOP-
MENT OF ERROR DIFFERENTIAL OF THE TRANSFORMATION
The analysis of this section is lengthy but can be summarized simply
as that of. obtaining formulas for the transformation of positions and velocities
from a geographic (G) to a true of date (TOD) sidereal system. It will be shown
that the results are:.
i
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7^
r	 r
(23)
T OD	 x G
b@GM
br	 Fir	 bd^
+ [V]	 bob	 ( z4}
	br TOD	 5r G
&yp
where r, r represent any position and velocity vector, e. g., station or
satellite vectors; the matrices ( 191  and [ V J will be presently defined; and
b@ GM, ... , b}rp are the errors peculiar to the transformation parameters,
i, e. , nutati.on in right ascension and obliquity, and polar motion.
To accomplish these objectives, the standard position matrix is taken
as
x	 cos $ 1, 	 sin @ 1, -(x cos @T + y sin 6 1, }	 xGp	 P
y	 = sin @T	cos @T -x	 (25)sin @T - yp cos @T)	 yG	
z TOD
	 xp	 + -yp	 1	 zG
where
@T = @GM + (dL, + A^) cos(e M + dE + Ae )
fwith xtaken as the instantaneous coordinates of the pole; 9
	
is thep y	 p 'p	 GM
mean sidereal time; (4, pq) are the short and long period nutation in right
ascension; (de, AE) are the short and long period nutation in obliquity, and
E M is the mean obliquity of the ecliptic. Hence in more compact notation:
	
rTOD - [S] r G	{26.)
and by differentiation
TOD - (S] rG + (S] rG ,	 (27)
where
-6T sin 8Z,	 -8T cos 6T
	
E	 e
	
E	 E
	5] T +6T
 cos 8T,
	 -6T sin 8T i
	
^	 E	 -
xp 	
-yp
(x sinsi  9Z, - yp cos 0 I,)6 I, -xp cos BT - ypsin 9f,1
(x Cosc  9T + yp sin 6 I,)6 T -xp sin gT + jrp cos OT
0
6
so that the complete state is given by:
'	 r	 r
L^.E	 (28)
}	 r TOD	 G
s
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fwith .
[S]	 [a]
[s]
	
[S]
Now since	 = 5(6GM, d^, A+, dE, AE, E M, xp , yp, 6GM' d^, off, dE, Ai, E M , xp  YpJ
it follows that by using matrix tensor analysis
6S^ b6 GM +	 as	 bd+	 + ... +	 a[S] byp60[x] (29)GM	 a yp .
or
5^ = s 1 6o GM + s2 bd^+ ... + s 1 6 5Yp , (30)
where a
a[s]	 [off
au
a[s]	 a[S]
au	 au
for u = [0 GM , d^b,	 • • • , yp ].	 The explicit matrices are given by:
-sin 6T	 -cos 6T	 +(xp sin 0T - yp cos UT)
s 1 = cos 6T	 -sin 6 T,	 -(x	 cos 6T + y	 sin 6 T )P	 P (31)
0	 0	 0
S 2 = s 1 Cos(E M + dE + AE) = s 3 (32)
s,1
	=	 -s l (d^ + A^) sincc 	 + dE. +AE)	 s5	 s6M. (33)
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r
6r	 SoGM—
bd^
[5^	 + [V]	 (43)
^ I
	 I I I I^-`^;
However
r	 s[S] 6[0]	 r	 & [S]r + (0]r
r G	 s[s] s[S]	 r	 s[s] r+ b[S] r
so that use of the differentials 5[S], b[S] yields:
O[S]
	 r,
a[S]	 r, ..	 d]s]	 r,	 0,	 .. , 0
r t [0]	 r deGM — ddb dyp
l
b[S]
bj5jr +	 3]S] i a[S] a[S] a [S]
r,
G M
r
P	 .
8©GM.0
bdp
a l$]
89GM
a[sl r', a[s]	 0...	
dy	
r.	 .
p
0
byP
b('Gm
r r r
bci^
IS 1^ r
((''	 ll
L^2J
...	 ^^1G^
r
-
G r G G "yP
Hence
i3	 {
E
{	 I
_	 I
j
1	 i
r	 r	 r
V = [s1 ]	 [s2]	 ...	 LS 16]	 (44)yy
1
r G	 r G	 r G
Note that the matrix [V] must be formed first to permit the previous matrix
representation of the errors br, br in the TOD system.
A7. 6 TRANSFORMATION OF ANY TRUE OF DATE POSITION AND
VELOCITY VECTOR INTO THE MEAN OF DATE (MOD) SYSTEM
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ERROR DIFFERENTIAL OF THE
TRANSFORMATION
Bearing in mind the Carne objectives as those of the previous section,
the transformation to the mean of date coordinate system is accomplished by
using the standard nutation matrices, i. e. , 	 {
1	 Fps cos E
	
ALP sin E
[N]	 cos E	 1	 +AE	 (45)
a
- 
0&4' sin e
	
- A E	 I
0
[N] _	 (QtpE sin E -A^ cos E )
-(A LP E COS E + A, sin E }
-(A e sin.E -off. cos e)(A^i cos E -Fps+ sin E)
a	 of
i3
f
Therefore by direct differentiation
3
Sr	 N	 0	 br bN 0	 r
1
_ + (4g)
br JMOD	 L N	 NJ LbiJTOD	 SN bN	 r	 TOD
Now from the previous equations it is simple to verify that:
0 cos E sin e .
— 
a[N]N ^ ^'
	 81,E	 ^ - Cos E 0 0 ( 49 )
-sin E 0 0
0 -^	 sin E. ALP cos e
N2	
Bae	
= 0^ sin E 0 0 (50)
-&qj c.os E 0 0
_ 0	 0	
0
r 0[N]	
=N3 0	 0	 1 (51)aDe
0	 -1	 0
0 - E sin e e Cos e
N 4 - SD sin E 0 
P.
E C OS E 0
+. 0	 - (ASE cos E + A^ sin E) _(pie sin E - A^ cos E
N(Dq E .=-" cos e f ^. sine) 0	
-
_ 0
5
11''( DY'E sin E _ A^ Cos E) 0 0
(53)
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r0	 0	 0
N—
 
a[N] 0	 0	 1 = a[N]	 . N
anE 
_	 3
(5,4)
+6	 4
0	 -1	 0
0	 sin a	 COs	 e
N	 al.	
-
—7
A^	 sin	 0	 0 - B[aN] = N 2 (55)
 at
cos	 6.	 0	 0
3
0	 0	 0
N = aCN]
—
0	 0	 1 aCN] = Naoe 	 3 (5b)8	 A
0	
-1	 0
r
0	 cos a	 sin e
N g — 
a0	
- -cos E
	
0	 0
- ao^
	
N1
- sin. E
	
0	 0
The five previous matrices permit bN and 5N to be written as
5N = N 1 6A^ + NZ Be + N3 5AC (58)
1	 6N = N46A^	 + N5 be + N6 54'e + N7 6' + N 8 54,E + Ng 6Ao (59)
so that explicitly performing the multiplication indicated by the second matrix
on the right hand side of Eq.. (48) yields
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rN±+0- r'N l r	 N2r N3r	 0 r	 0 r	 0 r	 bd
Nr + bNr
N4L N5r Nbr N7r	 Nsr	 N 9	 IAA
0.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 I	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 0- bf
N l r	 N2r
	
N3r
	
0	 0	 Q	 bQ^
and the error differential in terms of the constituent errors becomes:
i
br fir b^
[Nj t [w] ^E t 61)
{
LOJ MOD 6r. TOD.	 bA^
where
N1 0 r N2 Q r N3	 0 r
N4 N i
—
N5
.
N2 r N6 N3
TOD TOD	 TODD
0 0 r 0 0. r 0	 0 r
N
7
0 r
—
N
$
0 r
,
N	 09 i
—TOD - TOD	 TO
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iA7. 7 TRANSFORMATION OF ANY MEAN OF DATE POSITION AND
VELOCITY VECTOR INTO THE MEAN OF EPOCH (MOE) SYSTEM
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ERROR DIFFERENTIAL OF THE
TRANSFORMATION
The standavd precession transformation to the Mean of Epoch (MOE)
coordinate system is given by;
X	
all	 a21	 a31	 X
y	 - a 12	 a22	 a32	 y
L z JMOE	 a13 a23	 a33 z MOD
or more compactly as
rMOE [Pl EMOD
f r om which
rMOE .. [P] rMOD + [P] ±MOD'
Hence
r	 [I']	 [ 01-0
r MOE	 [P]	 [P]
The parameters. contained in [P] are ^ o , 8p, Z.p , .namely 4 o + Zp ` general .
precession in right ascension, 6 p = precession in declination, rr/2 - ^ o = angle
from mean equinox of epoch to the ascending node of mean equator of date; the
elements of [P] are;
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
a
	 cos ^ cos 6 cos Z- sin ^ sin•Z
alt = - sin g cos g P 
cos Zp - cos ^o sin Z
a 13 - - sin g cos ZP	 P
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a
P	 P
a21 = cos ^ cos 0p sin Zp + sir. ^ cos Zp
a22 = - sin s cos 8p sin Zp + cos ^ o cos Zp
a23 = - sin 8p sin Zp
a31 = cos ^ o sin 8
a32 = - sin ^a sin @p
a33 = cos 6p,	 (66)
Hence by direct differentiation
br	 P	 0	 br,	 6P	 0	 r-
+	 (67)
sr MOE	 P P sr MOD 6P bP ?' MOD'
	
The partial derivatives of [P] and [P] with respect to, 6. , Z ,	 , g , Z are
	
a 
	
p o p p
easily obtained, e.g.,
	
aa11	 aa21	 aa31
	
ado
	ado
	F, = 8[P] = aa l2 	 8az2 	 aa.32
1 — ak a 	 ; o	 0	 ado
0	 0	 0
Hence defining
	
_ a[P]_ a[P]	 _ a[P]
P — 89p
	
P3 a p, P4 =
a [PJ
	
a [P]	 a [ P]
P5 — 86 p ' Pb	 P7 8 0
P	 a [.P]	 P	 a P]8	 ,	 9	 a Zp,
(68)
(6.9)
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and using the same approach as in the previous sections
bo
br	 br	
o
b@
	
[^]
	
+ [T)	 p	 (70)
Sr MOE	 br MOD
bZ
p—,
where
P1	 0	 r	 P2 0	 r	 P3 0	 r
T
P P
	 r	 P P	 L	 P P r1	 TOD	 5 2	 TOD	 6 3— TOD
0	 0^ r	 0 0	 r	 0 0	 r
P	 0	 x	 P Oj	 LP 0r
7	 TOD
	
8	 TOD	 9	 TOD .
A7. 8 COMPOUND COORDINATE ROTATIONS AND COVARIANCE
TRANSFORMATIONS
The previous discussions can now be codified and the complete error
mappings can be developed depending on which particular transformations are
to be performed. For example the compound rotation from the geographic.to
the rrtean of epoch coordinate system becomes
r	 r
^l'] [N] [S]	 (71)
r MOE	 r G
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while
Sr	 Sr	 Sao
= [Pl	 + IT]
br JMOE
	 br MOD	 bZ
P
br	 boo
_ IFIR
	
+ IT, ] IW]
	 + M
S.r TOD 	 bZp
b	 5@rGM
	 5
_ [7] IN] [9]
	
+ [7] ['9] IV]	 + [P] [W]	 a
Sr GL. SYp
	b^
+  	 (72)
SZ
P
The covariances of the error sources are assumed to be known and are taken as
	
A ypr
	
A5^, 	 Ado, , .. t Zp '
while the Cross correlation between the second and third column matrices of the
right hand . side of Eq. (7Z) is easily evaluated by inspection and defined to be
AS6GM, ... 
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The notation used is somewhat cumbersome and thus the previous five matrices
(covariances) are numbered 1 through five respectively. The state covariance
can now be computed as:
Aire?
	
= Lam] L N]L^] Al L^] T L 7^ ] T[ p ] T +
M OE
(P] [ N][7V ] A2 [V] T LN] T LP] T +
[g] LW] A3 (W ] T L-p] T + (fi] A4 [Ti T +
L^] (N LV] A5 [w] T [-p]T.
The previous formulas are easily changed for different transformations
(7.1, 7. 2, 7. 3].
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AS. Snort and Long-Arc Orbit Determination
Using M u lti lateration
Abstract
i
7
3
i
i
The equations necessary for trilaterating a vehicle after
station coordinate reduction has been a hieved via multilateration
are stated. Orbit determination functions for position and velocity
determination are developed. Estimation equations to obtain
vehicle state with a system of N stations, with and without sta-
tistical. correlation are derived in a geographic Earth-fined
coordinate system. Earth/ocean tide effects are included in
the estimation equations. The estimated satellite ephemeris,
within the multilateration viewing window, is then used as
derived data to determine the constants of integration required
for long-arc orbital prediction as based on a series of short-arc.
solutions. The performance functional of the long-arc predic-
tion problem is minimized with the aid of the variational or the
differential equations adjoint to those of the vehicle motion using
the principle of equating geometric to dynamic estimates...
PMEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FR"
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A8. I INTRODUCTION
Multilateration provides a method wherein interstation coordinates
determined in a geometric coordinate frame are used to construct baseline
constraints of high precision. 	 These baseline constraints are used, along with
a priori geographic station coordinates to estimate the geographic coordinates
to higher levels of precision than were previously possible. The details of this
technique can be found in Appendix A14.
Hence it is evident that after sufficient data filtering an improved set
of station coordinates will be available which are obtained strictly by means of
geometric as opposed to dynamic principles.
For purposes of geophysical applications, e. g. , geoid definition, etc.
the trajectory of the vehicle is always of paramount importance, with a definite
stress on the accuracy to which the state can be predicted on a global basis.
For most applications, the coordinate system of interest is the geographic sys-
tem, and therefore it seems appropriate to determine the state of the vehicle
relative to this system directly. To this end the geographic station coordinates,
including the 30 cm variations occasioned by Earth/ocean tides can be used as
the starting point for orbital or trajectory .econstruction via trilateration over
the common viewing window afforded by various ground station constellations,
i, e. , by several station clusters capable of multilaterating to the vehicle. It
seems reasonable to assume that geographic coordinates, after sufficient data
gathering and imposition of baseline constraints will be obtained with accuracies
of 30 to 50 cm. Hence, these coordinates can be employed as medium pre-
cision data types to generate the state of the satellite during the viewing window,
i.e. , to reconstruct the satellite ephemeris [8. 31.
These short arc ephemerides (for low satellites) will be available each
time the satellite passes over the station constellations involved in a given
experiment.
In the geometric frame the first station is taken as the origin, the second
station defines the principal axis, and the third station fixes the fundamental
plane.
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^- E 2 + sE 2 - 4E 1 e 3
	 }/2 E1
Cx0 + D
Ax  + B
x0
Lo = ya
z0
where
E1	 A2. + C 2 + 1
E 2 = 2(AB + CD + X 1 + CY 1 + AZ1)
The short arc ephemerides so derived are strictly of a geometric
nature. With this in mind it becomes interesting to inquire what would happen
if the short arc geometric state is equated to the short arc dynamic state, i. e.
can a set of constants to the dynamic equations of motion be found that mini-
mizes a performance functional containing the geometric and dynamic states.
The answer, of course, is yes, and it would appear that since the accuracy will
certainly not degrade, only an increase in orbital prediction accuracy will
result.
The idea of equating geometrically determined parameters tr. their
equivalent dynamic counterparts, as generated from an assumed state vector
at an adopted epoch, is explored herein. The objective is that of improving
the assumed state vector and the dynamic constants required in the differential
equations of motion.
A8. 2 TRILATERATION EQUATIONS
Reference [8. 11 shows that in the standard geographic coordinate sys-
tem (Earth fixed) the spacecraft position vector at epoch, td , is given by;
ia I I I 1 f I ---,—
A	 (XG2 - XG1) ( YG3 - YG1) - (X G3 - XG1} (YOZ - YG1)] /AO
B	 [^31 (YG2 - YG1) X 21 (YG3 - YG1)] /"1
C	 -[(XG2 - XG1}( Z 3 - Z 1) - (XG3 - GO (ZG2 - ZG1}I/A1
D — J^31( ZG2 - ZG1) - X 21{ZG3 - ZG1)] /41
A l - (ZG3 - Z G1) (YG? - YG1) (ZG2 - ZG1) (Y G3 - YG1)
l z
	 2	 2	 2X21 
= ZIP2
-
p1- R.2 - R1^
L[ 2	 2	 2	 21
;31 - 2 p 3 -p l - R3-R.1
with R Gi denoting the position vector' of the trio of stations performing the
trilateration and p i denoting the slant range measurements from each of the
stations to the spacecraft; s f 1, and is chosen in accordance with the physi-
tally acceptable trajectory position.
The velocity in the geographic ( Earth fixed) system is givei ,. directly
by:
x0	 E1
r0 - YO - CM -1 ES] 	 (z)
with
Ei y p i Pi RGi Ei
Note that
	 0 if Earth tide variations are ignored.
A8. 3 DEVELOPMENT OF ORBIT DETERMINATION FUNCTIONS
For a system of three stations it follows that a trilateration position
function, P, can be written as:
1x0 	E2t sIE2 -4e1E3J 1/2 /2@1
1/Z
P = y0 —
 C'E 2 + sCE 2 — 4e 1 C 3 /2E 1 + D
111/2
z 0	 A(-e, + erE2 — 4^1E3.1/2E1 + B
while the velocity function V takes the form:
(x0+XG1)(x0+XG1)+ (YO +YG1 )%+YG1 !+(z 0 +ZG1 )(' 0 +ZG O p li l
V
	
	 (x0+XG2)(x0+xGZ)+ (Y O +Y.G2. )(Y O. +Y GZ. )+(z 0 +Z GZ )(z 0.}ZG2 )-p Z 2
(x0 ^XG3)(x0+xG3)+ (YO +Y GO? O+YC3)+(zO+ZG3)(z0+ZG3)-p303
(4)
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Examination of P and V quickly reveals the following functional
dependence on the parameters of the problern. In the geographic basis of
Figure AS. 1 which is adopted herein for the orbit determination process,
attention is drawn to the geographic rectangular coordinates of any given
station.
z
Fig. AS. 1. Geographic Coordinate Basis
These geographic coordinates are obtained through the process of
multil ate ration by means of the technique described in Appendix A14.
Specifically, the generation of these geographic, so called absolute, coordi-
nates is accomplished by an estimation procedure. This estimation procedure
takes the interstation coordinates determined via multilateration in the 2o-
metric basis, Exg , yg, zg], of Figure AS 1, constructs the interstation
baselines D, and combines these baselines with the given a priori station
coordinates in the geographic basis in order to yield improved station coordi-
nates. Hence it is obvious that any given station coordinate in the geographic
basis can be written as R^ = R (RR	 D), where RR	 are the a priori station
coordinates and D are the invariant station baselines obtained from the 'process
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of mult .ilate .ration. The baselines D are in turn obtained from the data
coeff icients c, of the synchronization polynomials, i. e. , d = c 0 + c I t
+ c 2t2 + • • • , the modeling parameters of the tidal model ^, and the time, t.
Hence D = D (c,
	
t). Finally, P and V are also functions of c, T, and t.
These preliminary discussions are the background for the next section
wherein it is desired to determine the functional form of the error vector
which must be used to uncorrelate the equations peculiar to the geometric
trajectory state estimation. In the next section this error vector will be
developed inclusive of all correlations and all error sources within the geo-
graphic coordinate frame.
AS. 4 ESTIMATION EQUATIONS WITH NO CORRELATION
The system of equations (31 and (4) is statistically correlated and
solution is most easily effected by means of a Newton - Raphson minimum
variance estimation technique. The position and velocity equations can be
combined in the vector T, wi.ere
P
T --	 = 0	 (5)
and functionally written in terms of the input estimates	 as:
A	 ^ A 4 A A
T = T ( q , ^ G ,	 d, d , t , t )	 (6)
A
with the understanding that, q r [x 0'
 y0' • ..,0 	 are the set of geographic
station coordinates improved by the mulcilateration process; ^ are the modeling
A
constants of the tidal models, d and .d are the data and data-rate, e. g. , p and p;
and t is the time at which the state of the orbit is desired as measured from t0.
Linearization of T now yields
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aT	 aT n	 aT	 aT n aTq Aq = - T -
	
	
SSG a
	
	
8d sd - 8d sd
G
aT 
n 
aT 
n
- at st - at sto
0
or
[Tq] Aq = - T + P	 ,
whe re
[Tq ] = ST/aq
and
aT n	 aT n	 aT naTp	 _ 
^ SSG _ a^ s ., ... at st at 
If cross correlations are neglected it is not necessary to consider that iG is
actually obtained as a function of the same data, modeling constants, etc. , and
a direct computation of PP  leads to Wu W E(ppT) or
(7)
(8)
(9)
where AtG, AT, Ad, A^, are the respective covariance matrices of the error
sources, and o-i is the variance of time variable. The estimate of q is now
given directly as:
-1
	
A
nil - gnI,q]T [Wu]-lTq^	 [Tq1T Wu l T	 (11)
for Newton iterations n = 1 0 2, • • • N.
A8. 5 EXTENSION OF MATRIX SYSTEM FOR ADDITIONAL STATIONS
Obviously for additional stations, Eq. (8) can be partitioned to read:
r[Tq] 1	 Tl	 P-1
rq] 2	
Oq = - T2 
-^ ^Z
	
(12 )
[rq] I- 2
	
TI- 2	 I- 2
where I is the total number of stations, and the solution proceeds as before.
A8.6 ESTIMATION EQUATIONS WITH CORRELATION
On the other hand, consideration of cross correlations requires that
the relationships used to estimate the geographic coordinates be known, By
Appendix A14, Eq. (7) this is given by:
G (XG1' .... ZGI' XGla' ... ZGIa' DIZ, ... DI- 1,1)	 0	 (13)
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or, in effect, the geographic coordinates, ^ , are estimated from G, i. e.
G ( G , Ga, D) = 0	 (14)
which in itself has been statistically decoupled. Following the rotation of
Appendix A14 it follows that
G = V-I TI-
	 ,	 (15)
where H is the matrix defined by Eq. (6) of Appendix A14, and V is the square
root of the weight matrix, W, of system H. It is evident that:
6PIG + nG 6^ Ga + `1G 6D - 0	 (16)
G	 a^Ga	 8D
so that taking ?G/a( 	 V-I Off/a(  )
_	 _ -1 _
_ ^3H T -1 aH	 aHT -^1 aH n
6^Q	
`i G W O ^G	 r3 G W a ^Ga RGa
-1
dL W-1 dH	 d IT W-1 dH 6D	 (17)
`^ G	 d^G	 6^G	 aD
Note further that the interstation baselines D are a function of d, T and t - t0,
so that the error in the baseline estimate is given by
n6D = ad bd + aD S + aD bt + a D 6t 0 	(18 )
a^	 0
By collecting and equating coefficients;_
6 ^G	 [al, 6^Ga + ^a 2^ Sd + [« 3 1 6T + la4]	 + ^a 51 s o ,	 ( 1 9)
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I
where the explicit formulas for the a matrices are:
lail
	
I
	
T
a 	
[W] aH
 G	 Ga
aff
TH-1
[a?-] a - [H] 
	
an
]
rad
@D
l y - [ f `^	 ,` ^^dG	 .^
[c,	 [2D
a
[(Y4]	 - 
	 L' aD j
[a5][H-*] CL "] a 
o
0
air T	 "1 aH[H , : =	 W?G
A
Since the error 6^ G is now explicitly expressed in terms of its constituent
errors, the error in the total system of equations	 Tq ] , i, e. ,	 can now be
computed by means of Eq. (19), The result of this computation is
R 
= 1 W 1] bGa +1w 2 I 5 + MI bt + IN St0 + [w 5 1 bd
n
	
+ [w6) Sd	 (20)
Irv%
whe re
1 RGJ	 l
i , aT	 aT
WW 2 ] -	
-j I a3 ]	 a—
a ?'	 a T
IW3] CG I "^] '	 at
rDTj
4 aG	 5	 ato
Fa T I	 raT
IW51 I a1z.
a
aT.
IW6
Finally, the data,
^	
..
d, is obtained from the data compression coefficients c of
Appendix Al as
A = rA]c	 (21).
where
I A] . [ 1,	 t - .t0,	 (	 - t^) Z ,	 ''	 .^. (.t..- t^. )M ]
A
- .	 I C{1	 cl 	 c	 ]
t
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for Newton iterations n = 1, 2, , . , , N; where A. q is the covariance of the state
vector q. The above estimation equations account for all possible error
sources.
A8.7. ANEW APPROACH TO REPETITIVE SHORT-ARC ORBIT
DETERMINATION
The previous sections addressed themselves to the problem of high
accuracy trajectory reconstruction, i..e. , generation of the state of the vehicle
undergoing multilaterat.ion in a window of common viewing by a station con-
r	 stellation. to summary, the best possible estimate of the station coordinates,
i	 inclusive of tidal motions, was used to obtain the state q, where q E [ x, Y, 'z,
at a discrete number ofoints: t t t tp	 1, ^, 3,
	 t tom, within the
f period of common station visibility. This was accomplished using only geo-
metric principles, except of course for the tidal model adopted to represent
the Earth's plasticity.
The short viewing window (for low satellites) permits this type of
orbital reconstruction to be performed every time the satellite passes over
J the station constellation participating in the orbit determination process,..
Obviously one or more station constellations located in the adopted Earth-
rotating (non-inertial) coordinate system can be used to construct a sequence
of short arcsqij, where the subscript i denotes discrete times and the sub-
script j denotes various station constellations.
The state qij , estimated as previously described, is an osculating..
state and represents the movement . of the satellite as occasioned by all accelera-
tions. These accelerations are felt by the satellite at every instant of time
(within the one-or-two minutes data compression arc used by the synchroniza-
tion polynomials)
Suppose that the estimates qlj are now taken as the derived obs.ervabl.es
from which the integration constants, q 0 , of the dynamic equations of motion
are.to. be.determi.ned.: It is...exactl.y this device. which will be-used to determine.
the starting conditions for long-arc orbital propagation. The solution is out-
lined in the next section. Note that analysis is carried out in a rotating frame
of reference. The transformation of the state into the standard .  inertial systems'
is discussed in Appendix A7.
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A8.8	 OUTLINE OF ORBIT DETERMINATION ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
FOR LONG-ARC PROPAGATION
The equations of motion of a satellite in a rotating geographic system
are easily written as:
F = [M]j, + 2[M] rI + [M] rI ,	 (27)
E
f where [M] is the adopted time dependent transformation matrix from the
inertial to the topocentric system (See Appendix A7), and 'r I , rT, rI are the
accelerations, velocities, and positions in the inertial frame. 3 . The expression
for i-I inclusive of Sun/Moon, tesseral and zonal harmonics, drag, lift, radia-
tion pressure,, etc. is. listed in .many references,
	
e. g..,	 X 1], and will not be
discussed further.
Direct integration of these accelerations via numerical techniques is
usually symbolized as
r(t)	 ro +	 G dt2
ffo
(28)
t
.
r(t^+	 dtfo
These equations can be written equivalently in the following manner, with the
a
objective of funding ro,0,
t
r(t) _
	
dt2	 r
ffo
k u
_	 (29)
t,
r(t) - 	2:G dt - r0
fo
3Unmodeled accelerations, can be easily incorporated by adding la sin bt +
Ic cos dt to the previous expression. 	 Solution for the constants a, b, etc.
and: the. state can .then `be- handled simultaneously. 
.
a
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IAs can be seen, by picking t and the corresponding r and r at a multilateration
point and integrating from the a priori values (r o ,ro ) at t = to to time t = tl,<
t Z , t 3 . , . tK a performance functional J where, e. g. ,
K	 6
J	 u
j=l	 i=1
can be defined.	 This implies that, J, which is the sum of squares of each
individual residual, can be written as:
J.	 J*	 ro,	 k,	 r^ (t),	 r j (t)1
` where r 0	i0 are the sought for values which minimize this functional, k are
modeling constants peculiar to the process, e. g. , sidereal spin rate of the
Earth, etc., and r(t), r(t) are the derived observables.
	
The a priori values
Qa' r0a' ka can be incorporated into this system as follows.
	
Define
Zo	 Loa	 µl f
A -S _ nO -
 Loa - µ 3l
t	 )
k -ka
	 113
with the understanding that µ is the uncertainty in the a priori values.	 The per-
for.mance functional can now be linearized with respect to the error sources,
i. e. ,
,y
J - Jrro, ? a, k, r(t), rM	 a7 br + ^r 6i =	 p—	 —	 -
z and the augmented estimation system. written as: -
AS.
r
J ' n - (32)J v
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F
whe re
r
^ s
The weighting matrix of system (32) can. now be determined for as many short
arcs of data as are to be analyzed, namely,
wWd =E	 -^r µ T 	f	 vT	 (33)
^
,J L
inclusive of all de =:red correlations.	 The square root of W d , call it Ra,
3
whe re R. R T	 W	 c. an . also be extracted and J ° prexxiultiplied by R	 toda	 a..	 .	 a
uncorrelate the equations. 	 Hence:
R J*= Ff a
defines the system of equations .whose .solution is to he obtained. 	 Since F is a
statistically uncorrelated system the standard method of least squares can now
be applied.	 Proceeding formally:
F 
- 
F + ar Ord + aF o	 + ak ok	 0	 (34)
—^p	 Grp
t Noting that aF /a(•)	 R aa(J °y/a( •
 ?	 along with the definition of J* via Eq.	 (32)`
= with the qa deno ting .vector	 r^^, -0a, .k.a 	the final estimation equations
can be written as
A
	
-1	 a7 T 	 aJ
q	 q, _
	 ^ W
 ]	 j^l	 [ yV ]—]	 [W ]
	 ( q	 q 1n+l
	 n	 a	 aq	 d	 8q	 a	 n	 a
a
T T
	
-1
,
--aq.. [W	 ]	 1 (35)
r	 ^
J
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wh^,re [W ] ..is the a priori weight matrix and q = [r o , x 0 , k], For more
details relating to the estimation equations the reader is directed to
Appendix A2.
A8.9 USE OF VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS FOR PARTIAL DERIVATIVE
GENERATION
In closing, it should be mentioned that the estimation equations of
the previous section require partial derivatives of J with respect to the esti-
mated and non-estimated parameters. As can be noticed from Eqs. (29). The

I	 I	 I	 I	 I
A9.	 Fast Algorithm for Complete Nutation and
Nutation Rate Calculations
..Iq
^a
Abstract
A9. 1	 INTRODUCTION
The expressions by E. W. Woolard[9. 1] [9. 3 1
 for the nutation expansions
contain a total of 109 sine and cosine terms. The lack of speed of computers
in the evaluation of trigonometric functions would appear to dictate a trans-
formation of Woolard's expressions wherein the multiple angle trigonometric
expressions are expanded by brute force using the identities:
E
^.	 cos. (a ± p)	 cos a . cos	 sin a sin
sin (a f (3)	 sin a cos t cos a sin.
The effect of this is the replacement of 109 trigonometric evaluations by the
extraction of the sines and cosines of the five fundamental mean longitudes
peculiar to the Woolard :theory. Once these mean longitudes are extracted for
a. given time, and the trigonometric ^ anctions are evaluated, then the nutations
and the derivatives-are obtained by a chain of multiplications and additions.
This approach was adopted on the Apollo project for both the nutations and the
nutation time rates. A full documentation of this effort and the associated
l
=.	 aa1 QYl/'1R'M7YiFll1' 1^r:*^ncfn^ + ma4inrc r•att N. fniir%r1 in 10 71	 1C1 41.	 ...
i
1i
t;
{
e
A9. 2 NUTATION AND NUTATION RATE ALGORITHM
t'	 Define:
;r
I'm mean longitude or the Sun 's perigee measurcr.l in the ecliptic: plane
front the mean equinox of date,
i I" y mean longitude of the Moon's perwee mcusurcd in the ecliptic plane
front the mean cquinox of date to the nFe.in ;ttio-nding node of* the
lunar orbit and then along the orbit,
L	 mean: longitude of the Sun nicasured !n the ecliptic pl;}ne 1'rnm tile.
mean equinox of date,
it	 longitude of the mean ascending nude of the lunar orbit measured
in the ecliptic plane from tht mean ccluinuN' of date,
geocentric rnean longitude of the Moult measured in the ecliptic
E	 plane rront the mean equinox or date to the mean ascending node
of the lunar orbit, and then ;clung the orbit,
j	 e =angle between the main celestial equator and the ecliptic {mean
t
obliquity),
F de = short .period : terms of the notation in obliquity
tong period terms of the notation in obliquity,
dVF	 short period terms or the .nutAtion in longitude,
Aip = long period terms of the notation to longitude]
i
$f
	nutations in obliquity,	 r
f
bw E nuttUions in longitude^	
d
aE =the time derivative of the . nutation in obliquity (total)	
d7-
of) .
i
60 m the time derivative of the nutation in longitude (total) d (dwJ,	 1
T W k,t32525.0 X i440,0)T„1
#}
k, _ 0.07436574(e.r.)'y/min.
t of G
10C)h 400 ph
^	 Qtr4ir^
a
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C = L = -±L I . = [481,267",883 1417 — 0'.226 6667 x 10-OT,
dr	 IT,,
+ 0'.566 6667 x 10" 57t,J -E-
190
E = 
`lf = `lf 1
.0 = [---0'.130 1250 x 10 .., — 0',327 7778 x [0-5T„[(r dT,
+ 1 °.508 3333 x 10- 6T„'] ) 80 7',l,
K'=':— I", g= L— 1', n,	 S2, and ro'=1"--Q,
sin 2: ! = 2 sir! cos
X,= cost? — Q)= X, Cos 0+ -sin 2 sine,
sin (2 - S2) = sin 2 cos W — X, sin Q,
cos g' = cos Cos t" + sin sin I",
sin	 = sin : cos I" — cos sin 1
	
k, = cos (2 : + ,r,'') = X, cos g'	 in 2 'sin g',
sin (2 -} g') = sin 2 ; cos g' + X, sing',
E ., = Cos ( + I") = cos ' cos I" — sin ' sin 1",
.'S = Cos (g' + i2) = cos ,' cos Q ---- sin g' sin S2,
XE = COS (g' — S?) . ; Cos g' COs S1: + sing' sin Sl,
sin (g' — i2) = sin g' cos Sr' — cas g' sin S2,
X, cos [2 ? + (g' — S2}]
= X,XA — sin 2? sin (g' — Q),
ORIGINAL PAGE) IS	 cos 41 = [ -- 2 sing 2
OF POOR QUALITY	 sin 4 t = 2x, sin 24,
cos 2L = 1
	 2 sine L,
sin 2L = 2 sin L cos L,
X, = cos (4 ,? - 2L) = cos 4 cos 2L + sin 4 sin 2L,
sin (4^ — 2L) = sin 4-' cos 2L — cos 4t sin 2L,
A,, = cos 1(4.x. -- 2L). — g']
= Xg cos g' + sin (4q — 2L) sin g',
sin [(4 — 2L) — g'] — sin (4 ,' -- 2L) Cps g' -- Xo sin g',
Xto = Cos [(V' + R') -l- Q`]
X;, Cos g' — sin (2 : + g') sin g"Y
X, = cos (2L + g') = cos 2L cos g' -- sin 2L sin r,,',
a	 sin (2L. + g')	 sin 2L cos g'	 Cos 21, sin
g	
!^
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sin ar = sin i cos ac — cos 1 sill. ac,.
Xc t = COS (Q + fo') ^— CDs {( Cos m' — sin sin (is',
Cos (2L — ;) cos 2L Cos + sin 2L sin ?,
sin (2L . 0 =.sin 2L cos re — cos 2L sin
X,s = cos [(2L — ?) — w'] = cos (2L — s:) cos ru' + sin (21. -- i) sin ru',
sin [(2L -- I — n,'j = sin (2L -- I cos w' — cos (2L — <) sin
cos 252 = l —.2 Siff~ 52,
sin 252	 2 sin U Cos 52,
XII = Cos (2L — ' - n ► ' — 252)
Xs:r.cos ?52..+ sin (2L 	 sin 252 ; .
X15 = COS [(4 y — 2L ,g`) 52^
= X„ cos Q + sin (4 ' 2L — g') sin S2,
cos g cos L eos )' + sin L sin P,
sing = sin L cos. F' -- cos L sin )',
X,a = Cos (2;-9)=X, Cos g+ sin I f, sin g,	 -
X17 = cos 1(4 . .— 2L) + g'] ..
X9
 cos g -- sin (4' -- 2L) sing'
X,, = cos [(2 -- S2) — 2!_)
X•. cos. 2L + sin .(2. — Sl) sin 2L,
sin 1(2 , — Q) — 2LI = sin (2' — (2) Cos 2L — Y, sin 2L, i
cos(2 : — 2!_ + S2}D iu —	 a
kY,, = cos (2L — s2) = cos 2L Cos Q + sin 2L sin 12,
sin (2L — Q) = sin 2L cos Q — cos 2L sin 12,
Y, = cos 0" + raj') = Cos 1'.' cos (tl' .— sin l" sin d,
sin (r+t' + 1") = sin r.,' cos 1"	 }- cos w'sin r,
Y„ = Cos (12 + 9) = cos 12 cos g -- sin 12 sing,
YQ
 = Cos (2L + 2g) = Cos [(2L + g) .+ g]	 l
= Y, Cos g — sin (2L + g) sin g,
Ylo = COS (12 — g) = cos 12 cos g + sit U sin g,
COs 21" = i — 2 sin = lye,
sin 21" = 2 sift I" Cos r',
Y; j = Cos (2P'-2L+ 12)
= Ya cos 21" + sin (2L. — 11). sin 21",
cos 2f = ! - 2 sine h,
sin 21' W 2 sin P cos 1',	 i
Y,,, = Cos (21' — 12) = COS 2.1' cos Q + sin 21' sin S2,
	 ,F
sin (21' —12) Y sin 21' Cos 12 — cos 21' sin 12,
y a = cos (21, — U + g) = cos [(21' — 12) + g)•
= Y,y Cos g -- sin (21(' — S2) sin g,
Yia = cos 21",
Y„ = cos (2L — w'	 I"} = cos [2L —• (w' + r'))
= Y, cos 2L + sin 2L sin (w' + l„),
Yrs = cos [(2L —. 12) + g]
= Ya Cos g — sin (2L — 12) sin g,
Z, = sin 2 ;,
Z.	 silt g',	 ? .
Za = 'sin (2 4; — f2),	 t
Z, = sin (2 ^ + g ')•	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
J . Zb = sin [(2L 	 .I„)	 OF POOR QUALITY : .
= sin (2L -- .t) cos r' — cos (2L — C} sin I"
Z, = sin (4 + C') = sin Q cos 1" + cos C sin r,
COS (d .+. .I ).= Cos	 COs r' — :. in 4 Sin: r,
Z7
 -- sin (2u -- 2L) = sin 24 cos 2L — X, sin 2L,
Z,, _ sin (i2 + g') =' sin 1i cos g' + Cos	 sing',
Z4. = —sin (g'	 12).,
Z,o = sin (4+4 - 2L. — g'),..
Z,= = sin [(2 Q — fl) + g') = Za cos g' + Xs sin g',
Zr2 = sin 2g' = 2 sin g' cos g' ►
. Zta = sin: (4C - 2L),
Zu = sin (2L + g'),
u! Z16 = sin (2:, + 2g') = sin [(2 S + g') + g]Z, cos g'. +..:Xs sing'..	 ....	 „ .
Zx. = sin W — 20) = sin [(2C --- S2) — S2)_
= Za cos i2 — X2
 sin 0,
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j Z17 = sin (Q + (0) = sin Q cos W' + Cos Q sin (U',
ZIS T Sin (2L — Q — w'),
Z19 = Sin (Q. -2L + iZ +i").
= sin to + n — (21. — S2)]
= z Y, — cos (G + P') sin (2L - (2),
Zsa = sin (4Q--2L-0-g').
= sin [(4Q — 2L — g') — f2]
i = Mn (4(; — 2L -- g') cos 0 -- Xs sin fl,
Z21 T sin (.2	 + g) = Z, cos g + X, sin g,
Z22 = sin (2L + g — C -- L'")
= sin [(2L + g) -- (Q + 1")]
= sin l2L ±. g) cos, (Q + 1") —
Zss = sin (2L + 2g') = sin [(2L + g') + g']
= sin (2L, + g') cos g' + X1t sing',
Zu = sin (U.— 2L + g') = sin [(2Q.+ g') ^-- 2L]
.— sin (2 Q + g') cos 2L — X, sin 2L,
Zgs= sin (2Q-g)=Z1 cosg-Xlsin g,
Z2^ =sin (4Q - 2L + g') =sin. [(4Q — 2L) `i' g']
= Z13 cos g' + Xs sin g' .
Z27 = sin (2 ,1 - 2L + U) = sin [2,; — (2L — i2)]
— Ye sin 21 — X1 sin (2L -- S2),
ZzA = sin (2L + g' — SZ) = sin [(2L + g') — ^]
= sin (2L + g') cos i2 — X11 sin 0,
42, - ..,in .(2L — 2Q:.+ (2) . = sin [2L - (2'.
_ X., sin 21 — sin 2	 — S2 cos 21
Za„ = sin (4 .° — 2L =- i2) = sin [(4;; — 2L) — i2]
r = sin W . _ 21.) cos U - Xa sin Q,
f la1 ° sin (g' — g) = sin g' cos g -- cos g' sin g,
cos (;I + w') = cns ' Cos w' -- sin i sin rn',
y' L^_ = sin (i!	 — ,,")	 sill lsi -- (: + ^,'A,.
.; = sin Q Cos ( + a,') — Z„ cos Q, 14 1.:,:, = sin (2 ; - W + 2g')
= silt [(2 ; +g') + (g' --
;. —.t' sin(2'+g')+X,sin(g'—i2),
Lad	 tiro {21, + g - 2 ;} =sin [(2L + g) - 2 +]
=,1'j sin .(2/..+ g) --...Ys sin 2 1% .
f.,e = sin C — L)	 sin	 - Cos C. -- cns ; s ji: L,
Z3R	 sin (2	 + g'	 - _2Q)	 sin [(2 . + g')	 2Q]
= sin (2:. + g') ws 2i2 — X;, sin 32,
far = sin (g' + g''r	 sin 'g Cos g' + e0s g sing', ..k!
Zia	 sin (2 .1. + g' - g) = sin 1(2: + g') — g]
_, = sin (24 + g ' ) cos g — Xs sin g,
f.;^ = Sin (11 + 2g') -:sin [(i2+ g') -i g']
r Cos	 + X sin •	 ,
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a
Zoo = sin (24 + g. + g) = sin [ (211 + g') + g].
= sin (2 Q + g ' ) cog g + X3 sin g,
Z„ = sin (2g' — Q) = sin [g'+ {g' — i1}]
=. Xa sin g' — Zo cos g', 1
., Z^.	 sin (2L	 i2 — g')	 sin [(2L — i2) -- g']
i = sin (2L --- Q) cos g' — Ye sin g',
4A '.	
...	
Z4, = sin (4 T^. — 2.L — g — g)	 - ..	 ..	 ..	 .
l sin [(4,	 2L — g') -- g]
= sin W, — 2L — g') cos g — X8 sin g,
s Z44 .= sin (44: — .2L — g) _ sin [(4 	 — 2L) — g] t:
c.' =sin (4 C — 2L) cos g — Xo sin g,
ki
Z45 = sin (212 + g') = sin 212 cos g' + cos 20 sin g',
ZI,	 sin (V+3')	 sin	 2c+2' +.,
= Zis cos g' + X10 sing',
W, = sin i2,
W1
 =sin 2L,
;E W3	sin 20,
W, = sin g,
W6 = sin (2L + g),
fi's = sin (L + 1') = sin L cos r + cos L sin r,
W, = sin (2L — i2),
t W, = sin (v/ +, P) -
IV,, = sin (21, — 21'x).
= sin 2L cos 2C' — cos 2L sin 2r,
R"10
 = sin (2L --- 2i2)
= sin 2L cos 212 — cos 2L sin 252,
W11 = sin 2g = 2 sin g cos g,
d )3Vir =.sin (2L + 2g) = sin [(2L + g) + gl
= sin (?.L + g) cos g + Y+ sin g,	 . .
= sin (- + 11) = sin g cos it + sin it cos g.
W14 =.sin 2ra' = 2 sin a,' cos w%
lit
	 sin (ii -- g) = sin U cos g — cos Q sin g,
Wi , = sin (21" — 2L + i2)
— Y. sin zl" — cos 21" sin (2L — S2),
_ sin (L + I' - it) .— sin [(L + .1 1) — i2}
_ W, cos it — Y. sin 12,
^i
cos (21. + i2) = cps 2L cos 11 —.. sin 21. sin i1, .
sin (2L + it) =' sin 2L cos i2 + cos 2L sin i2,
Wvj - sin (2L + 11 - 21")
i sin (21.. + i1) cos 21" -- cos (21. + it) sin..21
} _
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IWjp G sin (2I' - a),
W20 = ,sin (2L -12 + g)
sin (2L - 12) cos g+ Y, sing,
W2, = sin 2P',
W2,= sin (L--- I"),
 sin L cos I"- cos L sin I",
t,	 K,=
 sin (1 , -P)= sin P cosI"- cos l ' sinI",
t
Al .-	 0".0884 - 00.00005T, A,- =	 01.0014 AlT - Ali
.42 =	 0".0183 Alp =	 0".0011 All = Am
r 43 =	 0".0113 - 0".00001 T, Ali: = -0'.0011 Alp - Ala
A4 = -D".0050 Ala = -D".0410 A,p
- A14
r	 As = -0".0031 A1a =	 0".0007 As, = -Ali
Ae =
	
0".0030 A1e = -0" .0007 An = 
-A1,
A, =	 0".0023 A,, =	 0".0005 A13 p 0".0002
As =
	
0".0022 A,s ,^	 . e.0003. An ^ -A„
B1 =	 90 .2100 + 0".00091 T,a B, =	 0".0007
Ba r 	0".5522 - e.00029T, Bjo -	 0".0005
83 - -0".0404 +e.00004T„ Bit =	 0".0003
;04 = .00,0216 - O'.00006Tu B12= B11	 .
Be - -0".0093 +0'.00003Tu B1e m	 00.0002
Ba = -00.0066 Bla °	 813
B, _ --00 .0024 B1e - -B„
B, -	 0".0006 B1, - -B34
..	 C1 = --0".2037 =- e.00002T, C=e = Ca 1C2 =	 0".0675 + 0'.00001T, Ca, = -ca
C, = -0".0342 -- O'.00004T„ C16 = ._ CIS
C, = -0".0261 Cs? = -Ct:
Cs = --0..".0149 Cae =	 0".0005i	 C` =	 0".0114 cle _ -cis
I	 C, =	 0".0060 CM = -C28
C, =	 0".0058 C31 =	 0":0004C, = -n.0057 C32 = Cal
C" = - .0'.0051 CU - -C31
CI1 = •-0".0044 C34 = -C31 .
C1 x =	 0".0028 C95 = - C`31C'13 = -00 .0032 C„ =	 0".0003
C14 = .	 0.".0026 L 37 ° - Csi
Ir ^	 14
..	
C3H =: - 36 ..	
i
i	 C1s =	 0 0 .0025 Cap =	 0 .0002
C1, =	 0.".0019 C4Q = Cap
C, , - - 0'.0013 Co t = Cap
CIO =	 0".00.14 C42 = -C30C^ _ -0
,'.0009 C 
Ca t 	0".0007 C44 =	 Cap
22 _ 'C21 C45 - -r34.
C23	 0".00D6 Cop =	 -( 31 0,/^3
D1 = -., 11":2327 ^ 0.".01737T;, ..	 Dla ^ .	 0".00[:5: 0^f.: fnsff]]^^
D2 -	 -1".2729 -0".00013% D g = --D".0010
Da =
	
0".2088 } 0.000D2T,, Dts = Dtr
D4 -	 0" 1261	 0".000317; DI, _ -0°.0005
D, - . --0".049.7 + 0".00012T,.
D4 =	 0'.0214 - 0":00005TU
D17	 D14:
Dte -	 0`:0004
1^r
j.
D, =	 0".0124 + 0".00001 T„ Dip = "-D1p
D, =	 0"_0045 Dau =	 0":0003
Do C4 D, Dal s` -- Diu
o"Ioo D	 Dgg
f
D1 1 -	 0".0016 - 0%00061 Tu D23 F" 6 AD02` i	 „e
D1, -	 --00.0019 + 0".000017u t
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}
s	 w
de = .^. AE Xi + ( I -- A)	 A(XE, ¢
E
E	 1	 0-0
7	 1f k
(.1	 E,e
i
sx	 4s
dV = Y. CiZE + (t — A)EI^CjZ,, E
AV_
	 DW( + (I 	 Y DE W,,
;+rl	 E-.lo
I^E c (IE + AE,
y
6V.= dip +AV.
If rates are desired computes
—
X
d — —00.00001
_
Z
,(23 —0),
w 1'3 = —Zi(2,! + X').
i X =-Z'o + h').4
a
Xg = Zia, —, 0),
r,
X7— 
—7112.+^' S,Z?
a ll —	 l;,(2L - 
XI1	 f171., + (W).
" Z,,(2L
--`Xi4 — [Xly sin 2if — Z la cos 2S2](2 L —	 4V -- 2S^);
a
2L — K'
Xly _ — Ztb(24 - k),
T	 ZL
i
i
s	 t
^, = 0°.00001 fi,,,
^s = _p .00029',,, p	 1
0„.000041',,,
—0N.00006P.
W,(si),
rQ = - WZ(2L )
W3(20), .
3
rb	 — W7(2L — Cl),
k, = — W, (IL + 2$), j
klo _ - - W!6O
Y,t = Wl,(2L — i) -- 21").
1	 3
— i2t — -- W,t COS R + Y13 W/lf21	 +
fit	 Wt1(2po),
fit	 w29(2L — 0 + ^)c
f
el = —0'.00002t, i1
.:	 ..
e, T 0".0000 1 P,,, .. a
3	 {f
y/L	 — cosg,(g,)
*t
+
t; = irus f2L--	 1 cos f" + si n ( 2 1. -	 'l sin 1"'j^2!_
,	
2f_	 ..
. ^,^ ..	 A 5 \.^
	 + L'1	 I 1
[1 ---'2 sin" '1(Z$r),
^^^=X914;- 2 L}
X 2L
^a _ Xao(2} + 2j').
^^• = I X. cos Q +.Zs sin 12](24 -- 20),
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,J
As	 X14(4 - 2L + (I + V),
22 = XWO — 2L. -- A —
F.: tat = X:i(2$ + 9),
?
= [x,
 = Xg,(2L + 2$`),
e .2u = [X3 Y2 + Z4 W21(24— 2L + $')+ .
225 = Xls(24 — 9),
216 := X17(.44 — 2L + $'),
' 21 XIi(V — 2L + S)),
K
}i
221	 Xte(2L — 21 + 0),
tag — X2e(44 — 2L — 0),
a 21I = [Cos g' COs g + Zi Wil(9 — 0,
2
3
2 = [ YI Cos (Q + (u') + ZI, W2](!a --- $ -- w')+
233 = X29(24 — 0 + 29').
-*34 = [XI- Y, + Z1 Wb](2G + g — 24),
23a = [cos Q Cos L + sin 4 sin L] (& -- L),
193, = [Xa Y3 + Z4 W,](V + g'
tar = [Cos g COs g' _.. Z2 W41(9 + 9')r
230 = [Xs cos g + Z4 WA )(24 + 8 ' — g),
— V5 'COS ' — Z. Z	 ' ..
24o = [Xa Cos g — Z4 W41(24 + 9' + 9)r
5 i1 = [Xi COS g' + Z2411(29'
i Zak = [ Ys Cos g' + Z3 Wr](2L — 0 - S'.)+
[X, cos k + Z IO sin g](41 — 2L — g' - g),
^u = [X, cogg + Z13WJ(C --- 2L — k),
E 245 = [ Y3 cos g' — Z2 W3](211 + R'), .. .
A 2= [XIO cos ,	 Z Z	 2
b1 = —0".017371,,,
-
b3 = 0„.00002t",
154 - -0":00031 t,,
DS.= 0• .000.1 2 	 „r
bs = —0".00005t,,, .,
157 = 0" .0oo0 1 t,,, Di = bi — b i,	 0
.}'b11	 a„ OW 1 ' + ^r
b13 = 0".00001 t,, ;
WS	 YIOL)
a
W3	 Yj
f W4 = Cos g(g).
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E
Wa.	 Y4(2L + $)..
Wo — Y¢(L + P),
W, = Y4(2L --- A),
.v
W =	 Y cos 2I'	 W sin 2P	 2L --- 21'
W,o = ( Y-a Ya +_ W^,,W,1(2L -- 2!rl),
Wn 	 (1	 2 sln2 kj(2k),
W ig = Yo(2L + 2A
1V,., = Ya + S!),
E	 C V',+ = {1 — 2 sin=
K'ie = Y'00 — ,41,
.E Y1 5 (2L + CI — 2V'),
1 x^ = Y,u(ZL -	 s't+,q).
r Id`s! = Y,,(2P ),
{GQS L cos I" + sin L sin I")(L — I"').
E µrss = (Gus 1.' Cos 1" + sin 1' sin l{
j
e
d^ = 	 A, X,+ 43 X3 +j A,9j+(I—A) j Aj9j K,
f fal	 -2
AF-r
6	 7	 t6
^`^;Yi + .1B,Y^+(I--A),Biki]K,
dye _ ^,Z, +
	
C,l,
 +0 = 2)
	
C,Z,1 K,
is	 o
[vov, + (1	 4.1 b,wI +.I Dw,
bf ^dE+,
b=d,+AO.
^
11++
i...
	 :..	 ...:	 ....	 ...	 :
.
C
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Abstract
is
The algorithm for evaluation of the precession of
the equinox is stated.
Second order terms not listed in the Explanatory
Supplement [10. 2] are included along with the precession
derivatives,
IA10.1	 INTRODUCTION
Development of the precession algorithm can be found in {10,1]; this
Appendix is directly abstracted from the reference. The Explanatory Supple-
ment presents expressions for the determination of the three terms. zQ p
and 0 , illustrated in Figure A10.1. These three terms determine the general
procession of the equinox between two dates. However, the equations for 0,
zp, and 6p listed in [10.2] neglect certain second-order terms. A complete set of
equations, including these second-order terms, is given in Connaissance des
Temps [10.3] . These equations are based on the work of H. Andoyer [10.4] .
The more complete expressions in [10, 3 .] are adopted in this. chapter,
r
Each of the equations for the components of the total precession is expressed in
terms of the quantities
T 0 . time from 1900. 0 to the selected reference epoch in tropical
centuries,
k	 '
T = elapsed time since the reference epoch in .tropical centuries.
The quantity T O
 is a constant determined by the particular reference
epoch chosen, The reference epoch chosen in [10,1], [10.3], [10.. 2], because of
,k	
^
I
zo
E
MEAN CELESTIAL. ..	
EQUATOR OF
DATE
`\	
r0 fN
O
}	 ♦ 
zP
zPY.
xa
MEAN CELESTIAL
EQUATOR OF
EPOCH
i	
$
Fig. A.10.1. Coordinate Rotations. Induced By the
Precession  of the Equinox.
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ithe ready accessibility of data relative to this epoch, is the reference epoch
1950, 0, for which
TO = 0. 5.	 (1)
A change in reference epoch therefore entails a change of the constant
and a corresponding change in the expression for T.
A more convenient form for T is the following expression which is a
function of the constant in Eq. (1);
T 
v J. D. - [(J. D. )1900.: 0 + 36524. 220 T0)	
i2)
	
56524.2199-79
	 •
where the denominator is an 11 significant figure representation of the number
of ephemeris days in a tropical century (neglecting the very small secular vari-
ation). The reference Julian date ( J. D.)1400.0 is
1900, 0(J. D,)	 = Z415020.313.	 (3)_ 
One additional constant is required. It is the derivative T of T with
respect to the modified time variable T,
_ T = a (T) = (36524. 219879 X 24 X 60 X 0. 07436574)	 (4)" l
where T = k(t - t0), k being the Gaussian constant.
{ A10. 2	 PRECESSION AND PRECESSION RATE ALGORITHM
With the previous understandings it is possible to consider threeA
	
	 ;
general precession terms which are defined as follows:
^ 0 + Z 
p
	 general .precession in right ascension,
yk
	
- 
f	 0.	 precession in declination,p
a	 ,
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w,
angle from mean equinox of epoch to the ascending node of
mean equator of date.
The precession equations to be developed require the values of Zp,
6p, ^ 0 ,. and the corresponding derivatives
dZ^E 	de	 d 0
Zp - dT
	 6 = d-r '	 ^O - dTP
Values of these six variables above are determined from the following
k iequations* [10. 31
C 1 = 2304". 253 + 13". 973 X 10- 1. TO + 0 11 . OO b X 10-2 TO
C2 
= 
311. OD 0 11 . 027 X 10 -1 TO) X 10 -1 ,
I
NL ^. r	 ..., ^.	 <	 .
0	 - D 1 T - D2 T2 - 4 11 .180 X 1 0-2 T .
^J
F
x Zp = E 1 T+ E^T2 + 1".. 832 X 10-2 T3
.
r a = [G3+2C2T+5".4013X10	 T-2	 2]T
^
8P = CD1 - 2D 2 T - 1 .2''. 540 X 10- 2 T2] T	 :
s
Zp =
r
^E1 + 2E 2 T + 5 1 1. 496 x 10 - ^ T2T .(5)L
c
a
all	 = cos 0 cos 6p cos Zp , sin ^0 sin Zp
a 12	 T - sin Y,	 cos 6	 coo Z	 - cos '	 sin Z0	 p	 p	 0	 P
a 13	 = -
.
sin 6p cos %p
a21	 = cos 50 cos 6p sin Zp + sin	 0 cos Z 
a22 = - sins cos 6p sin Zp + cos0 cos Zp
S
a23 sin 0p sin ZP
a,
a	 =
31
cos ^
	
sin e
0	 P F
a32 = - sin	 0 sin 6
a33 = cos 6p
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ff	 ^
f
a il	 a21	 a31
..
P = a12
	
a22	 a32
a13	 a23	 .33
s L 	 C pl rt
-	
[P] ±t + Cl'	 rt
r
The transformation is now complete.
	
Note that position and velocity
vectors at time tare transformed to earlier times.
	
For inverse transforma-
Ttions [P]	 should be used.
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Al 1. 1 INTRODUCTION
Multilateration can be performed using different data types. The two
most common data types are range data and satellite -to -satellite (SST) range
data.''` Solution to the multilateration equations using range only data was
originally effected in a specialized coordinate system, which used the stations
	
_ ?	 themselves to define the coordinate system within which the multilateration
procedure was exercised. This technique gave rise to a simpler set of equa-
tions than if a general coordinate system were used but at the expense of
destroying the inherent symmetry of the equations. Symmetry of the equations
is of paramount importance for the process of extracting partial derivatives .
used in the Newton iteration required to solve the equations and for error
mapping considerations. The GEOS-3 project added other considerations
which favored symmetric multilateration functions, especially for ease in
machine implementation and operational software development.
Under the previous constraints, e. g. , use of range and SST data types
a new solution to the equations was sought. The new solution had to have
certain properties, namely: symmetry of the solution ought to be maintained,
the SST multilateration equations ought to contain the simpler range multi-
lateration equations as a subset or special case, and the addition of stations in
any combination should keep giving. rise to Multilateration functions of identical
algebraic structure. In essence., a unified multilateration .theory was sought.
To accomplish the above objectives the geometry and notation in Fig-
ure All. 1 is introduced. Figure All. I displays a topocentric coordinate system
with the principal axis taken due south; the fundamental plane of this coordinate
system is taken to be tangent to the adopted ellipsoidt of revolution at arbitrary
originXO , Yo , Zo] which, for example could be the Greenwich or. Naval Obser
vatory. Two separate orbits or airplane trajectories are depicted on which
the vehicles track each other with SST data, c. A subset of stations C, called
	
j	 cluster 1, is shown making slant range measurements to the vehicle in orbit l
at the same time that a subset of stations C,* called cluster 2, makes slant
	
}	 Or airplane-to-airplane (AAT) range data.
	
{	 tWithout adopting the standard ellipsoid, the computation of geodetic latitude.
is not possible.
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l
^1 
c^ ^R^^c! ry
_ ll^
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I
[X4' YO' ZO] yh	 EAST
l
I{
!
l	
[XIf Y,, Z,3
CLUSTER I	 i
i (Xj, YI,	 Z!]
[X2, Y2' Z2] ^X2• Y2,	 Z21...
[X I , Y I P ZI^_
SOUTH	 C. CLUSTER 2
rt
F
C	 .
Figure A11. 1.	 Topocentric Multilateration Coordinate System Using
or. Not'Using SST Data Types
k
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Irange measurements to the vehicle in .orbit 2, Configurations in which the
j	 coordinates in cluster 1 and 2 are identical were examined in [11, 2], i. e. , G = C*.
This technique called`DuaI T r ilate rat io n was expanded in [1.1. 1] to include, the
case where C C which is the geometry presently under investigation with the
I	 SST data, i. e. , with the chord length, c, taken as equal or not equal to zero.
i The first step in the unification process was to note that if at least
three stations are available in each clus er, a quadratic equation in the zenith
f	
coordinate, z, of the satellite peculiar to that cluster could .be obtained wherein
#	 the coefficients of the quadratic are functions of the slant range data p from each
i	 .
station to the vehicle and of the coordinates of all three stations (See All. 5).
Symbolically, letting:
i
GIXZ, Y l , Z l ;X2 , Y 2 , Z2 , XI , YI, ZI, P 1 , p2 , pi
's
where I denotes a specific station out of p stations in C, then
x
o 
( GI) 	 +F ( c
I
) Z
1 
+x
2 HZ ( GI ) = o,	 (1)F	 1	 l
fi
i	 The newt step was to note that if X I, Y I , Z I, e. g. X3, Y, Z 3 is J
replaced by the coordinates of another station, e. g. , X7, Y7, Z 7 a new inde,
{ pendent equation similar to (1) would be generated wherein, of course, the new
range measurement
p7 
;would rEplace p3 . in G. Now,. since. the necessary and.
sufficient condition that two quadratic equations have a root in common is the
vanishing of the resultant, M, of these equations, it was trival'to write:'-
My HOIC11 ,	 xl[CI1 ,	 xz [cr] _ o,	 t^)
I	 where I has two values between 3 and p, i. e., there are 6 coefficients in
Eq. (2),
Equation (2) is the sought for .Multilateration £unction for stations with
coordinates C1, i. e., for four (4) stations and is a function of only the
t-In practice the two quadratics are solved for z and equated to define Mv.
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station coordinates and the slant range data. Obviously, if a fifth station is
introduced, say,. X9 ,.Y:9 , Z 9 , a third. independent quadratic can be. generated and
the resultant of the first and third quadratic equations can be obtained, namely,
s . 	MAs can be seen the pattern now evolves for the generation of the set of
multilateration functions My with
4
where p is the number of stations in the first cluster and wherein each equation
is coupled to the other by the coordinates of the first two stations
{	 Simultaneous solutions via a sequential algorithm is discussed in
F	 Appendix A2..
Up to this point only ordinary multilateration has been discussed and
the solution to the equations arranged in a sequential mechanical manner. Con.-
!	 sider Figure All. l and the geometry peculiar to the second cluster. From thei
previous discussion it is evident that using at least three stations from this
cluster, -C 44 , will lead to:
H* (C J) z2 + H1 ^C3} z2	 I+ H ^C J^ - 0	 (4)
with
z
4-C— X `Y 	 x 	 Z	 `` X Y Z"' P A P1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 J	 ,T J 1 2 J
and where z 2 now refers to the zenith coordinate of the second vehicle. There
is no way to obtain the resultant of Eqs. (4) and (l) to: obtain. a new IVM,, because
one equation is a quadratic in z l and the other is a quadratic in z 2 ; however the
linkage between vehicles 1 and 2 is given by:
ii
3	 (x ~ x1)2 + (Y2 -
 yl)2 + (z2 - z1)2 ` cz•	 (5)
^	 A
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iH0(CI, C , c) zi + H1 (CI, CJ , <:) z 1 + HZ (CI, C J., c) = 0
.	
(6)
Equation (6) is what is defined herein as the generalized quadratic of
the multilateration process. At this point abandon the thought of all previous
equations and consider how My can be generated using only Eq. (6).
By mechanically setting
-3
i
C^' - C I ,	 C - 0
prior to entering Eq. (6), all knowledge of the second cluster stations, range
data and SST data is annihilated and Eq. (1) is recovered from Eq. (6). Hence
as I runs through its range from 3 to p, the sought for My functions are
generated.
Suppose now that at least three stations exist in each cluster and c data
is available. In this .case the first three stations in cluster . 1 would give rise' to
auadratic. in z' obtained j ust as before b. letting C* . =	 =	 e.9	 l ^	 J	 Y	 g	 J	 J'- C c 0) , while us
of Eq. (6) directly with c # 0 would give rise to a second independent quadratic
and the multilateration function M V would be obtained where v = I + J = 6, i. e.f
t	 for three stations in C. I = 3 and for three stations in C.O-, J = 3,
t
Suppose now that there are more than three stations in each cluster
(or in at least. one cluster).; then by repeating the previous six station analysis:
}	 for each new index of I or J independently, a sequence of M y will be generated
where the total number of My generated is:
4
v p+q_5,
where q is the number of stations in the second cluster.
4
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From the previous discussion it can be seen that the mechanical
generation of M	 is a function of the number of stations and whether the SSTV
data is to be incorporated into the overall solution. 	 The logic flow for the My
generation process is outlined in Section All. 3.
' A11.2	 ANALYSIS
It is demonstrated in A11. 5 that given at least three ground stations in az;
standard inertial coordinate system, the fallowing equation can be developed. F
}r HOzz + H^z + H2 = 0,
:,
a,
where H 0, HI , HZ are coefficients which depend on the station coordinates
r Xi, Yi, Zl, i = I t 2,3 and the simultaneously measured range data .pi ; the
coordinate z is the z component of the satellite position vector relative to the
origin of the coordinate system.
ri
i Consider a cluster of three stations ranging to a satellite with coon- C
dinates xl , yj, z l and a separate station cluster ranging to a different satellite
with coordinates .x2, y-z2 .	 Obviously for the first cluster.:
r`
2HOzI +.H z 
	 + H2 = 0	 (7)
i^
and for the second cluster: .
Hpz. + HSiz2 + H	
- 0	 (8)
where the Ha, Hi, H	 are now functions of the coordinate of the three stations
6 in the second cluster and of the range data to the second`. satellite.: 	 The a`lge-
braic structure of the H. and H* coefficients is identic,
A.
is
... 
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ik
I
where s = A;1, the sign ambiguity being resolved by a special procedure,.
With this understanding the previous equations can be written as:
i
y p (x2 - xi ) = K + Lzl
(10)
(y?- yl )	 = K"` + L'xz
N
i
where
s	 a
D1D1
i=
F, K = DI Fi - D F l + D1G*M*	 j
L	 -D-G1
K 	 D1F2 - D^F'2 + D1G*M'x
r
1	 2	 '
i
1/2
M'' =
	
-H1 + s [H	 - 4H^H2]	 /2H
///
The individual X. 'y, and z coordinate differences between the satellites can
now be formed with the previous parameters utilized to obtain each particular
difference.	 Hence a direct computation now yields:
x
a
ry When an o rbit is trilaterated (three station cluster equations) two solutions
exist, one on each side. of .the.plane formed. by:tlhe , statiore	 The elimination . s..	 ^}
actually much more complicated ` but has no bearing on th^z ti.borit'discuBSion,
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Hence using the definition of M
i
l/2
_ -Hi+s[H-4H'OH2
z1
1	 2H ^j
which is really the solution of Eq. (8) if z Z is replaced by z l . The proof is now
evident that if c is set equal to zero, solution of. Eq. (11) reduces to the solu-
tion of Eq. (8). Furthermore if one calls the station coordinates of the second
cluster the coordinates of the first cluster then it is evident that Eq. (7)
results. In essence the conclusion is drawn that Eq. (11) is the generalized:
.-...., .7 ^.. 4: .. ..... ....1 .......4 ...1' 4L .. .,.....I FLI ., ....... 4. .... ............ .. .. 	 T4 .., ^Li.. .. .... .. 3.^.-.... .__LL ^L	 -
i
 2H  = D12 F*2 + F*2 + M 2 (G*?' G 2*2 + D i F1*2 2 + F2
2
- 2D ID IF 1 F 1 + F2F2 + M* (F IG 1 + F2
G2^ + (D1D1! [ M* - - c21
+ 2D1 IFiGi + FZG2 M
Using these coefficients it is possible to write
H^z + H 1 z 1 +H2 = 0	 (12)
1
as the generalized resolvent of the mhltilateration process.
A11.3 CONSTRUCTION OF MULTILATERATION FUNCTIONS
Section All.1 .outlined the procedure to be followed in the generation of
the necessary Multilateration functions. The outline is delineated further
herein.
The SST Multilateration Functions
If c d and there are at least sic stations (three in each cluster) the
procedure is as follows.
Obtain: H06 x l + H1 6 z 1 + Hz6 = 0 i
Step 3
Obtain:
	
resultant of quadratics from step 1 and 2, 	 namely, M1,
i.e.
M 1i H03' H 13' H23' H06, H16, H26)
Step 4.
If additional stations are available, e,, g. ,
J
station I in cluster 1,	 9
I > 3 and/or station J in cluster 2, J > 3, return to Step 2 and for
each I and J,
t:
Obtain: I-1	 z2 + H	 z 2 + H	 = 0	 KOK 1	 1K 1	 2K =	
I
Step 5:
Obtain:	 resultant of quadratics from step 1 and 49 .namely, Mv,
i.e.,
M ►' (H03  H 13' H23' HOK' H 1K' H2K) 0
Therefore obtain: Mv.,	 ..
.	 See Section All; 4.
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Range Only Multilateration Functions
r:
In this case return to Step 1 and,
Step 6: :4
Set:	 c ' 
_	 ,
Set:	 C	 C(I) = C (J)
Obtain: H 01 z 1 +H 11 z 1  + H21 = 0,	 I 7 3
Step 7:
Obtain:	 resultantof. quadratics from .steps 1 and 6, namely, .Mv,
i.e.,
M v - Mv(H OT' H 11' H 21' HOI' H 1I' HZI) - 0
Therefore obtain: 	 M v ', v _ 4, 5,	 6, ..
Step 8:.
In the. event that the error in c is greater than the error in p but
r.
at least 4 stations in each cluster have overlapping data, then
both the SST multilateration functions and the range only functionsk
should be generated...
A11..4 . EXPLICIT FORMULA, FOR RESULTANT OF TWO QUADRATIC
EQUATIONS
r
-	 The necessary and sufficient condition 	 that two quadratic equations
have. a root in common is.. .
M = (a0b2 - a2b 0) 2	(a0bl - alb 0)(a 1 b2 - a2b 1 ) = 0	 (13) .
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where the two quadratics in question are:*
a 0 z 2 + a l z + aZ = 0
b 0 z +b 1  z + b 2 = 0 .
Hence, M y becomes a function of the station coordinates only and can
be determined numerically directly as a function of the initial estimates of the
station coordinates. Specifically, letting the to-be-solved-for parameters be
denoted by fi, e.g. station coordinates, etc,
Mu	 M,,( 1 , z ,	 ....	 ^ =.O
is the defining multilateration function. In practice it suffices to set the values
of z from the previous equations equal to each other; numerically this is a
is	 better procedure.
All. 5 QUADRATIC RESOLVENTS IN MULT ILATE RATION
Consider the. relationship..
(x - X i)^ .+ ..{y - Yi ) z + (z - Zi ) 2
 = .P ^.
where x y z is the satellite position and X i,
 Yip Z. are the station coordinates
corresponding to measurements pi. Subtracting the previous equation written
0where
2
	 (R2w -+P i - P2- i - R Z` 1 J /2
R2	 X?+YZ+Z?.
1	 1	 1	 1. .
Considering Eqs. (14) as a linear system in x and y it follows that
X .
 = Dli #(Y Z - Y 1 )(wii + ^Zi - ZL]' zi) - (Yi Y 1 )(`^2L + [Z	 Z1] zi)
(15)
yi	 D -
1
 
(Xi " X I )(W21 + LZ 2 Z 1I zi)- (X2 - X l )(Wil + E Z i - Z L I zi)
(16)
f	 where
3
fr
i

„a
Al2. Obtaining Slant Range. Between Station and
Satellite or Satellite-to-Satellite From
7
f	 `{{
>^	
J
7
a
!34
^M
Turnaround Timing Pulses
Abstract
Closed form expressions for determination of the
slant range magnitude between a satellite and ground
station, and between two satellites at pulse emit time
i
F.
i

EI
s!	
J
r	 Al2.2 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS FOR TWO-SATELLITE RANGING WITHAND WITHOUT AN SST LINK
In order to find out how the time delay measurements reflect the true
ranges, the vector distances of the stations and the satellites in an Earth fixed.
inertial frame are introduced, viz;
RI (t')	 distance from the center of the Earth to station 1	 i
f	 R2 (t	 same to station 2	 j
^..:.'
I
i
r 1 (t')	 distance from the center of the Earth to satellite 1
r
i E (t') = same to satellite 2
I
The following notation is also adopted herein; 	 1

	. ;	 The total time delay therefore is
(2) _ 2	 1	 ,,1T
(l)	
T	 e ^P +	 A p ^ .+ c A .L' P	 (8)
but since
F
L' P
	 P P (9)
the range in terms of the total time delay T(l) + T(2) is given by;
	
i s 	 _ 2 Q	 (10)	 i= c ( 1 - c -1 P)	 ^T(1)	 T( ^ ) )	 1P	 P2
which expresses the range in terms of the measured time delay and the i
measured range rate, Expression (10) is identical with an expression derived
previously in [12. 1] if the transponder delay& is neglected. Equation (10) is
valid for both stations ..I and 2 and satellites 1 and 2, giving the direct range at
the initial time, i. e. , at the time the first identifying pulse was transmitted. 3
Trt,A intirp a$irra4inn of +"k,a qq T lick .x„73 nnxv hP 1 nriarfakari_ Aaa.in 1Pt	 i
iArrival at satellite 1:
^	 c T 
(3)
'
(l)	
(2}rz (t + T	 + 16 1 + T	 + ^2)
t
i
'	 I
_ rl (t + T 	 D 1 +
-
T(2) + La 2	T(3) } (llc)
Arrival at station 1;
'	 c T^4}. = r	 (t + T(l) + 2D	 +
—1	 1
.T(Z ) + 4	 + T(3})
Z
-R 1 (l)(t+T	 +2,6	 + (2)	 (3)	 (4)T	 +6	 +T	 +T	 )1.
111
(lld)
k
Due account has been
i
taken . of the transponder delay times Al and Lag.	 It is
^	 again sufficient to  1 3 )	 and T ( `^)solve for the transit times T( l ) 	 T( 2 ),	 T to a^
1st order.	 Therefore: j
E
C T(1) = pl + c -1	 P1	 x {12)
-	
c ,r(2}	
_
1
Psst + c	 P—set	 r2 +
1	 .
c	 Fl ?5st + ^1	 asst (13)
where	 p e st	 IE2 ris the()	 -„1	 ()^ SST range.Furthermoxep
c T(3) -
a sst	 c Z-sst	 r 1 + c (p i	 + a sst)	Psst
+ ^^1 +	 2)	 Psst
(14)
c T(4) _ P_ l . p	 R	 +'(2^
1	 c -1	 -1	 1 + La } p	 +	 (p	 + 2p	 ) p2	 1	 c	 1	 set	 1
4
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Us
E	 The tot=11 transit time therefore is given by;
h
I
I
r	 T = T(l) + T(2) + T(3) + T(4) = 2/c (P1 + Past)
s
f	 2	 2
r	 + 2 P ast P sst	 2 P 1 P1c	 c
r
+ 2
	
+P. )	 1 (2D +	 ) ( p + p	 )	 ( 16)c2 (P 1
 Ps at	 P I	 sat	 c	 1	 2	 1	 sst
Note that T = T( 1 ) + T( 2) + T(3) + T(4) is observed., and that p 1 and p 1are:
known independently from Eq. (10). It is therefore possible to obtain p ast from
Eq. (l6) if the range ratePsst is known. But the range rate is simply given
using 1st order theory by
d/dt (T(1) + T(2) + T(3) + T(4) ) = 2/c (P I + psst)	 (17)
g
Therefore the correct range psst can be inferred from Eq. (16). The final
result for the SST..range follows from Eq. (16) and. is given by..
f l7
r
In the second. order approximation, correction terms of the order of
62 /c ) p and (P/c 2) p2 will appear. For typical range-rates of 1 km/sec and
accelerations of 10 -3 km/sect , p2 /c2 x 10 11 and p p/c2	10-12 (for ranges
P % 104 km), so that the corrections to the range only amount to fractions of
a mm and can therefore be totally neglectea. Note that p is positive when the
range p increases and negative when p. decreases..
Al2. 3 COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
Given the input:
c	 a Speed of light (cm/sec),
T1, 2 Total measured transit time of a pulse between a ground
station, and satellite 1 or 2 (sec),
i
161 - Transponder delay time of satellite 1 (sec),
1
42 = Transponder delay time of satellite 2 (sec),
rPiu = fi(t).	 (21)
If SST aata is to be used calculate uncorrected. SST range p as #roan
pasta - 2 c Tj ., piuj	 J = 4 2, 3,	 .J, i = 1,	 (22)
d
for all measured SST transit times T. in adopted fitting interval. Fit SST
range data over the fitting interval and obtain
4
p	 g (t)•	 (23)s s to
a
Differentiate g to obtain
p sstu f g (t)•	 (24)
Compute corrected ranges at station signal emit time, te , from
P i	 2	 1	 c ° 1 fi (te) Tij - Z Af fi (te),	 (25)
where A l signifies the satellite transponder delay time.
If signal emit time for SST measurement T does not correspond to to
but rather to te < go to Eq. (27), otherwise proceed to (26):s
Pc T - f. ( ) - 1 T + A + L	 fi (i )	 g fit)	 (26)sat	 2	 i e	 2	 1 2 t	 e	 e
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A 7 3_ Center nf Mass Corrections P	 ,
Abstract
A brief outline of spacecraft attitude determina-
tion procedures is presented. Accepting the spacecraft
A13.1 INTRODUCTION
When ranging a satellite from several stations via laser or radio
pulses a correction must be made so that each range measurement is related
to a common center. This is necessary because the attitude of the satellite
changes in time and depending on the station location different corner reflectors
will be active in reflecting the signal. The common center to which ranges have
to be referred is the center of mass, since it does not depend on the attitude of
the satellite [13. 21 .
A13. 2 ATTITUDE DETERMINATION
Use of an Earth/Sun or star sensor located at S as depicted in
Figure A13. 2 permits small angular separations to be measured about the cone
angle swept out by the sensor as it rotates about the satellite spin axis A. These
small excursions, i. e., the associated leading and trailing, pulses can be used
to fix the spacecraft attitude in a coarse (Earth/Sun references) and fine (star
references) mode. The attitude determination equations give rise to quadratic
equations in the declination of tAe spin axis. Other equations can be used to
determine the right ascension of the spin axis. The analysis is lengthy and is
discussed in [13. 1] . If the satellite is boom stabilized, then the attitude vector
is taken to be approximately along the satellite radius vector. This latter case
is typical of the GEOS-3 aatellite where, e. g., the attitude is taken to be :L1°
from the satellite radius vector. In the subsequent analysis it will be assumed
that the satellite attitude is known.
A13.3 LASER SLANT RANGE CORRECTION
Figure A13.1 is indicative of the geometry involved. The satellite is
typical of GEOS-3 configurations and as far as laser ranging is concerned it
has cylindrical symmetry. An array of corner reflectors is mounted . in. a ring
like fashion perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The radius of this ring of
V	
corner reflectors is called B. The distance between the center of mass, CM,
and the plane of the reflectors is called A. In order to be able to correct for
the variation in range due to the activation of different corner reflectors depend-
ante .on station location, satellite attitude and emphemeris. have to be known.
t	 Specifically let:
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Figure A13. 1. Laser Retroreflector Geometry
r
	
	 the vector from the center of the. Earth to the CM of the
satellite. ( at epoch t)
R = the vector from the ranging station to the center of the Earth
.(same epoch)
A
	
	
the attitude vector of the satellite (magnitude A), For GEOS-C
this vector has usually a direction aligned with r but may deviate
by a few degrees,
F
r
1
is, the distance between the station and the active corner reflector is known to
this accuracy. Use has to be made of this fact.
From Figure A13. 1 there results another relationship:
P.T = p. + A + B
	
.. (2)
where B is a vector in the plane of the ring of corner reflectors perpendicular
i to A of magnitude B and obviously coplanar with p and PT.
Since A_ is known, by use of vector analysis, it is found by crossing P
into A and crossing P x A into A that:
B	 (p x A) x A B A 2 p
Dotting Eq. (2) with the as yet unknown vector P T' there results:
P T = P PT + (A + B) PT	 (4)
The dot product between p and P T can safely be replaced by the direct
product of the magnitudes, i. e,
P	 T 
W P P T cos (<P, P-T) 	 ppT	 (5)	 i
This is because-the angle between p and PT is very small. Typically for
p 500 km and A N 10 m the angle is only 2 10" 5 rad and this implies for
worst case analysis that the error occasioned in PT = 0. 1 mm. With this
approximation there results a quadratic equation for PT (Eq. (4)). In the
correction term,. clearly given by ..(A + B) . p	 it is now safe to replace PT .
by its not so well known counterpart from. Eq. (1). Accordingly, from Eq. (4),
s	 using Eq. (1) and approximation (5) the following equation is obtained:
i	 2 l /2
- 1	 2pT	 P A (R + r) :+ B: p -lA 2 (R+ r) X A .;	 (6).2 p 4 
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Equation. (6)
 can be simplified to read:
1
zPT	 P + P -1 A • (R +:r) + B(p A) 	 f r) X A^	 (7)
which is the desired result, . This equation will correct the measured. range
with modeling errors and parameter uncertainty to the order of
(r - A ^ 2 
+ z + 
^z 11/
P L PX	 PY	 Pz.!
2 . mm
far a-50 m, A. = 10 m and p 800 km,(R t r)
A13.4 RADIO FREQUENCY ANTENNA SLANT RANGE CORRECTION
Ranging with C or S band microwave frequencies entails another cor-
rection similar to that determined for the laser ranging data type discussed in
A13; 3. The. range, p., from the focal point of the station's antenna to the focal ..
point of the receiving transponder on the satellite is determined by a radio
ranging system. The true range from the station to the center of mass of the
satellite, in order to have a common reference point for all modes of ranging
Ms	 ;
el
sin S cos a w
e sin 5 sin a
-Cos S
6.
cos S cos a
ti
t
e	
= cos. S sin a CENTER OF MASS
s in 5
1	 ^
- sin a 2y.
e
e	 x e	 _	 + cos a
_z	 —x -
--
0
!MORN
gxF
s
r
rt
.	 .? eT	 P .
z R- r+ R- B
	 A
^L z
STATION e
_y
R
y
A'
X
gab
i
.I
- " s 	 a
y
r
.^	 I
I
a
x
so. S Sx .
s Figure A13.2. Radio Ranging Geometry
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where Q is the slant range vector from the station to the transponder, PT is the
slant range vector from the station to the satellite's center of mass, A is the
satellite attitude vector with magnitude equal to the distance from the trans-
ponder horn to the satellite center of mass, r is the satellite geocentric position
vector, R is the station position vector, and B is a vector at right angles to A
with magnitude equal to the distance from the centerline to the transponder horn.
Note that the vector B has an undetermined direction unless an Earth/Sun or
star sensor, S, is employed to determine the spacecraft attitude.., , In this
case . it may be possible to obtain the orientation of B directly without using
the following analysis.
The correction scheme proposed herein is as follows,
From Figure A13. 2 the ex , e.y, e z , basis is obtained from the known
values of the right ascension, a, and declination, b, of the satellite spin or
centerline axis. Therefore in this basis B is given by
B = B { cos (wt + ►(+) ex + sin (wt + 0)) ey ^ ,	 (10)
where B is known, w is the satellite spin rate, if any, and is the unknown
phase angle. The object herein is to determine t^,
From Eq. (8) it follows that
p 2 = A + a l cos (cot + J^) + a2 sin (cat +.^}	 (11)
where
(r + R) . • (r + R) - 2 (r + R) A
a I (t) = -2B (Z+ R)
a2 (t) _ -2B (r + R) e'Y
It should. be evident that to a fair
.
 degree of precision A(t), aOt),
and a2(t) can be modeled and are thus accepted as known functions of time.
Equation (11) will be employed to determine qj in two different cases from values
of the raw data p.
*Gravity gradient stabilized satellites may not necessarily have such sensors.
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The first case involves fast spinning satellites where w is much
greater than the inverse of the fitting interval and a l , aZP A are slowly varying
functions of time. Hence by differentiating Eq. (11)
2
= -a 1 sin (wti + q,) + a2 cos (wt* +	 0	 (12)
F
where t are the observed times of the occurrence of maxima and minima of p.
The problem now is to minimize J with respect to LP, where J is defined by:
2
4C	 mJ =	 -al sin (Wti
 + +) + a2 cos (Wti +	 (13)
i
Thus using trigonometric relationships a quartic in cos can be obtained .and
solved for the sought for phase angles and spurious roots eliminated by substi-
tution of the ^ angles into Eq. (12) .
The second case involves slow to negligible satellite spin rates. Hence
from Eq. (11) the functional G, where
2
G =	 [pi - Ai ali cos (wti +	 a2i sin (wti + +^)^	 (14)^..Ii
needs to be minimized with respect to 	 Note that the i subscript refers to
the data point. The solution proceeds as before,
In summary then the angle L is determined as well as possible, either
by direct sensor measurement or by means of Eq. (13) or (14) subject to, a
minimization : criterion. Hence having obtained tP the vector B, Eq.. (10),
r_
	
	
becomes known, and the correction equation for the true range can be obtained
from Eq. (9) written as:
PT = P 2 +A2 +B2 +ZP A+ZQ• B,	 (15)
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fwhere. p is the measured data but P is taken as the modeled slant range vector,
i, e,, A and B in Eq. (8) are neglected. Thus expanding Eq. (15) and neglecting
!.	 higher order terms
`	 PT_ p + P 	 + R_) (A + B)	 (16)
L
where B is given by Eq. (10). Numerical studies indicate that if the range
accuracy is to the meter level, the unknown correction containing the unknown
spin angle can be disregarded, i. e., B = 0 for elevation angles ranging from
40° to 900.
A13.5 RADIO FREQUENCY SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE RANGE
CORRECTION
To conclude this appendix a brief description of the center of mass
correction for the SST link (the .range between two satellites) is in order. A
look at Figure A13.2 will convince the reader that the true SST range Psst is
given by:
Asst	 i'sst + psst (r2 - x l ) (AZ - A l k B2 B1)
where A 1 ,B 1 as well as A2, B Z are defined exactly as before, but now pertain
to the two satellites. Again, as before, r l and r 2 are the trajectory vectors
for the two . satellites as determined by trilateration . to the (sufficient) accuracy
of 100 m. The determination of the vectors B 1
 and BZ follows the same lines
as described in the body of the paper,
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Abstract
The equations required to estimate geographic
coordinates from coordinates determined by multi-
lateration are develop :;d for the N-station, three-
dimensional case. The equations are solved and
the covariance matrix of the solution is obtained.
From the general solution, the one-dimensional
case is extracted and the results are found to agree with
the results obtained by others.
f	 I	 I	 I	 I -^I^-
A14.1 INTRODUC TIO14
r
	
	 The method by which multilateration improves geographic coordinates
is statistical in nature. Multilate ration, by the construction of the equations,
can only determine the interstation three-dimensional coordinates relative to a
basis, call it Top which for all intents and purposes is detached from the
standard latitude - longitude geographic basis. * This implies that the origin of
the T basis and its orientation relative to the geographic basis is unknown0
to an observer within the
.
 To basis. Construction of the To basis and application
of multilateration theory provides a method of resolving the three -dimensional
interstation coordinates within the T o basis. From these coordinates the
interstation baselines can be determined to high precision. Since these
baselines are invariant under a coordinate rotation and translation, it follows
that the multilateration information content can be used in the geographic frame
in the form of baseline constraints, which when combined with the a priori geo-
graphic coordinate information will result in a statistical improvement in the
geographic coordinates 14. 3 .
A14.2 COMPUTATION OF BASELINE DISTANCE AND COVARIANCE
Once measurements have been taken in the T basis it is evident that0
the interstation coordinates can be determined via the multilateration equations
derived in Appendix A2. These interstation coordinates, due to the manner
in which the To basis is defined, are free of any errors which are in the
vectors used to define T o. However, as soon as the coordinates are desired
in the geographic basis, then the uncertainties of the basis vectors relative to
the origin of the geographic system become. important if a coordinate rotation
and translation is attempted. Actually, from the structure of the multilatera-
tion equations the only accurately determined parameters are the interstation
distances, i, e, the invariants, Di3.
t Gi - Gj}2 ^YGi. YGj ) Z ± {ZGi Z Gj )2	 Dij2
where the subscript G implies geographic coordinates.
a	
.
Some. slight linkage occurs due to the Earth / Ocean tidal models.
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Selection of the geometric invariants of the multilateration procedure
can best be understood from Figures A14. 1, AM 2 and A14. 3.
Consider Figure A14. 1 which shows three stations located in the geo-
metric basis which is usually adopted for muitilateration coordinate reduction.
The first station (1) is at the origin of the basis, the second station (2) defines
the X axis .and station (3) defines the XY plane. Obviously the square of the dif-
ference between the station coordinates is invariant under any rotation and
translation. Hence for the first three stations there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the coordinates (X2 , 0, 0) and d1 2 ; those of station three
(X3 , Y3 , 0) and d 13 and the invariant dz 3. .-- (X2 -. X3 ) 2 + Y3, in the sense that
if the d distances are known, the X and Y coordinates can be determined. The
inverse process is also possible. Consider the addition of station 4 as illus-
trated in Figure A14.2. If d 1 4 is specified then knowledge of d34 defines plane
1, 3, 4. Hence to fix the dihedral angle between planes 1, 2, 3 and 1, 3, 4 one
can elect to specify the distance d 24 . In summary then for rigidness of the d.or
rod superstructure one must specify d12 , d13' d2 3 ` d41 ' d24' d34$ namely six
invariants. Continuing the process as illustrated in Figure A14.3 one would specify
d15, d45 and d35, The general rule for invariant specifications is given in
Table A14. 1
Stations Invariants
2 2	 23 dl2' d 13 	 d23
4 d24'	 d34a14'
5 d15' d35'' d45
2 2	 d2I d1I, dI-2,	 1,	I-1,	 I

i I I I 1 T 1 ^I^
Hence it follows afte r flaking expected values that the inter station baseline
covariance is given by-
A D
2 
= [w] AR
	
T
i
where -AR is the covariance matrix of the station coordinates in fae T o basis
as determined via the 1-nultilate ration equations.
A14.3 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS IN GEOGRAPHIG BASIS
The system of equations defining the . interstation baselines can be
written as-
(X G2 X GO
.2 
+	 (YG2 Y G1 )2 +	 (Z G2 - Z G 1) 2.
	
DIZ
(X GI	 X Gl 
2
+	 (Y GI	 Y GI	 + (Z GI	 Z G 1 )
2
D I I
F
--- - - - - -- -
(XGZ	 XG3 Z
- -- - - - - - - - - - - -
+	 (YG2	 YG3 
2 
+
- - - - - - - - - -
( ZG2	 ZG1
- - - - -
D23 Q.
Z(X	 XG2	 G4)
- - - - - - - - -
+	 (YGZ	 YG4)
2 
+
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
(Z G2
	
Z G4)
- - - - - - - - - -
ZD 24
- - - - -
- - - -
(X	
- - - - -
2
G(i-l)	 X GI
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
+:	 (Y.	
+G(I- 1)	 Y GI
- - - - - - - - - -
(Z	 Z, ) 2G(I- 1)	 GI
- - - - -
D ?'1- 1, I^
(4)
t.
Hence
F	 F XGl'
2
Y	 Is	 D2GV	 ZG
2	 2D	 D
I	 23 D	
2).
1, 1.
Note that F.would be identically equal to zero if the D. were in fact e r rorless.
Ij
This not being the case it follows that
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1F F+ OF2 6D2 = F+Y	 (5)
} aD
where F is the value of F obtained by. using. corrupted Di* With this under-
standing the combined system of equations, i, e. , the baseline constraints and
a priori equations take the form:
F	 H (xG1' Y G1'	 ZTI) -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
XGI - XGla
YGI YGla
N	 ZG1 - ZGla	 R
ZG1 - ZGIa	 --	 (b)
A
- - - -	 - - - - - r
	
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
	
- - - -	 -
(XG2 XG1 )Z +	 ( YG2 YG1)Z +	 (ZG2 ZG1^ 2 D12
1
2	 2 - DZp	 (XG(I-1'.)	 XG1. +. (YG'(I-1). - YGI} +..(ZG(I-^;1). r ZGI.	 I-1, I
where p and Y are the .uncertainties in the a priori and F functions and the
E	 subscript a. denotes a priori values. The previous system of equations is cor-
related and thus premultiplication by the matrix V -1 where VVT = W is the
.covariance matrix of the error sources will' . ermit the:. previous. equations 'to..	 p	 p
be statistically conditioned. Note that the numerical. value of V need not be
computed.. The new function G is now formed a.s
G (XG1' YG1 ,	 , ZGI) = G Q) = V-I H A V -1 ^3 _.	 -	 (7)	 i
Unless a squa, e root algorithm is to be employed,
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Hence assuming no .correlation between the a priori and multilateration
uncertainty W can be taken as*
t
W 
	
0.	 ARa
	
0 .
	W =
	 -	 >	 (11)
0	 W^,	 0	 D.
and multiplication of the partitioned matrices yields
1
A -1 + aF T A-1 aF
	
q+1
	 q	 Ra	 Lag I	 D. l ag I
x
_1	 + NIT A-'?x ARa t q
	 a^ 
	 D. 2 qi
I I I I T 1. ^'-`
;E
A14.4 REDUCTION OF SOLUTION TO THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
If the multilateration constraint is taken as

2	 2	 2
D°^XG1 " ADZ	 2 D	 `^ 1	 1+ 2 D	 1 ^- 2 	 -1
	
TXG2a	 TXG2a
	 'XG1 a
	
2	 z
'FD	 ^D	 1	 1
W 1	 2	 2	 z	 2	 z
TXG2a	 'XGla 'XG2a	 TXGla TXG2a
so that as the multilateration constraint becomes more and more accurate,
i. e. , as a-DZ
	0
z	 l
TXG 1 -	 i	 1
z	 + 2
TXGI a °TXG2a
and if
WXGla = 'XG2a
a (14)
The previous analysis shows that the multilateraticn constraints will
have the effect of improving the absolute geographic coordinates by 1 / ^2	 This
is the result obtained by Las.s [14. 1]and later verified by Bierman [14.21. in
the general case an improvement of about 1 /,rN where N are the number of
baselines would be expected.
° XGI - °'XG1 / V `'
ti.
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Abstract
A15. 1 INTRODUCTION
Reduction of raw data to usable form requires calibration. For
purposes of multilateration and orbit determination to centimeter level accuracy
four distinct data categories can be identified [15. 1]
• Measurement Data Type (range, range-rate, SST range)
• Atmospheric Data Type (pressure, temperature, etc. )
•	 Earth/Ocean Data Type (local gravity)
•	 Vehicle Data Type ( attitude, etc. )
The purpose of this Appendix is to set down the data types and the
frequency or density of the data types as a function of time such that the
individual data types (as supplied from various sources) can be reduced into
a single continuous data stream valid over a finite time interval.
To this end I individual ground stations, J airborne stations, and K
satellites are identified. Limits on I and J are: 151515, 15J^3, 1:5Y,{3.
A15.2 MEASUREMENT DATA TYPE
It will be assumed that range and range-rate will be supplied on tape.
s Frequency: 1 Data Type or point/Sec
• Amount: 2(I+S) + K streams
A15.3 ATMOSPHERIC DATA TYPE (TROPOSPHERE)
This data will be supplied on tape, table, or graph.
Ho :	 Height of vehicle (lower station); cm
H1 :.	Height of vehicle (upper station); cm
y:
s Frequency: 1 Data Type or point/14 Sec
• Amount: J streams
iPo :	 Pressure at vehicle (lower station); mbar
P 1 :	 Pressure at vehicle (lower station); mbar
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/10 Sec
• Amount: J streams
To :	 Temperature at vehicle (lower station); `K
T I :	 Temperature at vehicle (upper station); °K
• Frequency: I Data Type/ 10 Sec
• Amount: J streams
Po :	 Average ground pressure (ground station); mbar
To :	 Average ground temperature (ground station; °K
t:	 Dew point temperature (ground station): °K
h 	 Water vapor scale height (ground station); cm
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/3600 Sec
• Amount: 41 streams.
T''` :	 Temperature at inversion layer height; °K
h o :	 Inversion layer height; cm
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/21600 Sec
• Amount: 2I streams
h l :	 Troposphere height: cm
a:	 Atmospheric lapse rate; °K/cm
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/86400 Sec
• Amount: 21 streams
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A15.4 ATMOSPHERIC. DATA TYPE (IONOSPHERE)
This data to be supplied as in above.
NMAX Peak electron Density at station; (cm.-3)
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/ 1000 Sec
• Amount: I streams
hMAX Altitude above ground of peak electron; cm
a*	 Diffusion coefficient for electrons; Sec- 1
R;	 Attachment coefficient for electrons; SFrc-1
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/3600 Sec
• Amount: 31 streams
H:	 Scale height of the electron density profile; cm
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/86400 Sec
• Amount: I streams
A15.5 EARTH/OCEAN DATA TYPE
This data will be supplied on tape or on graphical roll.
g:	 Local gravity at station; cm/Sect
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/3600 Sec
• Amount: I streams
A15.6 VEHICLE DATA TYPE
This data will be supplied on tape.
a:	 Accelerometer data; cm/Sect
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/ 10 Sec
• Amount: J streams
f
1
i
A:	 Attitude vector; rads
V U4 	 iti	 tr.	 a xc a poson, me ers
r:	 Vehicle velocity; meters/Sec
• Frequency: 1 Data Type/ 10 Sec
• Amount: 9K streams
A15.7 'TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA STREAMS
Adding up all previous data streams yields:
streams = 6J + 161 + 10K = 285 - 300 MAX
A15.8 REFERENCE
[15.11
	
	 Escobal, P. R. , 1 °Identification of Data Streams Required for Precision
Multilateration and Orbit Determination, " JPL IOM 391. 5-562,
29 April 1975 (JPL internal document),
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A16. Partial Derivatives of Estimated Parameters
With Respect to Non-Estimated Parameters
Abstract
Formulas are developed for the partial derivatives of
multilateration estimated parameters t with respect to
modeling constants. The sensitivity partials of the data c
and time t are also developed. The analysis is general and
may have many other applications.
Q aM /az, 5 ; am
,
A16.1 INTRODUCTION
For purposes of orbit determination the assessment of the effects of
non-estimated parameters, ^, on estimated parameters is of primary impor-
tance. Determination of the manner in which data, c, and time, t, uncertainties
affect the estimated parameters is also of importance. This Appendix develops
the explicit partial derivatives of the pertinent parameters.
E
I
A16.2 THE MULTILATERA.TION FUNCTION
As introduced previously in Appendix A2 the multilateration function
can. be
 written as:
M = M(9, , c, t) = 0 ,
	
(l)
where are the estimated parameters, jNre the non-estimated parameters,
c are the data compression coefficients, and t are the interrogation times.
If the vector system denoted respectively by Eq. (1) is to be solved for
A
estimates of ^, tail then ^, with estimates g, c, t then M evaluated with these
parameters can be written as
+ ^ be + ^3ti bt = 0	 {2)
M(, c, t) 	 (3)
The previous nonlinear system of equatioi
usually uncoupled by computing
W = cov ,
extracting the square root of W and premultiplying Eq. (3) by the square root
so that
A
It is this uncoupled system that can now be set equal to zero and solved to
yield the estimates 9 by the standard least squares Newton-Raphson procedure.
A16.3 PARTIAL DERIVATIVE COMPUTATION
A
Assuming that the equations have been solved for values of it is
evident from the chain rule of differential calculus that
V aM a 
= -VQ
a^ a^
V am '39- -VS	
1
a ac
am a
V ag at -VR
Letting aM/ag = P, the previous equations can be squared up to yield
6
PTVTVP	 _ -PTVTVQ
T	
a^
PVT	VP ac = -PVTVS
11
Hence letting C = PTV.TVP = PTW-1P
8^	 C-1PTW-1Q
T
ac C-1PTW-1s
i3	 ^G_1PTW-11t
at r
These formulas give the sensitivity of the estimated to the nonestimated param-
eters in the multilat e ration solutions. Note that the matrix 8^/8c is usually
bounded in sixes while A/8c and a^/8t continue to increase in dimension for
increasing amounts of data.
The partial derivative aQJ is of interest in determining the sensitivity
of estimated parameters with respect to consider modeling parameters and is
always a useful output. The partial derivative Wac has value in the geometric
3trilateration procedure (See Appendix A8). The same can be said of A/et.
These last two partial derivatives are usually computed for only a small batch
of data.
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All. Analytic Partial Derivative Generation
Abstract
The method of partial derivative extraction using
symbolic Jacobian notation is discussed from a general
point of view. A simple example to illustrate the tech-
nique is included. The method described herein, to a
great extent, avoids long chain differentiation.
_C
G I I 1 i -l-^`
A17.1 INTRODUCTION
This Appendix describes the manner in which the analytic partial
derivatives required for multilateration were derived and coded.
The method is illustrated using one of the smaller sets or "chains" of
equations of the MICRODOT software for which partial derivatives are required.
The other sets or chains of equations are handled in the very same way, there-
fore nothing more will be said of them here.
A17.2	 METHOD OF DERIVATION
The method of derivation can be described as follows:
1) The set, chain or sequence of equations to be differentiated is
clearly laid out, from the original independent variables, through
a sequence of well chosen intermediate variables, to the ultimate
set of dependent variables.
2) Groups of variables that tend to occur together are identified so	 {
that efficient use of Jacobian matrices of partial derivatives can
be achieved.
3) Symbolic differentiation is then done, level by level, taking the
derivatives of a set of variables with respectto only the seton which
they explicitly depend, as formulated in the chain of equations.
4) Aback substitution phase is then carried out in which, by continual
regrouping, matrix formulas for the partial derivatives of any set
of variables with respect to the original independent variables are
derived.	 The back substitution is continued until the partial
derivatives of the ultimate dependent variables with respect to
the .original independent variables are arrived at.
5) Lastly, actual differentiation at each level is done so that later,
in the computer program, numerical values of the matrix . ele-
ments can be computed. 	 Actual differentiation is not required for
the derivation of the matrix formulas for the partials themselves.
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A17.3 DERIVATION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE BASIS UNIT
VECTORS WITH RESPECT TO THE GEOGRAPHIC CARTESIAN
COORDINATES OF THE THREE BASIS STATIONS
For this derivation the geographic cartesian coordinates of the basis
stations, denominated RG I , RGZ, RG3 are the orighial independent variables.
The ultimate dependent variables are the unit vectors x, y, z. The chain of
equations connecting these is as follows:
n EG  2	 1
x =
	 d12
where
d12 - R	 - EG .2	 1
This is followed by the unit vector
2G - R.
A	 3	 .1
s =
	 d13
where
d 13 - Rx3 RG1 .
The next unit vector is given by
A	 r.
xxs
z S ein^ '
where
s	 +1 or -1.
and
(1)
(2)
(3)
1
t:
The derivation then begins with Eq. (4), the very last link in the
chain.
E Writing Eq. (4) in component form and naming the functions we have
YX =	 F I NX, ,nx.Y, XZ , z x, z.Y , z Z)
Yy = F 2 (	 )
_ YZ	 =	 F 3 (	 ) (5)
Direct differentiation yields:
SY = M 1 bx +M	 zA  , (6}
where the matrices M l and M2 are the Jacobians:
8F 1, F 2 , F3M1	
BxX, ly, xZ
BF,F,F1	 23M2
 = 
BA	 z	 z
(7)r	 '
X	 Y	 Z
Next, consider Eq. (3).	 In component form these equations can be written as:
A	 A	 n	 n	 A	 n	 n
zX = F4 (xX, xY, xZ, IX, s Y , sZ)
zY
	=
	
F5(	
)
x:
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Hence by differentiation
6z = M3 6x f M46e
where
8F4, F 5 , F6
M3 —
 a
xX, xY' 
XZ
8F4, F 5 , F6
M4 	
asX, 
^Yr 
^Z
Next consider Eq. (1) in component form; i, e.
xx = F^(XG 1 , YG 1 , ZG1 , XG2 , ;^, ZG2)
(9)
(10)
(14)sZ w F12(
r
Lastly, consider Eq. (2). In component form these equations can be
written as:
nsX 	F10(XG1, YG 1 , ZG l , XG3 , YG3 , ZG3
sy 	Fll(	 )
By differentiation it follows that:
Ss = M7 S RG + M8 S RS
1 3
where
aF 10 , F ll , F12_
M7 - aXG yG
ZG
1 1 1
8F 10 , F11, F12M	 -8 W axG YG , ZG
3 3 3
(15)
(1b)
At this point the back substitution phase begins. This phase produces
mat-rix equations for partials with. respect to. the original independent variables,
R.G1 , RG2 and3.
Referring to Eq. (12) it is .. evident that M5 and M.6 provide the
required partials
ax X, xY, xZ	 axX,	 7x:Y, x
.	 (17)aXG 
YG 
I ZG	 and	
aXG ^ 
yG ZG
1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2
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Substituting Eq. (12) for bx and Eq. (15) for bz into Eq. (9) and
regrouping yields:
bz = (M 3 M 5 + M4M 7 ) bR 1
+ (M3Mb) b
-EG + (M4M8 ) &RG2	 3
It will be convenient to rename the coefficients of Eq. (18). Thus
bz = N1 bR + N  bR + N 3 ^b
_	
1	 2	 3'
Obviously, the matrices Ni. N  and N3 provide the required partials
	
Szx, ZY , zZ	 8zx, ZY , zZ	 axx, zY , z Z
	
8X , Y , Z	 '	 BX , Y ' Z
	
ax , Y , Z
C`1 G1 G1	 G2 G2 G2	 G3 v 3 C'3
Finally, substituting Eq. (12) for 6  and Eq. (19) for 6  into Eq. (b)
and regrouping yields:
by = (MIM + M2N1) 6EG
1
(18)
(19)
(ZO)
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Obviously, the matrices N 4, N5 and N6 provide the last of the required
partials
S YX, YY , YZ	 aYx, YY• Y Z	 aYx, YY , YZ
axe Y 	 ZG	 aXG YG ZG and aXG yG ZG
1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3
(23)
This completes the derivation of the formulas for the partials.
A17.4 MACHINE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FORMULAS FOR THE
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
The coding of the formulas for the partials is a simple matter. One
merely follows the sequence of matrix formulas developed in the back substitu-
tion phase, computing as required the M-matrices from formulas derived from
actual differentiation of the F-functions with respect to their explicitly appearing
arguments. In the example of the foregoing section the steps would be:
1) Compute M 5 and Mb.
2) Compute M7, Mg and M3, M4 and combine these with M5 , Mb
as indicated in Eq. (18) to get the matrices N l , N 2 , N3.
3) Compute the matrices M 1 , M2 and combine them with M 5, M6
and Nl , N 2 , N 3 as indicated in Eq. (21) to get the matrices
N4 , N 5 , N6.
A18. Signal Strength Fluctuations in a Laser
Ranging System Due to optical Interference
Between the Many Reflectors on a Vehicle
Abstract
The dynamic range parameter used in pulsed laser
ranging systems is discussed with the objective of fisting
this parameter for a reflecting system of a large number
of individual corner reflectors.
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A18.1	 INTRODUCTION
An important parameter used in pulsed laser ranging systems is called
the dynamic range. 	 Leaving details aside for the present, the dynamic range
in a sequence of M pulses emitted by a laser and returned to the receiving
E
system, is simply given by:
dynamic range = Power of strongest returned pulse	 (1)power of weakest returned pulse
Because of interference effects, the pulses reflected from corner reflectors
mounted on a satellite will vary in magnitude. . In this Appendix the expected
variation of pulse size will be calculated. 	 The raison d l etre for performing
this calculation is the simple fact that the receiving system,. as it is Conceived, .
consists of a photomultiplier (PMT) and a constant fraction timing discriminatar
(CFTD), and these components experience such variations. 	 In this system; the
CFTD searches electronically for the complete pulse as generated by the PM. a
This search is performed in order to determine at which time the leading edge
of the incoming pulse was received. 	 In order to determine this time the dynamic
range must be known because when the dynamic range is large, many of the
received pulses cannot be handled by the receiving system, i, e. , they are lost
for use in the process of range determination.
In the following analysis the aim will be to determine the dynamic range
1 for a reflecting system consisting of a large number of individual corner
F =-The `PM becomes. saturated; i.e., 	 overloa.d.s, . at an input level. of.about 5V..
1.
t:
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reflectors [18. 11. The reason is twofold: first, the mathematical complexity is
enormously simplified, and second, a large number of corner reflectors
signifies a large return signal and therefore weaker laser pulses might be
employed. The obvious advantages are: considerably reducing any safety
hazards and also reducing the net cost per. station.. However it will turn out
that the dynamic range is too large when the number of corner reflectors is
large. Realizing that the dynamic range is just a measure of the interference
effects caused by the interplay of the multitude of corner reflectors it is clear
that a small number of corner reflectors will bring the dynamic range to
acceptable levels.
A1$. 2 DERIVATION OF THE PROBABILITY DENSITY OF THE RECEIVED POWER
The net signal received at the ground station will be the sum of the signals
returned from the ensemble of retroreflectors. Since each retroreflector is
variation in interference effects will cause significant fluctuations in the net
received power from pulse to pulse..
A18.3 ANALYSIS
The 'linearly polarized electric field,: E, of the light transmitted from the
ground station can be represented ash
i
i
E,I,(t)	 =	 k cas (wt),.	 ()
where k is a gain constant and w is the light frequency. 	 Now consider the light
reflected from the i th reflector on the satellite. 	 The E-vector of the light,
when received at the ground station, can be represented as
t
4	 2P
E. (t)	 aiET	 1 t	cl/	 (3)
{
j:	 where a, is a gain constant, p. is the range between the station and the ith
1	 1	
— 1
reflector, and c is th'e speed of light. ^•^ 	 Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) 1
1
I	 yields
.2pi
Ei (t) = k ai cos w
	
t	 c	 (`1)
t
a
Only the magnitude (not the direction) of the E-vectors in these equations {
will be considered.
` ".Throughout this analysis, the following eff.e.cta areignored: ' 1). atmospheric
effects upon propagation, and 2) the variation of ai'with range.
	 Since both of
these effects will tend to increase the- fluctuations of the received signal (as k
,.. measured over a largea nurmber of pulses), the estimate of fluctuations will be
conservative.
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6Since the argument of the cosine can be varied by any integral multiple
of 27r without changing the value of the cosine,. the value of Zwp i /c can be
f
replaced by
p;
r,
2c''pi
^i (5)c mod 2n .
Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) yields the final equation for the E-vector
of the light which is reflected from the ih reflector and. received at the ground
station:
Ez(t)	 k ai cos (wt - .(.1)	 (o)
i
j Since all E-vectors will add algebraically 	 there are N contributing reflec-
A
k
p
tors on the satellite, the net E-vector of the light received at the ground station
vaill be given by
i. N
A
E
a
E
R
 t)W .	 Ei(t)
^i=1
t N	 -
k L ai cos(wt - Vi i )	 (7)
k i=1r
( *The aperture of the ground station's receiving telescope subtends a minisculeF angle . as'seen: . from the satellite.	 Consequently, the light rays which are
received from the ensemble of reflectors must be essentially parallel in 'order
to be received,	 'Therefore,- all of the E-'vectors will lie in the same plane
i. e. , in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation, and the net
- received light will constitute a plane wave. 	 If all reflected signals are linearly
polarized the net received E-vector will be the algebraic sum of the individual
E-vectors, and Eq. (7) will be strictly valid.	 However, since 'mode-locked
ruby lasers emit linearly - polarized light, and since all of the extant satellites
employ metal coated, e. g.. , aluminized., reflectors which do not apprecidbly
distort the polarization of the incident light, it is reasonable to assume that
all reflected signalL will be linearly polarized and that Eq. (7) is valid.
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The assumption is now made that each reflected signal has the same
amplitude (this will be essentially true if all reflectors have the same size and
are mounted in the same plane), and therefore Eq. (7) simplifies to
ER(t) = ka	 cos(wt - ^i )	 ($)
i
where each of the various a i I s have been replaced by the single parameter, a.
a
In order to determine the probability densities of the amplitude and power
9
of the net received signal, it will be necessary to specify the probability densities
j
of the pi's. First note that Eq. (5) can be .rewritten as:
[41rp i
mod2Tr, 
where X is the wavelength of the light. Since X will have a typical value of about
r, 6:
f
r,
	
w
4!
Fy
Now consider the random process which consists of . a large number of
{	 successive received pulses. In this process, each of the i^ l's will represent
F	 a random variable, i. e. , each ^ i will assume random values from . pulse to
r	 pulse. Since each 4) i is equally likely to have any value frorn O to 21T, the
R
	 probability density of each ^i will be:
p(^i). = Zn , .° ` 4 i . 15 ZTr
Furthermore, since the various pi 's are independent, the joint probability
density of the 's will equal the product of the individual probability densities,
viz.
t
1 I
,t
kf.
5
T'.
Taking into account condition (10), the probability density of E
R
 (t), can
F:.
then be written as
I,	
21T	 N
P(E, t)	 (2n)	 d	 5 E -	 cos(wt - ^i)
a	 f
N
 fj n	 NL
	
0	 1
where b(x) is the Dirac 6-function.
The integral (11) can be evaluated with the help of the integral
'	 representations of the b-function and the Bessel function , yielding:
f-
1
f
lV
	
P(E , t ) - sr.	 eiEy
 [,0
	
dy
2'
(4y
 
N
_ 00
(11)
(12)
L-
J	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i
where J  is the Bessel function of zero order. Equation (12) determines
the instantaneous probability density of expression (11) and is seen to be
time independent. The determination of the probability for the instantaneous
electric field given in Eq. (12) is not yet quite what is needed. The PM
tube responds to the average power W rather than to the instantaneous electric
field. The derivation for the probability density of the average power W is
somewhat more involved but follows strictly along the same lines as the deriva-
tion given above. This is amply explained in [„.8;,Z] and [18. 3]. For the sake of
s brevity and for the simple reason that essentially no additional physical insight
is gained from a straightforward but tedious derivation, the result will merely
be quoted., namely, the probability density for the average power W is given by:
00	 N .
P(W) -
	
j0 (y 2W) J.a.	 y d y	 ( 13)fo
for a large number of corner reflectors, N. Expanding the Besse.l function,
results in
P(W) Ze' ZW	 (14)
This equation shall be used in the. subsequent analysis.
A1$.4 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE DYNAMIC RANGE
The probability distribution of the dynamic range of a sequence of M pulses
will now be derived. :.a
I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 i
U	 power of the weakest pulse in a sequence of M pulses.
gM(u, v) = joint probability density of u and v.
Since the power of each pulse in the segiLence has a probability density
of P(W), then:
P(u) du = probability that any one pulse will have a power between u
and u + du,
P(v) dv = probability that any one pulse will have a power between
v and v+dv,
v
P(W) dW = probability that any one pulse will have a power between
fu u and v. I
There are M possible choices for the weakest pulse, M-1 possible choices
	
for the strongest pulse (after the weakest pulse has been chosen), and M-Z 	 j
pulses whose powers have to lie between u and v in order for u and v to respec-
- -----_--^ L_ "-- --------- -r^z- ---_-'--_ i -Yom.-1-----_.__^ ----^--_	 mL___	 i
b	 Since the definition of g M(u, v) shows that,
gM(u, v) dudv = probability that, in a sequence of M pulses, the power of
the weakest pulse lies between u and u + du, while the
rpower of the strongest pulse lies between v and v + dv,
and since the pulses are statistically independent, it therefore follows that:
..	 v
M-Z
g M (u, v) dudv	 [MP (u) du) [(M _ 1)P (v) dv)	 P(W) dW
u
e	
(15)
Combining Eqs. (14) and (15) shows that, when the probability
density of power in a single pli .lse is given by (14), the joint probability
-density described by g M (u, v) becomes:
k
-2 M- l ufv	 1 ex	 7 v-u)^ M-Zg M(u, v) 4M(M	 j- 1) exp	 [ (	 )	 I)	 p [- -(
s	
(16)
A18. 5 PROBABILITY THAT THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE SEQUENCE OF
M PULSES WILL BE a k.
1
	
	
Let PM (k) be the probability that the dynamic range of a sequence of M
pulses will be > k. Then, using the definition of g M (u, v) given above:
' PM (k)	 Prob(v e ku) =	 9,(u, v) dvdu	 k y 14	 -	 -
(1.7)
l
"Note that k must be a 1 since we have assumed in the derivation of ^^t(u, v)
that. v is a u. S ecificall	 it is assuris d that v is the power . ofthe...,stFpn.*esL ... .
pulse and u is the power of the weakest pulse.
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The integral ( 17) can be evaluated and after some admittedly tedious
algebra and yields the result;
PM(k) = 1 -
	
	
Ni	 M	 - -	 (l8)+ M.` 1 0} ^1+ M-Z A} ...(1+MA)
M-1Terms
where A = (k _ 1) 1 . Equation ( 1.8) is displayed in Fig. A18. 1 with M as
5.	 l0	 20	 50	 100	 200
k, 0IMENSIONLE5S
D
2 500
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A19.1 INTRODUCTION
Appendices A19 and A18 consider pulse shape degradation and pulse
height degradation due to interference effects from multiple retroreflectors, It
-	 }
will be shown that for a large number of reflectors the interference effects
will degrade the returned pulse, both in dynamic range (See Appendix A18)
and in pulse shape (Appendix A19) to unacceptable levels. The analysis will 	 +
E'1	 indicate the need to use a small number of corner reflectors.
In this Appendix the change of a rectangular laser pulse upon reflection
from an array of retroreflectors will be analyzed via a simplified model. A
numerical calculation for a typical set of parameters will also be presented.
A19.2 ANALYSIS
Suppose the .corner reflectors are mounted uniformly and radially on a
spherical satellite; i.e., the reflectors are positioned equidistantly along a
circle facing radially outward so that the angle subtended by the two lines
emerging from the center of any two adjacent reflectors joining the center of
the spherical. satellite is a constant ,angle 8. . (See Figure .A19..1).0
Next consider a ruby laser light_pulse of frequency v = 4. 	 1014 sec-1
`which. is conveniently expressed . analytically in an . arbitrary coordinate system	 :.
as
A(t) -- [S(	 r wt)	 S(k • r - wt - T}^ cos (k • i - `w t},	 (1)
1
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Fig. A.19. 1.	 Reflectors Mounted on Spherical .Satellite
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iwhere r .is. the. radius of the . sphere and the summation index runs over all i
cornea reflectors.
Since. the .receiving ,photo multiplier is sensitive only to power,
	
and since
the inverse frequency V
	 much smaller than the pulse length, a time aver-
aging can be performed over the period of the carrier wave, i.e. , over the high
_ frequency component.
	 Hence, from Eq. (4)
	 _ s
2P (t 	 =	 S t + r cos n60 ] 	 rc	 [	 S ^t + c cos ngo - T}
no
e	 cos. 4w r cos n g
c
ORIGIN	
PAGE
OF POOR QTJAXXIY
n Oo
+	 S t
	 F.. r. cos n6
	
- S r t + .r cos. rig
	 -	 e	
a
C	 O /.	
i	
..	
C	
.p:/	 \ JIfn
2r
i
sari ^w
	 cos: n 0 ^.	 (5)
where P(t)..is the instantaneous . power in the. received signal.
A19.3	 TYPICAL RESULTS
Figure A19.. 2 displays a graph of..Eq. (5) for the following set of
ec	 1 and $o. =
	
5*.parameters:	 T - 2	 10 -9 sec,	 r = in1, w = 2. 	 84 '	 10 15 s - 1
Although only one set:of parameters was used, . albeit a typical one, it is clearly
se er. that the pulse shape degradation is significant.	 As is seen from Fig. A19. 2
the leading edge of.the reflected pulse: is shifted_ somewhat in time . ..	 Th.e..co.nwg	 g	 p
p
.
^
scant fraction timing ciisctin^inator en-iployed in the receiving electronics
integrates the pulses : deteririmes:.ahe .half. width, ' and decides on the
arrival time by selecting the particular point on the leading edge which corre-
,...	 ,..
sponds to the half width. 	 For the pararneters chosen:,: it.is': cl.early; seen from..
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ation and Fresnel Diffraction
lh:
A20. 1 INTRODUCTION
The need for a compact corner reflector has been demonstrated in
Appendices A18 and A19. Accordingly, the reflected light will consist of a
narrow (-5 cm) diffraction limited beam. Furthermore, it is well known that
the reflected beam will also suffer an angular shift due to the motion of the
satellite. This angular shift is called aberration and its value, a, is
a = Z^	 ^1)
where a is in radians and v is the velocity component of the satellite per-Pendic-
ular. to the. line of sight.. The factor 
.
2 is due-to the fact that reflected light
rather than emitted light is being considered.
t'
Since satellites in circular orbits of from 5.00 to 1000 km have relative
velocities approximately equal to 7. 5 km/sec., the maximum value of angular
'=	 shift when ranging to these satellites is
jV
reflector.
	
The following analysis is a preliminary study of this problem
using cylindrically symmetric apertures. Y
The equation governing the diffraction pattern as depicted on Fig. A20, 2 is
derived in Sommerfeld ' s lectures on theoretical physicsT. 	 However, before
going into a detailed analysis of the diffraction pattern corresponding to Fig. A20, 2
a connection between Fig. A20. 1 and A20. 2 must be established. 	 Figure A20. 1
JA
shows a corner reflector.	 A diverging lens has been placed in front of the
corner reflector.	 The purpose of this lens is simply to make the reflected
beam sufficiently divergent so that the receiving telescope, which incidentally
is also the transmitting telescope, does not have to be aimed at a different
angle upon receiving the returned pulse. 	 To repeat, the aberration is an angu-^
Slar deviation of about 5	 10	 radians assuming a satellite velocity of about
Y
7 km/sec.	 This angular deviation is sufficient so that a telescope transmitting
a laser pulse will not be able to receive the pulse back unless the telescope is j
aimed at the new direction.
	 This is very difficult to accomplish.. 	 Obviously, the
alternative is to widen the reflected beam sufficiently to overcome the problem.
A20, 2 ANALYSIS
In order to analyze this problem proceed from Fig. A20. 1 to Fig. A20. 2.
Figure A20. 2 shows ( in cross section) a circular aperture illuminated by a point
source at position S.	 The object here is to determine the far field diffraction
t
pattern [R
	
coin Fig. A20. 2J.
	 The light source at S (Fig. A20. 2) is just a replica
of the virtual focal point of Fig. A20. 1.. 	 The problem as stated in Fig; A2.0.1 can
therefore be transposed to the configuration depicted in Fig. A20. 2 and it is then-
amenable to mathematical analysis.
f
r Sommerfeld A., Optik, Dieterich'`'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Germany, A
1950.. s
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fTherefore:
l / 2
=
2	 2
+
gxo
(7)r = [r Z +	 ,+ x^)Z + rj.Z ^ ro * 2r r0 0
If xo is not small, then': .
^'
^.
2
?..	
9
x 	 ^x 5S
r	 r	 +	 +	 ° -	 °
T	 o	 Zro	
ro 	 2r3
x «
o
r0
Y
0
rr
and
s = [R^ + nZ + (R tan a - 02]1/2 _ R (cos a)-1 g sin . a	 , (8) .
where R
	 co (far field)..
Let:
1
t
' ? + T^ Z	=	 b Z	y	 S' cos (9)
a
so that upon omitting all irrelevant phase factors:
i
1
U(P)	 A 1 + cos a cos a	 ds eKp	 ^-ik	 sin. a + ilc SZr + i	 °	 cos
Rr
ro.	 o r
G
o	 ^
!1
ae
H
(10)
,
Letting tn _
r
1.i m.A
—
	
Bw
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iand omitting all factors which vary slowly with (Yin the neighborhood of
9 10 -4 radians, it follows that:
a	 2 Tr	 2.	 x
r=	 p- ik b	 exp ik b cos (0sU(P)	 Sd b	 dO e n a- )M	 2 ro	 ro
#t fo	 fo
Equation (11) can be written .immediately with the use of Bessel function
r?
representations as:
a	 2	 x
	
jl (P) .;,
	 bdb .exp i2r so kb sin a rs
	
fY:z)
0
0
	 0
01)
Equation (12) is true for large values of r  (the focal length of the Lens).
Hence, it is seen that the diffraction pattern is just shifted by the amount x /r
O O
This amount is a small number considering that r  is of the order of hundreds
of meters.
A20.3 TYPICAL RESULTS
F-
9L^.
depicts the four cases just mentioned. Because of the rapid fluctuations and the
wide spacing of the computed values, at least for the case r o W ca, it was not
possible to actually draw a curve through the black dots representing the
t
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iA21. Multibaseline: A Three-Dimensional
Precision Geodetic Measurement System
Not Using Airplanes or Data
Synchronization
k
^
A
ORIGEVAU PACE4	 OF 
POOR Qmlrlry
I,g
Abstr act
A geometric measurement system called Multibaseline is
introduced.	 The system can be used to determine three-
dimensional interstation coordinates in areas of geodetic interest.
'
it is show'r. that station horizonal coordinates can always be deter-
mined to subcentimeter accuracy using one or two color geodolites
as the fundamental measuring devices... For .moderate topographic
relief, about 75 meters, it is demonstrated that .a two -color geo-
dolite can be used to determine station out-of-plane coordinates
to accuracies	 s extending from lof one centimeter over baseline
to 10 kilometers.	 It is shown that in a given station constellation
only one station needs .to be out of the plane in order to permit
determination of the remaining out-of-plane coordinates.	 Next
the equivalence between a static multilateration system and the
s° =	 multibaseline system is established.	 For terrain :possessed of
virtually no topographic relief, i. e. , less than 75 meters in 10 km,
the concept of hybrid multilateration is discussed as a backup
system.	 Finally a discussion on extending local networks to wider
monitoring grids is presented and the conclusions reached herein
4 are summarized.
PRING PAGE BLANK NOT FTLMID
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A21. 1 INTRODUCTION
At the present time considerable interest exists in developing a viable
measurement system capable of determining three-dimensional interstation
coordinates to one centimeter accuracy. Multilateration [21. 1] is certainly a
system which ultimately will be able to reach these threshold accuracies.
Multilateration uses the principle of simultaneous range measurements taken
from an ensemble of ground stations to a . vehicle, i. e. , to a satellite or air-
plane, so that the determination of the three-dimensional coordinates can be
carried out. For local or short baseline estimation an airplane system, i. e. ,ati
i airplane used in the multilateration framework, can be structured along the
lines of development discussed in [Z1. 21, [Z1. 11.  For global multilateration a
satellite structured system appears to be the only viable geometric procedure;
Actually, even for a local network (5 to 300 kilometer baselines), use of a
satellite will probably yield the same coordinate resolution accuracies,. e. g. ,.
for a six station multilateration system using satellites, capable of one centi-
meter coordinate resolution, it would seem that addition of new stations posi-
tioned a few kilometers distant would permit multilateration to be perfomed
again and thus the difference between the two solutions would appear to have
-	 inherent accuracies of one. centimeter. .
Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been involved in these advanced multi-
lateration studies. During these system investigations it became apparent
that baseline measurements, i. e. , the direct measurement of the distance
between stations also could be used to obtain the three-dimensional inter-
station coordinates to high pre=cision without relying on either airplanes or
satellites. The process of measuring the baselines over, e. g. , ten kilometer
distances without imposing the constraint of data simultaneity is called
multibaseline. This process, along with .various. extensions, xs . addressed in -
this paper.
	
i
Fox :example consider the geometry and terrain displayed in Figure A21. l
wherein a geodolite is being used to measure the interstation baselines. Here
A
i
t
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a cluster of four stations is depicted on a terrain possessed of natural
topographic relief. Moderate relief is common in many areas of *the world
and is the key in making the multibaseline system capable of resolving the
interstation three-dimensional coordinates to accuracies approaching 1 or 2 cm
with presently existing range measurement tools.
These measurement tools are one- or two-color laser geodolites.
Presently over short baselines (1 - 6 kml one-color geodolites are capable . of
1/3.cm measurement accuracies. Two-color systems (currently in operation
at places such as Hollister, California) can obtain interstation baselines (10 km)
to measurement accuracies of 2-3 tenths of a millimeter [21. 31.
Hence even with very modest topographic relief (10 to 100 meters) the
equations defining the relative three-dimensional coordinates in terms of the
measured baseline data, can be accurately solved for all the coordinates,
including the controversial out-of-plane or Z component which may be of
interest for earthquake hazards assessment. Specifically, the process of mea-
suring the baselines, which yields a spider weblike network of lines can be
easily used to extract these out-of-plane components [21.4].
	
j
I
Presently there is a debate as to the importance of these out-of-plane
coordinates vis-a-vis the idea of using the out-of-plane coordinate changes as	 l
premonitors of earthquakes. However there is no question that an experiment
could be performed in order to obtain these coordinates to levels of accuracy
which might have impact on the earthquake problem.
The only requirement for operation of the multibaseline system is the
availability of the geodolites themselves. The geodolites . currently in use by.
the USGS are the one-color type which require a heliocopter to fly along the
baseline to yield atmospheric calibration data. The two-color self-calibrating 	 j
geodolites are currently in field test; their modest cost and ease of imple-
mentation dictates an increase in future availability.
in any case, multibaseline or its closely related variations seem to.
have applications to three-dimensional coordinate resolution over local areas
wherein serve .in or ,local :fault monitorin	 are of interest.Y g	 g,. etc., .	 ;
multibaseline variations are: static and hybrid mult il ate ration. Multibaseline,
	
.'	 as previously discussed requires a number of baseline measurements ` sufficient
t;
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to permit determination of the three-dimensional coordinates peculiar to a given
station constellation and also uses any redundant baselines which can be obtained.
Static MultilatL. atign places the . geodolite at a specified station and the laser
retroreflector is then moved at least four times to different locations. This
process is repeated for at least five other stations. It should be noted that the
multilateration (not multibaseline) equations are nearly singular if less than
six stations are used in a given experiment. This singularity can be avoided
and fewer stations need be used if the multibaseline equations are first used to
determine all the inplane coordinates, before the multilateration equations are
used. Many combinations are possible. Finally hybrid multilateration [21. 8],
[21. 10] would . make use of a target retroreflector elevated on a balloon or.
helicopter.
It may well be that multibaseline can 'stand as a system on its own;
however, if after indepth systems analysis this is not the case, then it is
certain that multibaseline would be of assistance to present short baseline
multilateration coordinate reduction. . Certainly the prospect. of such a sys-
tem for local surveying and many other geodetic applications seems bright.
The analysis and simulation performed in this paper demonstrate.
that three - dimensional interstation coordinate reduction can be performed to
levels of high precision over short baselines. Network propagation, i. e. ,
expansion of the spiderweb station net along the lines discussed herein can
also be carried out, if indeed network propagation is required as a necessary
constraint to aid in local fault. monitoring. Certainly over terrain such as
exists in the California area three - dimensional crustal movement directly
across and in close proximity to a fault can be determined to the centimeter
level using geodolites and the multibaseline approach. Multibaseline. monitoring
over a very short baseline perimeter can be performed at a number of uncon-
nected links and the relative ground movements can thus be detected. Perhaps
-...	 is	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ...	 .c	 .	 !.
this is sufficient to achieve extraction of meaningful geodetic data. Actually,
} for fault monitoring it would seem strange that suspicious ground movement in 	 1
the Stan Francisco area would permit meaningful identification. of .L.os. Angeles.
earthquake premonitors. Actually Savage [21. 61 suggests that a) stress accumula-
tion and. release are restricted to a few tens of kilometers from the a ctual fault;
€	 -}	 b.) actual .relative plate velocity across the California section of the , San.Andreas
fault is related to creep in only the central section of the fault; c) the stress	 s
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Flevel on all sections of the fault would be nearly equal to the stress level
several tens of kilometers away from the fault; d) cyclic processes on the
north and south locked sections would be decoupled. On the other hand
Turciotte and Spence X21. 7] express contrary viewpoints yet conclude by saying
that rheological studies and observations of stress and shear strain adjacent
to the fault could differentiate between the theories but that currently data are
inadequate to provide for verification of the theory proposed by Savage.
Perhaps then a local monitoring system has as good a chance of mean-
ingful input to any proposed warning system. However if this is not true, let
it be assumed that the baseline system developed herein does indeed yield the
indicated accuracies and that at least, at a set number of locations three-
dimensional coordinates between stations are computed not to the centimeter
but to the l mm level. Geodolites over 5 to 10 km baselines approach these
accuracies. The question then, is one of what can be done with these better
micrometers.
A21. 2 THE MULTIBASELINE CONCEPT
Consider an ensemble of benchmarks, A, set into the ground as illus-
trated in Figure A21. 2.
Assume that geodolite distances between a presently to be defined
sequence of benchmarks are known, e, g. , 0 2
 ^1, 0 - Ai, etc., as
depicted by the dashed lines in Figure A21. 2 by d- 121 d 13 , d23 , etc.
Now let A L be the origin. of a coordinate. system,:A2 .define the .X axis
of this system and A3 define the XY plane Z is taken perpendicular to the
XY plane. The coordinate system is illustrated in Figure A21, 3.
Since the baseline distances d.. are given by:
Yj. 2	 _	 2. }d 12 - X2
.:	 ..	 '.d 1
.3.:
	
X3 2 f.Y32.
c
i d23	 (X2 X3) + Y3
E
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by the dashed lines. This defines plane 1, 3, 4 with elevation angle n of	 j
s.tation.4.re.lative to station 2..: Obviously to the-baseline superstructure cur-... .
gently being evolved, rigidity between the two planes can be achieved if a	 j
geodolite is employed to measure 04 - &2 or d24.
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F Now since
d14 = Xz+Y2+Z
^I
d34 f X3 -..X4 2 + -. Y 4^Z + Z4ly'3 (3)1
d24	 X	 - X4)2 + Y2 + Z^
/J	
..
an inversion yields:
r:
, X4	 [d 14 - d2 4 + X22
	 2 X 
Y	
-
	 [d4_ 2d2+ (X^"- 	X^`2) - 2	 - X X + y'24	 34	 3	 W	 2	 3	 2/	 4	 3 2 Y3 (4)1`
Z 4 d2.
	 X' 2 _ y ,, .2
14	 4	 4
1	 2'I
where the sign ambiguity on Z is removed by a priori knowledge, e. g. , if the
elevation angle of station 4 with respect to station 2 > 0 then Z 4 > 0.	 Repeating
the previous scheme for station 5 implies that the geodolite measure d15, d35.
and that the new elevation angle be fixed using d 45 .	 Actually for the five station
case a redundant constraint d 25 can be measured (see Figure A21. 4).	 in general
£or station I
i 2	 2	 2Xl -
	 (d 12 + d ii	 d2i)/ X2 (5)33
M
-YI	 - 22- d2	 _ 2 X''= X+ d.1I
	
3	 IId
Y,3 (6)13	 3IF
w2	
Y = 2	 J2
-	
Z	 _	 d2 xII lI	 I 7(	 ) ,
si
with the redundant relationshipsi
Z, .Z
	 +d- d	 -2 . x . X	 +Y	 Y	 2.i	 I	 1J	 1I	 JI	 J	 I	 J	 i
($)
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for J = 4, 5,	 1-1, 1 = 5, G, 711MAX' The number of these redundant
constraints will most likely be reduced by local topography. However rigidity
of the baseline superstructure can always be maintained by proper station
positioning. As can be seen, the equations are exceedingly simple in
algebraic structure.
A21. 3 MULTIBASELINE NUMERICAL RESULTS
Reference [21. 5] states that the precision in length determination
using geodolites is described by a normal distribution with standard deviation
given by:
a2 + h2 
L2 :1/z	
(9)d	 (
where a = 3 mm, b = 2 X 10 -? (dimensionless) and L is the baseline length,
i. e. L d as used in this paper.
1For purposes of simulation it will be assumed that a few geodolit'es
t
are placed in the immediate location of Hollister, California (used herein as a
hypothetical example.) such that baselines of about 5 km are obtained and where
for the present a high Z 4 coordinate is assumed, Hence using the previous .
formula T W 3 mm. As suming this data type accuracy let a constellation of
six stations be placed. as indicated in Figure A21, 5, with the actual .coordinates
displayed in Table AZ 1. 1.
Table A21. 1. Adopted Station Coordinates (km)
3
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Figure AZ1. 5. Simulation Terrain for Hollister Experiment
The coordinates adopted herein are not meant to be true representatives
of the Hollister, California topography. No optimization of station placement
was undertaken.. For purposes of sensitivity analysis the previous coordinates. .
were assumed as perfectly well known (God-given) and the baseline distances
calculated from the coordinates. For ease of understanding and since the
equations are so simple a Monte Carlo simulation was. then employed to gen-
erate noisy baselines and the mean value and the standard deviation of the
coordinates were computed. for all the coordinates using Eqs, (2), (4), (5), (6)
and (8). Note that the redundant relationship (8) was used in the form
2	 2	 Z- 2 X X + Y Y	 2 Z^._	 _ (..l p ?
	
ZI . Cd1J ± a 1T dJI	 J I	 J l} / 4
for 1 = 5, 6. The standard deviations of the redundant Z l, i. e., Zl for 1 - 5,
6 were also determined from Eq. (7); the redundant constraint Z 5 Z6 and its
.
corresponding statistics were also computed. The results are displayed in
Table AZ1. 2.
f
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Table A21. 2. Solution of Muitibaseline Equations for
`-	 Non-Optimum Configurations
`	 °-d = 113 cm	 N = 500
	
N	 N
Q - N
	
Qi	 cr = N^ (Qi - Q)2
	
1	 1
No Redundant RedundantQ Constraints Constraints
Q(km) T (cm) (cm)
XZ 4. 0000000.0 0.29
X3 4.99999985 0.53
Y 3 3.49999998 o. 41
X4 6.00000014
4. 49999955
0.72
0.60 .Y
Z 4 1.00000054 0.89
X 5 -1.00000013 0.55
Y 5 1.99999996. 1.21.
7rI o. 20000064 6.-02 5.46
x6 .2. 00000008 0.28
Y 6 -0.49999986 0.63
Z6 - -0.10000172 3.49 3.04
L
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to
x,
^j
F
As can be seen, the inplane coordinates are very well defined. This
was found to be the case even as Z4, whose accuracy is better than 1 cm, was
decreased to any desired amount.. The question then arose as to the level to
which Z4 could be decreased and yet be determined below 1 cm. To this end it
was now assumed that a two-color geodolite capable of measurement accuracies
of 0. 3 to 0. 1 of a millimeter replaced the one-color geodolite. The results are
displayed in Table A21.3.
Table Azl. 3. Standard Deviation of Z4 (cm) as a Function of
Decreasing Z4 (meters) for Various Geodolite
Accuracies v(mm) (N = 500)
Z4
o-
1000 500 100 50 10
0.3 0.09 0.17 0 .9 1.7 9.0
0.2 0.06 0011 0.6 1.1 6.0
0.1 0.03 0.06 o.3 Ca. 6 3.0
	
For a station constellation exactly one .half .in, horizonal extension the	 5
standard deviations in Z 4
 were reduced by about 407n. Hence, it can be seen
at once that with a 0. Z mm accuracy geodolite instrument, the topographic relief
over baselines of . 5-.8 kilometers need only be about 50 meters. This constraint
should be met with ease. An optimized network wherein station 4 is placed at
a mars centmidal lnratinn than in the	 ­;11 _1­ i .... .. 4L-

IMai	 (x3 - X. )2 + (Y 3 - Yi ) 2 	Z2 - d13	 =	 0, i =	 4,	 5,	 6,
F
M X4 - Xi)2 + (Y4 - Y i ) 2 + (Z4 - Z i ) 2 - d 4
	
=	 O, i -	 5,	 6,
P M	 =	 (X	 - X. )2 + (Y	 - Y. )^	 F (Z	 - Z. )	 - .d2 .5i	 5	 1	 5	 1	 5	 i	 i5
!
For the adopted six station system discussed herein, the previous system
{ represents . 1.2 equations in 12 unknowns.	 The solution in closed form can be
E
obtained by subtracting the M	 equations from the M	
, MR '
-	
H2i	 3i
M
4i
and M
_	
5i
i equations to yield
X2 X.	 -(d2
	
- di1)/2,	 i	 =	 4, 5, 6 (13)
` r
X3 Xi + Y3 Y i 	= -1d23 - di1^ j2,	 i = 4, 5,	 6 (14)
i I
X4Xi +Y4 Yi + Z4Zi - - (a 4 µ di1//2'
	
i
5, 6	 (15)
2	 2XS Xi + Y S Yi + 
Z SZ	 di	 di5 r	 il /2'	 i =	
6. (16)
.	 ..i
R
Now since
_	 _
r	 dd
2	 21	 12 '
i	 w
 2	 zX3 (dZ . , ±. d	 d-	 ^/2 d3 	 21 -	 32	 21 ;
[d32 
	
21/2
Y 3.	 . _ .
	
.1. -
	
X
Eqs. (13) determine X4 , X, X	 Knowing the X coordinates Eqs. (14) .now
.
yield Y4 , Y^, Y6,. white ]Eqs.	 15	 an	 16	d4	 Z5( 	 ) . d...	 (	 ) . etermine Z Z6. As can be
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seen the previous system is equivalent to the multibaseline system equations
previously discussed. Redundant constraints can be included if desired. Obvi-
ously the reflectors can be placed at any convenient location. This mode of
operation would result in a static multilateration system.
.	 A21. 5 HYBRID MU LTILATE RATION
The multibaseline or static multilateration options previously discussed
indicate that the out-o£-plane coordinate can be determined to below the 1 centi-
meter threshold level but only if modest topographic relief is available, i. e.
for elevations of about 75 meters. 	 If nearly flat terrain is to be monitored,
then a Hybrid system [21. 81 seems to be the only recourse.
	 This hybrid sys-
tem [21. 91, as suggested by Muller [21. 101 would use a nearly stationary
' vehicle such as a'balloon:or heliocopter to carry the retroreflector.	 In such
a system the multilateration requirement for data synchronization is minimized.
The analysis is simple and follows from Eqs. (2). 	 Hence, accepting
the X2 , XY 3 coordinates as known permits the hovercraft trilateration to be
performed, such that the position coordinates are given by
3
x =	 X2 2 - [PZ - RA J	 2X2 j
I ^:2
	 'r2	 2	 2	 ^'= (X4.  2 	 2'
y	 t	 3	 3	 3	 1^ -	 3Z [ P Z2 -	 I^ 1	 2}/	 3=X+ Y	 -	 P	 - P	 X' 	 - 	 P	 /X	 2Y'	 (17) f
Z 	 =	 + 2
-	 -: 2 -	 -P1	 x	 y
1/2
s
where p, are the geodolite measured slant ranges from station i =	 1, 2, 3.
ry	
.. .	
Use .of p I and d 1I'	 d31, d41 , or other suitable combinations, yields;
.
XL =d1L ^; di	 d12X
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4.
YI	 G	 1 - d31 + d1 31 - 2XI X3
	 2Y3
^,^	 mZ 1
 =	 (d'I - (p 12 - p l2 ) - Zx" XI - Zy Y rI )/2z	 (18)
so that all the coordinates of the stations contained in a given link are specified. 	 i
A21.6
	 HYBRID MULTILATERATION NUMERICAL RESULTS
	 =
The Hollister configuration which was previously discussed is adopted.
For a nearly stationary hovercraft"' at x = 1, y = 1, . z = 3 the Monte Carlo
results are summarized in Table A21, 4 (stations 5 and b are included for complete-
ness),	 Note
.
 that Z4 in this case is determined less accurately than when using
pure multibaseline theory because Z 4 is located atop Fremont peak and the out
of plane hovercraft/station relative distance is thus decreased. 	 A simulated
situation with a moving vehicle drifting at about.30 km/hr produced. virtually
the same results.	 These simulations, of course, are only examples.
AZ1. 7
	
DETERMINATION .OF .THE OUT-OF-PLANE COORDINATE FOR FLAT
TOPOGRAPHY
An important conclusion extracted from the multibaseline equations
is that the	 Y coordinates peculiar to the station constellation are extracted
to high precision.	 Hence from Eqs. (11) for i	 - 4, 5,	 I one can write
Z- 2zZ.	 z2 + (x -^ X.) 2 + (y - Y.) Z - p	 _	 0 1	 (19)
where it is assurned that X-,
E	
Y. have been obtained via the multibaseline pro-1
v
cedure.	 By direct differentiation one has
,'.
ZZ.6Z. - 2z6Z. - 2Z,6z + 2z6z + Z (x - X.)(6x - 6X.) 	 i11	 1	 ^	 1_	 ^
e; (20)
+ 2 
(y - 
Yi)(6y.- 
6Yi) 
Y Zp16p1	
._	
0':
t:
n Airplane, helicopter, etc,
	 fi
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Io r	 N`
SZ i
	=	 ^(x - Xi ) bx + (y - Yi ) by + (z - Z i ) bz
(Zl}
+ (x - X.)'bX. + (y - Y.} bY. - p.bP l/(zi	 ii -	 Z.),i
so that neglecting cross term cyZi	 E (bZi 	6ZT)
Z	 2
Z..	 ((x - Xi s I ( z .	 Z i )	 6x 	 ^(y	 Y i ) I (z	 Zi)^	 (Fy
' + (T 	!(x	 Xi) I (z	 Zi)^	 TX. + - Y i } I (z - Z i )4	 TY.( (yz	 _1	 T
2
p i /^z5 Pi
^. -	 ..As can be . seen, the coefficients of T	 U-	 CrX., :TY become very small and
Y	 i	 1
vanish i f the hovercraft of the hybrid system is positioned nearly above a .
station positioned in the adopted coordinate system plane of reference. 	 Note
that 'X, Y can always be extracted via multibaseline. 	 If follows that the
s uncertainty in the Z coordinate is then given by:
2	 Z	 2
U'7+.	 T	 + ff
Pi1
Newberry [21. 111 suggests that in such configurations, the use of a laser aaltim-	 ?
e.te.r positioned on the hovercraft would 1)ra.vice an. accurate . determination of Pi
and also result in a cost effective monitoring system. 	 Additional lasers
could also be used via trilateration to obtain an accurate value of z.	 Perhaps
radio trilateration. using the single laser attixneter for atmospherzr..alibration:
would also be a viable system approach:. 	 Many such configurations are Ares-
ently under stud Y.
F
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A21. 8 NETWORK DENSIFICATION
There are various. schemes which can.be used for network densification,
{ i. e. , expanding the interstation network. The one suggested herein is oper -
ationally simple and is as follows. In Figure A21. 2 multibaseline reduction is
carried out in link one (1) over a contour of approximate radius equal to, say,
10 km, with stations spaced not more than 4 - 5 km relative to a coordinate
basis, B 1., defined by stations A 1 , O Z ,. A3 . When sufficient statistical averaging
has been accomplished such that accuracies of less than 1 centimeter are
achieved, link 2 (approximately the same size as link 1) is considered" t . Link 2
has at least three stations in common with link 1 and thus a new basis B 2 can be
formed at once using the rectangular coordinates of stations Q50 06 , A rela
ti.ve to basis Bl . Now since the sum of squares of the coordinate differences from
stations GA S , D6 and D7 and stations G 1 , O Z , D3, ;&4 (in the Figure) is invariant
it follows at once that in the second link basis (X2 tz, z'Z ) one can v rite the
unique invariants e. g.
i
	
.56 ' d57 , d67 , d5k , d6k , d7k ,	 k	 1, 2, 3, 4,	 i
;aii
where the d and the . associated covariance are known and by the previously
developed equations rigorously obtain all the „coordinates_ of stations
in Link 1 in the B  or second link basis, B Z . These coordinates are now treated
as a priori .inputs and are used to. solve the multibaseline equations in the B2
basis The densification proceeds as above from link to link each time aban-
doning the coordinate basis of the previous link. At the end of the densification
chain the procedure can be reversed so that from the B N , = . 1, 2, 3,	 k,.
link one can return to the B basis (if it is so desired).
Dens'ification, as a prerequisite to local fault monitoring .and to the
extraction of meaningful earthquake premonitors is not an. established neces-
sity. Localized unconnected high accuracy monitoring constellations (2-4 mm
accuracies) might provide equally valid geodetic input. However, these
localized constellations could be linked by a few baselines of high precision if
this . procedure proves to be of. benefit,
*Obviously with more geodolites the measurements can be carried out at the
same. time,.:
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A22.
I
Applications of Multilateration
iii
A22. 1 INTRODUCTION
The p vmm4ry overview of this work touched briefly oxn the many
1	 applications to which an operational multilate ration. system can be applied. Thea
explicit list previously introduced (Table 1) is repeated here:
F!	 Low 1-2 meter, Medium =_100-10 cm, High =1-0. 1 cm0
Application Accuracy Requirements
• Practical Earth Surveying Low
• Coastal and River Erosion Monitoring Low
• Gravity Anomaly Determination Medium-to-High
• Measurement and Calibration. of Physical Medium-to-High
Constants
• Precision Geometric Orbit Determination High
Over Long and Short Arcs
• Continental Drift Determination High
• Solid Earth Tide Modeling Improvement High
•. Ocean Earth . Tide Modeling Improvement High
• Rapid Fault and Tectonic Plate High
Monitoring
• Earthquake /Volcano Modeling Improvement High
• Satellite Altimeter Calibration High
F
It would have been the authors' desire to simulate appropriate data and
investigate some . of these areas in much more detail. As it turned out the twi-
x	 light hours of this effort were spent almost exclusively on the MICRODOT..i:heck
out which was required to demonstrate the feasibility of the GEOS-3 project 	 j
3
objectives..: These: objectives can best be classified under the first application
L of the list; Practical Earth Surveying. More specifically the objectives were
related to the three-dimensional determination of interstation coordinates using
range and satellite-to-satellite tracking. data. The .. resuits presented in the
summary indicate that these objectives have been met. Indeed if high accuracy
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data types are available, other applications such as Rapid Fault and Tectonic
Plate Monitoring, etc., are also possible.
It may seem incomplete not to have investigated at least several other
applications via the MICRODOT software, and to not include the results of these
simulations in this report. Unfortunately, lack of funding and an organizational
change required GEOS-3 project termination relative to this task.by July of 19760
The final moments of this effort did however generate some fu:L tb.er thoughts on
future applications for which the MICRODOT system can be called forth.
A22.2 DISCUSSION
At this writing it appears that simultaneous tracking of interplanetary
space probes by three or four stations can be used to determine the instantan-
eous state vector of these probes to high precision (data type precision) relative
to a coordinate basis fixed to three of the stations. This state vector, at any
point in time, can be transformed into the standard inertial coordinate basis
with only the polar motor, nutation, and precession induced error degradation.
The accuracy in state estimation is retained from cis-lunar space to the vicinity
of Mars. With one meter data types, a probe passing Mars can be multilaterated
to about 100 km accuracy. Obviously, this geometric estimate of the state of
the space probe is provided instantaneously and would provide a model indepen
dent . check on dynamic orbit determination software used for . similar purposes.. .
Addition of extra stations, as is presently planned in lunar laser rang-
ing studies provides for reduction of lunar laser ranging data by means of
multilateration principles. Combination of this data with laser data reflected
off a low orbiter would be an additional step of great interest in the codification 	 I
and closure. of Earth interstation coordinates and lunar (selenographic) positions.
The singularities in the mathematical eqvations used in multilateration
satellite-to-satellite tracking are easily removed by letting two or more.stations
from the cluster of stations associated with the low satellite range to the high
satellite at the same time that the cluster of stations which range to the high
satellite are gathering data. The additional strength in. solution engendered :by
the SST data link, as demonstrated in this work, can always be realized.
Furthermore, it appears that choosing three stations in close proximity, so that
i,	 the multibaselin:e technique can be used to define a geometric coordinate basis,
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is a nrst step m esEaoJ,isMng a grouna paa of timcu t exwxibwa wiuull can t^iicn ua
used as a pivotal benchmark in conjunction with other clusters scattered at
remote locations. The SST link now provides a means for ai btion cluster
unification.
Thr stronger the solution that can be achieved with a multilateration
systern, the closer will be the goals implied by the list of applications which
were previously mentioned. Hence with full activation of multilateration
related experiments, the estimation of physical parameters such as the Earth's
plasticity parameters, e. g. , the Love and Shida numbers, etc. , becomes
realizable.
The applications have been listed, the software exists, now the experi-
ments need to be planned.
